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Useful Drinker Information
10,000 copies of the Nottingham Drinker are distributed free 
of charge to over 300 outlets in the Nottingham area including 
libraries, the Tourist Information Centre and pubs in Nottingham, 
outlying villages and local towns. It is published by Nottingham 
CAMRA, typeset by Spyke Golding and printed by Stirland 
Paterson, Ilkeston.

Advertising
Nottingham Drinker welcomes advertisements subject to 
compliance with CAMRA policy and space availability. There is a 
discount for any advertising submitted in a suitable format for 
publishing, JPEG, PDF etc. Advertising rates start from £30 for a 
small advert (1/16 of a page) in a suitable format. A premium is 
charged for the front and back page. Six advertisements can be 
bought for the discounted price of five (one years worth).  Call 
Spyke Golding on 0115 714 9588 or 07751 441 682 or e-mail   
drinkeradvert@ntlworld.com   for details.

Publication dates
The next issue of Nottingham Drinker (issue 100) will be 
published on Thursday 30th September 2010 and will be available 
from the branch meeting at Bunkers Hill.
The copy deadline is Tuesday 7th September 2010

Editorial Team
Editor: Spyke Golding, Sub editors: Steve Armstrong and Steve 
Westby, Distribution: David Mason

Editorial address
Spyke Golding, Nottingham Drinker, 218, Standhill Road, Carlton, 
Nottm. NG4 1JZ  
Tel: 0115 714 9588, 0775 144 1682
E-mail: nottingham.drinker@ntlworld.com or 
drinkeradvert@ntlworld.com 

Socials and Trips
For booking socials or trips contact Ray Kirby on 0115 929 7896 
or at raykirby@nottinghamCAMRA.org

Web Site
Nottingham CAMRA’s own web site, managed by Webmaster 
Howard Clark  is at  www.nottinghamCAMRA.org

CAMRA Headquarters
230 Hatfield Road, St. Albans, Herts, AL1 4LW Tel 01727 867201 
Fax 01727 867670 E-mail CAMRA@CAMRA.org.uk 
Internet   www.CAMRA.org.uk

Registration
Nottingham Drinker is registered as a newsletter with the British 
Library. ISSN No1369-4235

Disclaimer
ND, Nottingham CAMRA and CAMRA Ltd accept no responsibility 
for errors that may occur within this publication, and the views 
expressed are those of their individual authors and not necessarily 
endorsed by the editor, Nottingham CAMRA or CAMRA Ltd

Subscription 
ND offers a mail order subscription service. If you wish to be 
included on our mailing list please send seventeen 2nd class 
stamps, (standard letter @32p. each) for one year’s subscription 
(second class delivery) or fourteen 1st class stamps (standard 
letter @ 41p. each) for one year’s subscription (first class 
delivery) to Nottingham Drinker, 15 Rockwood Crescent, Hucknall, 
Nottinghamshire NG15 6PW Nottingham Drinker is published 
bimonthly. 

Useful Addresses
For complaints about short measure pints etc contact: Nottingham 
Trading Standards Department, Consumer Direct (East Midlands)  
Consumer Direct works with all the Trading Standards services in 
the East Midlands and is supported by the Office of Fair Trading. 
You can e-mail Consumer Direct using a secure e-mail system 
on their web site. The web site also provides advice, fact sheets 
and model letters on a wide range of consumer rights. Consumer 
Direct - 08454 04 05 06
www.consumerdirect.gov.uk  
For comments, complaints or objections about pub alterations etc, 
or if you wish to inspect plans for proposed pub developments 
contact the local authority planning departments. Nottingham 
City’s is at Exchange Buildings, Smithy Row or at 
nottinghamcity.gov.uk

If you wish to complain about deceptive advertising, e.g. passing 
nitro-keg smooth flow beer off as real ale, pubs displaying signs 
suggesting real ales are on sale or guest beers are available, 
when in fact they are not, contact: Advertising Standards 
Authority, Mid City Place, 71 High Holborn, London WC1V 6QT, 
Telephone 020 7492 2222, Textphone 020 7242 8159, Fax 020 
7242 3696
Or visit www.asa.org.uk where you can complain online

Brewery Liaison Officers
Please contact these officers if you have any comments, queries 
or complaints about a local brewery.
 

Alcazar - Ray Kirby raykirby@nottinghamCAMRA.org
Blue Monkey - Nigel Johnson  nigeljohnson@nottinghamCAMRA.
org 
Castle Rock - David Mason davidmason@nottinghamCAMRA.org
Caythorpe - Ian Barber ianbarber@nottinghamCAMRA.org 
Flipside - Howard Clark howardclark@nottinghamCAMRA.org 
Full Mash - Ray Kirby raykirby@nottinghamCAMRA.org 
Holland - Andrew Ludlow acl_50@ntlworld.com 
Magpie - Alan Ward alanward@nottinghamCAMRA.org 
Mallard - Mick (Didler) Kinton 
Nottingham - Steve Westby stevewestby@nottinghamCAMRA.org
Reality - Steve Hill - stevehill@nottinghamCAMRA.org
East Midlands Brewery Liaison Coordinator - Steve Westby  
stevewestby@nottinghamCAMRA.org
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Snippets
Charity Music and Beer Festival at Hose

If you are free on Saturday August 14th,  Hose, in the Vale 
of Belvoir, is the place to be for the Charity Music, Beer and 

Burgers Festival. The event takes place from 3pm to midnight, 
with live music from 4pm. Entrance is just £5, and all the 
proceeds will be shared between ‘The Josh Walker Fund’ and 
‘Forever Faye Art Foundation’.

Nine year old Josh suffers from severe autism 
and multifocal epilepsy, which has left him with 
extreme learning difficulities. His family was 
inspired by a book ‘The Horse Boy’, a true story 
written by Rupert Issacson whose own son is 
similar to Josh. It is about their journey with 
horses, travelling through Mongolia, to see the 
Sharmen healers.  His son improved and we 
would like to give Josh the same opportunity.

17 year old Faye had a fatal riding 
accident last year. Forever Faye Art 
Foundation is being set up by her 
family. She was an inspiration to many 
with her unconventional ideas,  chaos, 
laughter and free spirit. She had a love 
for horses and art and was destined 
to go to the London School of Art. The 
foundation is aimed to help and inspire 
all artists to succeed.
Public transport users should go via 
Bingham, taking a Veolia bus 24 from 
there to Hose, returning via Bottesford 
(last bus 19.02 to meet the 19.56 train 
to Nottingham)

Marie’s Reunion

Over a hundred Nottingham Forest soccer fans turned up 
with questions, autograph albums and lots of memories for a 

reunion with former players at the Horse and Jockey in Basford, 
Nottingham.

The event was particularly special for manager, Marie Frost, 
whose father, John Carey, managed Nottingham Forest in the 
mid 1960s.  BBC Radio Nottingham’s Colin Slater introduced 
players across the decades from the 1950s including Geoff 
Vowden, Calvin Palmer and Dave Hilley.  A special presentation 
was made to 93 year old Sid Ottewell, the Reds’ oldest surviving 
player. A beer, Triple Red X honouring Forest home strip colour, 
was brewed by Castle Rock Brewery for the evening.
Readers wishing to visit the Horse and Jockey can go by tram, 
alighting at David Lane from where it is just a two minute walk 
up the Lane to the corner of Mill Street.

Full Mash for miniature railway

Keen CAMRA members Peter and Jill Rimell are involved 
in a miniature railway, Echills Wood, at Kingsbury Water 

Park near Tamworth. Having just completed a big extension 
to the railway, the official opening was carried out by record 
producer and television presenter Pete Waterman, who wrote 
this year’s Eurovision Song Contest entry and is himself a keen 
railway enthusiast.  Peter Rimmel took along two barrels of local 
microbrewers Full Mash’s beers - Apparition and Séance – both 
of which went down very well with all of the members.  
It was not long before Pete Waterman himself came along and 
helped himself to a pint or two, which he thoroughly enjoyed.  
The two barrels of beer were started lunch time on the Saturday 
but by tea time it was all gone!

Faye with horse Toby

Marie welcomes her dad’s team mates: (l-r) Horse and Jockey 
manager, Marie Frost with granddaughter Tamika Jack, and 
Forest legends, Ron Farmer (1952 – 57), Dave Hilley (1967 

– 70), Calvin Palmer (1958 – 63) and Geoff Vowden (1959 – 64) 
with Colin Slater (BBC Radio Nottingham 1968 onwards)  

(l-r) Pete Waterman, Peter and Jill Rimmel enjoying a pint of Full 
Mash beer from Stapleford, Nottinghamshire

Tel: 0115 9703777 e. basford@bartschinns.com 
462 Radford Road, Basford, NG7 7EA 

Tram: Shipstone Street or Wilkinson Street 

“Special Commendation” 
Nottingham CAMRA Pub of the Year 2008 

Nine Continually Changing Cask Ales from Around The Country 
Fullers London Pride, Deuchar’s I.P.A. and Guest Mild Always 

Available
Dedicated Hand Pump for LocAle 

Hot & Cold Food Served Mon – Fri Lunchtimes 12.00 – 2.30 
Traditional Sunday Lunch Served 12.30 – 4.00 

Quiz Every Monday Night 
Function Room Available for Hire 

DJ Pat Plays Easy Listening from 60’s & 70’s Every Sunday Night 
Free Wi-Fi Internet Access 

Open 12 Noon – 11Pm Sun to Thurs 11am to 11.30 Fri & Sat 
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Snippets
On yer bike!

The first Nottingham Branch cycle ride on Sunday July 
4th was a great success. Five of us managed to get out on 

a fine sunny (although a bit windy) day. We set off at 10.45am 
from the Blacks Head at Carlton and cycled to the Black Horse at 

Caythorpe, arriving well before the pub was open. So we went a 
little further to the Reindeer at Hoveringham where we watched 
a junior cricket match over a well deserved beer. We then came 
back, calling at the (now open) Black Horse and then the Old 
Volunteer, both at Caythorpe, and finally back at the Blacks Head 
for a last half. The whole ride took about four hours. Everyone 
thoroughly enjoyed it - so why not join us on the next one? This 

will be on Sunday 8th August. We will probably meet at the Vat 
and Fiddle at around 11am but this will be confirmed later. All 
levels of cyclist are welcome.
My contact mobile is 07775 768400 if you are interested and 
want further information. 
Howard Clark.

No Happy New Year for pub goers
after  VAT  increase

The recently announced January VAT increase means 
combined VAT and duty rates on a pint in the pub to hit £1 in 

New Year, and will mean increases of up to 10p on a pint
CAMRA has predicted that the impact of a VAT hike to 20% in 
January 2011 will force the rate of pub closure to increase above 
the current devastating rate of 39 a week. 
Mike Benner, CAMRA Chief Executive, said: ‘In the New Year, 
many pub goers will be hit with a VAT increase that will push up 
the combined taxation on a pint of beer to over a pound! This 
historically sad moment for the nation’s 15 million pub goers is 
compounded by the knowledge that this increase will cause yet 
more well-run community pubs to shut their doors unless the 
Government acts. Relentless tax increases on the nation’s pubs 
are contributing to pub closures, job losses and a decline in 
community spirit.’
‘The announcement of a review into alcohol pricing and taxation 
this Autumn gives the Government an opportunity to avoid the 
harm that this VAT increase will impose on pubs. CAMRA will be 
pressing for targeted measures to support well-run community 
pubs. These measures could include a new class of business rate 
relief for community pubs and a compensatory reduction in beer 
duty.’

Barrowcliffe Limited
mil lside

Suppliers to the catering industry of
fresh fruit.  vegetables, exotic fruits

and prepared  produce

Units A & B, Thornfield Ind Est, Hooton Street
Hooton Street, Nottingham. NG3 2NJ

01159 588 150
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Nick Tegerdine, Executive Director at apas, discusses the alcohol agenda under a new 
government, the growing influence of the consumer, some observations from Finland, and more

The worst thing you can 
do about an alcohol 
problem is nothing

Drinking too much, too often, and for too long and 
finding it hard to change?

Alcohol Problems Advisory Service

AVAILABLE • ACCESSIBLE • CONFIDENTIAL

0115 941 4747 or e-mail info@apas.org.uk

www.apas.org.uk

“Hello, this is Nick”
“Is that Nick Tegerdine?”
“This is me”
“Good. Dewberry City Health here. You’ve opened an office in 
Dewberry I understand”
“Yes, we have. How can I help you?”
“Well, I am calling to tell you that you can’t do that, you can’t open 
here. You must close the office immediately”
“What? Why on earth not? We are independent and we’re there to 
help. Please explain your problem, I’m sure we can sort out any 
misunderstanding”
“There is no misunderstanding on our part. If we say you can’t be 
here you can’t. We say what happens here, we have a strategy to 
deal with alcohol, and everything like that.”
“Foxtrot Oscar”.

This actually happened. I’ve disguised the name of the town 
concerned and I have not added the remaining sentences here for 
fear of offending someone unused to very straight talking. What 
nonsense those who are concerned to promote responsibility have 
had to endure, what absolute nonsense.
Another area insisted that access to treatment, and indeed any 
comments about the management of their night-time economy, 
had to go through one office. The caller was called Sandra and she 
insisted that there was a ‘single point of entry’. ‘Single point of entry 
Sandra’, as my colleague decided to call her, was also reminded in 
robust terms of her responsibilities to reduce alcohol related harm, to 
promote responsible retailing, and not to waste our time.

I recently travelled to Finland. Amongst other things I undertook 
some research into the price and availability of alcohol in bars and 
restaurants. My previous article gave some insights with a summary 
of prices and products in the state-controlled Alko stores, so I was 
not really surprised to see the wide range of beers available and 
the growing awareness, insistence even, of products with local 
provenance. Helsinki has many fine restaurants and some equally fine 
bars. Prices for local beer at 4.7% are around €5 to €6 for 500mls. 
Table service costs more. In a city centre restaurant, a bottle of South 
African red wine would have been €66. With respect to my friends 
from Joburg, and the undoubted quality of the wine, we settled for a 
beer. A fine innovation in Helsinki is the ‘beer tram’. This wonderful 
institution is just a flat bed trailer, with tables and chairs, a canopy, 
and a bar. It is towed around the city on normal tram routes and local 
beer is served en route. That’s a good way to deal with drink driving!
Overall the Finns like a drink, but they haven’t rated their own 
products highly. This was due to the state monopoly but it is changing 
as new brewers appear and choice for the customer becomes a 
reality. The best restaurants in Finland actually recommend local 
beers to accompany each course. I consumed a ruby red ale to wash 
down my roast reindeer fillet, and the beer and the reindeer were 
both excellent. Another menu choice was bear meat, but I found it a 
little grisly!
Good news 
We understand from reliable sources that a very busy West Bridgford 
pub is refurbishing the toilets. We commented on the tired nature of 
those facilities in a recent article and so it’s good to know that The 
Nottingham Drinker is read in all the best pub toilets.
Bad news. If you are in Wick in north east Scotland, you would not 
expect to be overwhelmed with choice for real ale. The Wetherspoons 
outlet in Wick seemed a good bet. Sadly, and be warned, they are 
not good at looking after the beer and they didn’t seem to care. The 
toilet for people with disabilities was also out of action and, again, 
it seemed ‘normal for Wick’. We know that this is not normal for 
Wetherspoons, but this was not a good experience.

Volunteers wanted 
Even in recessionary times, some organisations continue to grow, 
and it is a reflection on the alcohol policies of recent years that we 
are one of them. We need volunteers to do lots of things. It’s great 
fun, it’s not about saying ‘don’t drink’ and expert training is given. 
We also pay expenses. If you have skills and time to spare, send us a 
message on info@apas.org.uk. We desperately need your help.
Find of the month
It’s not exactly local but the Tankerville Arms at Wooler in 
Northumberland deserves honourable mention. It serves local ale 
(Hadrian and Border on my last visit), local food, has great beds 
and is well placed for the fantastic local scenery. They deserve your 
business.
As ever, do let us know of the good, the bad and the ugly in your 
town or street.
You can email me on nick@apas.org.uk or call 0115 950 5967

By the time you read this the intentions of the coalition 
government will be clear. I’ve had to hold back on some 
of this as some of the policy discussions and White Papers 

are sensitive in the extreme. The trend is towards ‘community 
empowerment’ as distinct from a top down, bureaucratic approach. 
Simply put, things have got worse in recent years and so it makes 
sense to try another way. 

We now know that it is likely that the role of ‘commissioner’ for 
treatment services will move towards the GPs; the delivery of 
treatment and the campaigns to reduce alcohol-related harm 
will be made more available to independent services rather than 
the responsible authorities; and, the ‘harm reduction’ and ‘units’ 
messages are likely to change as well.

We’ve talked before about increasing risk with increasing 
consumption. What we haven’t done is unravel the stranglehold of 
the bureaucrats on the debates that matter and we haven’t allowed 
communities to have a real say in terms of what they want. The 
community empowerment model offers some solutions. 

No one can surely deny people the right to challenge the licence of 
a pub that does not demonstrate respect for the neighbourhood. 
Equally, no-one wants to see drunken men asleep in the bushes 
outside four star city centre hotels at 9.30 AM. What we hear all the 
time is that people wish to be able to visit a convivial pub and drink in 
a responsible manner, preferably local ale with a bite to eat that does 
not rely on a microwave to produce it, and hopefully without music so 
loud that conversation is impossible. 

The pubs that deliver that tend to be profitable and are not 
associated with problems. Yet they remain hindered by the policies 
which do not reduce alcohol-related harms, although they state that’s 
what they do!

We look forward to the changes. I’ll write much more on this when 
the debate has moved further along. I have made it very clear 
that I shall not expect to have to report any more of the following 
mandarin-driven nonsense:

“Ring ring”
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Amber Valley News
Paul Gibson brings us the Northern news 
Ripley festival details finalised

Plans for next month’s inaugural Amber Valley CAMRA 
rail ale festival at Butterley Station, Ripley, between 30th 

September and 3rd October are being finalized. Festival co-
ordinator, Nigel Heathcote, said ”the 60 real ales, cider and 
perry, will include new breweries such as the Marlpool Brewing 
Company and, hopefully, Rowditch of Derby.  We’re delighted to 
be able to offer high-class Indian dishes prepared by the chefs 
at the Maharaja restaurant, which has served the good folk 
of Belper since 1979. Available Friday lunchtime/evening and 
Saturday lunchtime/evening with a vegetarian option, they will 
be priced at £3.50 to £5.50”.
On the entertainment front, Kick “N” Rush will initiate 
proceedings on Friday evening, followed by All the Kings Men. 
Ripley Morris Men will provide traditional dancing on Saturday 
lunchtime and, in the evening, No Fixed Abode support the 
headline act of the female band, Alma Boobies, who are certain 
to get the marquee rocking. For those seeking sanctuary in 
quieter surroundings, the nearby railway carriages will serve 
upwards of 20 beers subject, of course, to availability. A 
welcome innovation will be glasses lined with third pint measures 
and with a gala diesel event on Saturday and Sunday operating 
trains to Swanwick Junction to a full timetable, there will be 
plenty to interest the rail enthusiast.
The Midland Railway centre is less than a mile from Ripley 
Market Place and en-route is the Talbot Taphouse, the Amber 
Ales brewery tap, and, opposite, the Nags Head. Also, on nearby 
Lowes Hill is the Good Beer Guide listed George. Trent run 90, 
91, 92, 93 buses that stop close to the site. Ripley is, of course, 
a transport hub with direct bus services to Nottingham, Derby, 
Mansfield and Alfreton.

Marlpool joins the microbrewery revolution

Marlpool, near Heanor, for so long a quiet backwater in 
brewing and beer circles, has risen to prominence, firstly 

following the Queens Head re-opening last year, and now with 
the Marlpool Brewing Company having fired its copper for the 
first time. Proprietor, Andy McAuley (pictured), was born on the 
site on Breach Road, and established the 2.5-barrel brewery 
in a former slaughterhouse. The plant started life as Parish of 
Burrough on the Hill, which, in Leicestershire, became famous 
for Baz’s Bonce Blower that had a mind blowing original gravity 
of 1100. More recently, it was employed by Dave Tizard to 
produce some fine brews for Funfair.

Scratty Ratty is a Pale, dry creation of 4.4 abv brewed with 
Goldings hops and Maris Otter malt and perfect for quaffing 
on a summer’s day. The brewery is independent of the 
neighboroughing Queens Head but things have really turned full 
circle here, because an 1896 boundary map shows the Queens 
Head as a Shipstone’s beer house with an adjoining brew house.
The RuRad bar at the Old Oak, Horsley Woodhouse has already 
featured the beer, as has Inn the Middle, Langley Mill, and Sarah 
at the Corner Pin, Westwood, has reported rapid sales.

Heanor revival continues

Que Sera, Church Street, Heanor, is reverting to its original 
name, the Crown, following the sale of the freehold by 

Scottish and Newcastle. Katrina Munday, Paul Widdowson 
and Linda Edwards-Milsom will now endeavour to restore the 
fortunes of a pub that received universal laudation in its days as 
a Kimberley house. The pub is being stripped of its modernist 
furniture and will be replaced by traditional, comfortable 
furnishings. The white, UPVC exterior banding has been painted 
black and, at the 
time of going to 
press, we anticipate 
that the pub’s name 
painted in gold 
lettering would 
greatly enhance the 
Crown’s appearance. 
It is likely to sell 
two real ales, one of 
which may be from 
Marlpool, and the 
sun trap back garden 
will make a most 
pleasant place in 
which to enjoy them. 
Bed and breakfast 
accommodation will 
make good use of 
the upstairs rooms. 
The original Crown, 
just up the road, was 
demolished in 1912 
to facilitate road 
widening and the 
laying of tramlines on 
the long Nottingham 
to Ripley tram route. 
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Erewash Valley News
Erewash Pub of the Year.........

There was an exceptional turnout when members of 
Erewash CAMRA attended the Pub of the Year presentation at 

The Spanish Bar, Ilkeston on 2nd June. They were met with some 
Spanish type weather and were pleased that the pub possessed 
such a large garden and outdoor drinking area.   

Landlady Hannah Elms with the certificate, together with her staff

It is over ten years since John Elms and his daughter Hannah 
opened the pub. John wanted a place in Spain, but when that 
turned out to be a small pub in Ilkeston “The Spanish Bar” was 
an obvious name. It started life as a small converted retail outlet, 
but has now doubled in size and also has the garden, a covered 
skittle alley, a covered smokers’ area and a patio drinking area. 
The premises alone put The Spanish Bar amongst the best pubs 
in Erewash Valley, add to that the beer and it is no surprise it 
was voted Pub of the Year. Hartington IPA and Mallard are always 
available together with three guest pumps from local, and not so 
local, micro breweries.
The certificate was presented by local Chairman John Cooke. 
John, landlord of the Dewdrop and winner in 2008 and 2009 said 
that Hannah’s win was well deserved and he was happy to pass on 
the mantle of Pub of the Year to such an excellent example of a 
proper CAMRA pub.
Receiving the certificate, Hannah insisted it was a team effort and 
thanked her loyal and hard-working staff.
A beer festival is planned at the Spanish Bar during the second 
weekend in September.

..........and Pub of the Season

It is rare when the first public task a new licensee 
undertakes is to receive a Pub of the Season certificate, but 

this is what happened  to Kevin Smith at The Rutland Cottage, 
Ilkeston on 23rd June. To be fair he was supported by the former 
landlady, Karen Lang-Norris, who now runs the Hop Pole in 
Beeston, and their boss – Pub People Company Director Andrew 
Crawford.
Pub People Company was formed in 1993 and now operates 55 
pubs in South Yorkshire and the East and West Midlands from 
their head office between Chesterfield and Derby. 
Anyone who drinks in The Lion, Basford, Bunkers Hill, Gatehouse 
et al will know about Pub People Company’s beer selection and 
quality. Since acquiring the Rutland Cottage it has moved from 
strength to strength and has become a welcome addition to the 
quality real ale outlets in the Erewash Valley Branch area.

Stumble Inn Beer Festival success

The Spring Bank Holiday weekend saw many beer festivals 
taking place around the country, and the county. This year a 

new one was added in our branch area, The Stumble Inn in Long 
Eaton. The pub is gaining a reputation for quality cask ale and 
during their beer festival this was no exception. From Friday to 
Monday inclusive, up to 29 beers and three ciders were available 
and by all accounts the quality of the ale was as good on the 
Monday as it was on the Friday. On arrival my drinking buddy and 
I were told that we needed to purchase tokens from the bar, along 
with a beer list that showed there would be 20 beers on upstairs 
and a further nine would be rotating on the four handpumps on 
the bar. A new flight of stairs has been added to the bar area 
which leads directly into the upstairs function room. As we prefer 
our beer direct from the cask at beer festivals we headed straight 
upstairs and were met by a wooden stillage supplied by Karl at 
Full Mash Brewery. The great thing about this pub festival is that a 
cooling system had been installed, which many other pub festivals 
seem to ignore to their cost. 

My first beer was ‘Atomic Strike’ from the Atomic Brewery, this 
3.7% American style pale ale was just what the doctor ordered 
on a warm end of May day out. Although the bar downstairs was 
busy, upstairs it was empty so we decided to stay where we could 
hear ourselves think and sample more of the excellent quality 
beer on offer. Next up was Nemisis, a 3.8% refreshing straw 
coloured beer from the Peakstone Rock Brewery, further samples 
followed including Festival Gold from Festival Brewery, Lady 
Macbeth and Stilton Porter both from Brewsters and Chained Oak 
from Peakstone again. Other breweries featured were Spire, Full 
Mash, Maypole, Magpie, Hadrian and Border, Oldershaws and Long 
Eatons very own Muirhouse. There was entertainment provided all 
weekend including Morris Men, the local Folk club and on Monday 
there was a hog roast available. All in all an excellent first beer 
festival for Martin and I must say so myself, probably the best 
quality beer at a pub beer festival I have been to in many a time. 
If there was to be a downside to the festival, it was the lack of 
publicity in local CAMRA newsletters (although, I must state, 
not the fault of the editor of this magazine) and support from 
members of the local branch, but that was their loss.

Left to right – Kevin Smith, Andrew Crawford, Karen Lang-Norris 
receiving the certificate from Erewash Valley Chairman John Cooke
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Vale of Belvoir News
The end is Mild

Greetings from the Vale to all our avid readers. Without 
any further ado we will move straight on to wrapping up 
our Mild in May news. The 15th May had us out and about 

on our second trip, with our first stop being the Plough, Cropwell 
Butler. Greg had e-mailed us just before the weekend to let us 
know that Tetley Mild had finished, but as the pub fell in with our 
route we still stopped off for a drink. Beers included Castle Rock 
Harvest Pale and Adnams Broadside and were well received. It 
was straight on to Granby, starting with the Boot and Shoe and 
Marstons Merry Monk. We had a job to tear Chairman Mart and 
Steady Eddie away from the jukebox, as they reckon it has the 
best selection in the Vale, but more beers beckoned. We then 
went just around the corner to the Marquis of Granby where the 
Cheval Mort was in excellent form. From Granby it was a quick 
trip up the road to the Peacock, Redmile for some very nice 
Arkell’s Maypole.
We then piled back in the bus for a short hop across the A52 to 
Bottesford, starting with some Tetley Mild at the Rutland Arms, 
and then around the corner to the Bull. Here we had Belvoir Dark 
Horse, which was excellent. Chairman Mart managed to get just 
a quarter of a pint of this before it ran out, as he had been too 
busy getting some famous Bottesford chips! It was followed by 
Theakstons Mild, again in good form, but this beer just doesn’t 
have the character and flavour of the Dark Horse - poor old Mart 
(did that sound sincere enough?).
Our last trip of the month on the 22nd started out at the Martins 
Arms, Colston Bassett and some very fine Elgood’s Black Dog. 
From here it was straight up to the Sample Cellar, Old Dalby and, 
naturally, Belvoir Dark Horse. It is always a struggle to leave 
the Brewery Tap but we were then on to the Anchor, Nether 
Broughton for some Jenning’s Dark Mild before rolling on to The 
Golden Fleece, Upper Broughton and more Dark Horse, again in 
fine form. Our last call was the Plough, Hickling and Theakston’s 
Mild before dropping off Mild Trail Maestro Eddie and wending our 
way back to Bingham.
A very big thanks goes out to all the pubs taking part in this 
years campaign. We think it has been one of the best we’ve done, 
with very few blips, just the odd mild coming on late or finishing 
early. Every landlord who committed to the trail put Mild on and 
we had some excellent beers throughout the month. 2 pubs were 
jointly voted as serving the Best Mild - the Horse and Plough, 
Bingham and The Bull, Bottesford share the honours this year, 
with 8 different pubs featuring in the voting. The individual beer 
which stood out this year, being praised throughout the month 
was the Belvoir Dark Horse. Colin must have worked like a Trojan 
through May keeping pubs supplied as landlords were constantly 
telling us how quickly it was selling through and they had had to 
order more, so congratulations to Belvoir Brewery for the most 
voted beer. This years winner of the Trail is Paul Ruthven, from 
Collingham and yes, we are sending everyones certificates out 
this year, honestly. Don’t get excited though, they are very cheap!
June 1st saw us with a good turnout at the Red Lion, Stathern for 
our branch meeting. Beers came from Brewsters and Grainstore, 
so a real local flavour there. Later in the month, on June 22nd 
we were at The Royal Oak, Car Colston for a skittles match 
against Grantham CAMRA. Glorious weather and a Vintage Car 
gathering at this beautifully situated pub set the evening off to 
a great start, only matched by an equally glorious win for VoB, 
outplaying Grantham in all 3 games (gracious in victory as ever).
We were aided and abetted by some Grantham members seeming 
to attempt to take themselves out by bouncing the balls off the 
rafters - you wouldn’t think a lump of wood could ricochet quite 
so violently! A great evening was had by all, and a big thanks to 
the guys from Grantham for their excellent turnout, which put us 
to shame, and thanks to Richard and Vicky for supplying us with 
a huge quantity of chips and cobs. We are hoping to get out for a 
trip to Brewsters with Grantham some time in September and also 
heading out to one of their pubs for a rematch, probably a games 
night - we will keep you informed.
On Saturday 26th we visited the Bingham Rugby Club Beer 
Festival. Again, the weather was glorious sunshine and the 
turnout was good – it seems to have been successful changing 
the dates from March to June. The ciders had proved to be very 
popular, having sold out by the Saturday night, and there were 
some very good beers on. We had the Slaughterhouse Porter from 

the Great Heck Brewery, Streaky from Potbelly, 1966 from Itchen 
Valley, Belvoir Dambuster and Castle Rock Screech Owl to finish 
the evening.

Our meeting on the 6th July was at the newly reopened Tollemache 
Arms, Buckminster. The pub is relaxed and welcoming, with 
Bateman’s Summer Swallow and Grainstore Cooking being served 
on our visit, both in very good form. They offer a varied food 
menu so this should be another to add to the list of must trys in 
the Vale.
Onto pub news, before 
I run out of space 
- the Manners Arms, 
Knipton is now under 
the Bartsch Inns 
mantle and already 
the cellar has been 
improved and six cask 
ales are now served. 
We stopped in on 
our way back from 
Buckminster and had 
a very comfortable 
half hour. We will 
endeavour to give a 
more detailed report 
soon. On the subject 
of Bartsch Inns, there is a Fullers Brewery night at the Horse and 
Plough on August 10th, where you can meet the brewer and a 
range of Fullers beers will be available on the night.
Other Vale pub news is that at the Peacock, Redmile the Youngs 
Gold is now a regular on the bar, having replaced the Youngs 
Bitter (both brewed by Wells and Youngs) and the Cranmer Arms, 
Aslockton is now permanently stocking the Timothy Taylor Golden 
Best, following on from good sales through May.
Well, that’s all for this month, I must be getting close to our 
allotted word count and run the risk of running out of.........

Tel: 01949 839313 e. bingham@bartschinns.com
Long Acre, Bingham, NG13 8AF 

Bus: TrentBarton Xpress from Friar Lane 

Six Continually Changing Cask Ales from Around the Country 
Charles Wells Bombardier & Deuchar’s I.P.A. Always Available 
Hot & Cold Food Served Mon – Sat12.00 – 2.30pm & 5 – 7pm 

Traditional Sunday Lunch Served 12.30 – 3 pm 
Horse & Plough Wednesdays – Two Meals for £10 

Private Dining, Meetings and Small Conference Packages Available 
Free Wi-Fi Internet Access 

The Grill Room Restaurant Upstairs serving A La Carte Menu 
Midweek Steak Special £7.95 in The Grill Room 

Open 11am – 11pm Sun to Thurs 11am to 11.30pm Fri & Sat 
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Tasting notes
John Westlake discovers that the end of the world isn’t so bad after all!

Not surprisingly, the brewing industry in Argentina 
was established by German immigrants, amongst them the 
enterprising Otto Peter Friedrich Bemberg, who eventually 

settled in the southern Buenos Aires suburb of Quilmes.  Born in Cologne 
in 1827, Otto left for Argentina in 1850 where he built up an illustrious 
career, culminating in a spell in Paris as Consul General, before returning 
to Argentina and together with his son, Otto Sebastian, founding  the 
Quilmes Brewery in 1888.  The new facility was by far the largest in the 
country at the time and Quilmes beer rapidly eclipsed its smaller rivals to 
become Argentina’s dominant brand, a position that it retains to this day, 
albeit now majority owned by the mighty Anheuser-Busch InBev Group
Their ubiquitous Crystal is a refreshing 4.9%, straw coloured lager beer 
in the pilsner style, with a pleasant floral hop character, but there are other 
more complex brews within the Quilmes stable.  A marginally weaker, 
dark ruby Stout exudes sweet black coffee and plain chocolate flavours 
whilst a rich, tawny Bock weighs in at 6.3% abv, with hops playing second 
fiddle to bittersweet bonfire toffee and caramel notes, balanced by a full 
bodied, lightly roasted malt character.  Unfortunately, given the current 
ownership, Argentina appears to be in the throes of being flooded with 
other Group brands such as Stella Artois and American ersatz Budweiser.
Isenbeck is another pale lager available nationally, a 4.6% all malt brew 
with a slightly sulphury nose preceding a biscuity malt palate, tempered 
with a gentle hop bitterness.  But as in so many other parts of the world 
nowadays, microbrewing has taken a firm hold in Argentina and there are 
now many more interesting beers to seek out and enjoy all over the country.
Buenos Aires, Argentina’s stylish, European influenced capital can 
boast upwards of half a dozen craft brewers, with Buller Brewing 
Company very much in the vanguard of the movement.  Opened in 
1999 at Presidente R.M. Ortiz 1827 and almost overlooking the Recoleta 
Cemetery, where Eva Peron (Evita) is buried, it produces a wide 
range of beers on a brew kit sandwiched between the street and the 
somewhat nighclubby interior.  A sampler tray affords the opportunity 
to try six of what they currently have on offer, including a splendid, jet 
black, espresso coffee and caramel infused Dry Stout, brewed using 
eight different malts and culminating in a long, dry, bitter chocolate 
finish.  Slightly stronger, at 6% abv, the IPA is also well worth a try, 
its toffeeish nose giving way to an almost astringent palate dominated 
by tart German hops against a solid, full-bodied malt backdrop.  Look 
out, too, for a refreshing, typically cloudy Hefeweizen, with delicate 
banana and vanilla notes together with tantalising hints of clove and 
coriander, as well as a very creditable Bavarian style Oktoberfest 
at 5.5%, its rich amber hue derived from a combination of Vienna 
and Munich malts in the mash, with bittersweet bonfire toffee and 
caramel flavours on the tongue tempered by a discrete hop presence.
Located in a rather less salubrious part of the city at Carlos Calvo 4199, 
Cossab Cerveza Artesanal comprises a cosy corner bar, its quarry tile floor 
and simple wooden furniture brightened by a fine array of breweriana, 
along with its own diminutive brew plant, almost impossibly squeezed 
into the cellar and kitchen area.  Established in 2004, Cossab produces a 
full portfolio of interesting brews including an excellent, bitter and citrusy 
Rubia at 5% abv, seasoned with Zeus and Cascade hops, as well as a 
very fine, if slightly hazy, IPA brewed to a similar strength and utilising 
a blend of three malts, balanced by a refreshing fruity hop tartness.
Other beers to keep an eye out for in and around Buenos Aires 
include Cardos, located out in the neighbouring countryside.  I tried 
a splendid, bottle conditioned, 6% abv Lager Pilsen, its fine hop 
aroma followed by powerful grapefruit and tangerine notes in the 
mouth.  Hazy amber in the glass with a slightly yeasty bite, it is more 
akin to a Bavarian weizen than any pilsner I have tried, but thoroughly 
enjoyable nonetheless.  I also enjoy a 6%, well balanced, fruity Kölsch from 
Bersaglier Cerveza Artesanal in San Martin, as well as a highly distinctive, 
5.5% Robust Porter from the Zeppelin brewery, its deep ruby hue, spicy 
notes and discrete sourness reminiscent of the excellent beers produced by 
Rodenbach in Belgium.  But it is time to move on and the south beckons.
El Bolsón Microcervezeria is based in a small town bearing the same name, just 
to the south of the Argentine Lake District in northern Patagonia.  Unfortunately, 
my schedule precludes a visit but I am able to sample their Negra Ahumada, 
a very acceptable deep chestnut brew at 6.2% abv, bursting with roast malt, 
sweet, strong coffee and caramel flavours, balanced by spicy hops struggling 
to assert themselves, which they eventually achieve in a lingering, tart finish.
My destination, however, is Ushuaia on the island of Tierra del Fuego, right 
at the toe end of South America and the place that has dubbed itself the

Buller Bar and Brewery

The Ukrainian Vernadsky Research Station - 
home to the world’s southernmost bar

Ushuaia

Cossab Bar and Brewery
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John Westlake discovers that the end of the world isn’t so bad after all!

Tasting Notes

 ‘City at the End of the World’.  Overlooking the Beagle Channel with jagged,
 snow-capped peaks rising behind, it is not only a dramatic setting, 
but also the departure point for most Antarctic cruises.  You 
will not, however, find the southernmost bar in the world here, 
for that is located at the Ukrainian Vernadsky Research Station 
many more miles south on mainland Antarctica, but you will 
discover a number of craft brewers producing beers of quality 
and distinction, no doubt aided by the decidedly chilly climate.  
Making good use of local glacial water, pampas malt and Patagonian 
hops, Cerveceria Beagle produces three excellent beers that are 
widely available in the city, both in bottle and on tap.  The hazy 
gold 5% Fuegian Ale has a gentle hop nose, but more assertive, 
citrusy hops and juicy malt flavours combine beautifully to create a 
really well balanced  palate, whilst dark chocolate and coffee notes 
dominate the jet black Fuegian Stout, delightfully smooth and full 
bodied, not to mention all too dangerously drinkable for a beer 
of 7.8% abv.  But for me the star of the show is the Beagle IPA, 
a perfectly crafted, hazy amber, 6.6% ale, in whose production it is 
obvious the brewer has not skimped on the use of hops, their tart 
astringency only slightly mellowed by the merest hint of caramel.
‘Handcrafted Beer’ is the proud claim of the Cape Horn Brewery and 
craftsmanship is again very evident in both their 5%, lightly hopped 
Pilsen and the marginally weaker Pale Ale, rather darker in the glass than 
the name would suggest and with a complex palate that blends tangy, 
fruity hops with a slightly smoky malt roastiness in absolute harmony.
Cerveceria Hain is another local producer but rather more difficult to 
track down.  However, I do manage to sample a bottle of their Cerveza 
Oscura (Dark Beer), an interesting, chestnut brown creation at 5.5%, 
with roasted grains, bitter coffee and tart hops combining on the 
tongue to give, in my opinion, an almost medicinal quality to the beer.
Patagonia Amber Lager, on the other hand, is a well balanced and 
thoroughly refreshing beer, albeit from Neuquén, further north again 
in the Lake District.  Checking in at 4.5% and using Cascade hops 
from the valley of the Rio Negro alongside no less than five different 
malts, it is a classic duet between gentle, roasted malt flavours and 
the distinct, grapefruit hop character for which Cascades are famous. 

Continuing north, my final port of call is the splendid, Spanish colonial 
city of Cordoba, where I manage to try both the Negra (Black) and 
Roja (Red) Cassaro beers, produced by La Casa de las Chopperas.  
Dating from 1984, this is an interesting enterprise that appears to 
combine small-scale brewing with the sale and installation of all 
things necessary to dispense draught beer, or ‘chopp’ as it is known 
locally.  In both cases brewed to a strength of 4.9%, they are pleasant 
enough but unexceptional.  And I have been told that a much 
more fruitful hunting ground lies just a two hour bus journey away.

Indeed, my exploration of Argentina, comes to a fitting finale in the 
foothills of the Sierra Cordoba and in particular the picturesque, German 
town of Villa General Belgrano.  Looking for all the world as if it has been 
transported from Bavaria, the town was originally settled by German 
immigrants, and it is rumoured that a good many of the surviving crew 
members from the German battleship, Graaf Spee, settled here after 
she was scuttled in the River Plate during WWII, rather than return to 
the fatherland.  Half a dozen or so small breweries are dotted around 
town and the surrounding countryside, so it comes as little surprise 
that Villa General Belgrano even hosts its own Oktoberfest every year.
Fabrica de Cerveza Artisanal Viejo Munich has been firing up its 

coppers since 1999 and produces a wide range of beers in accordance with 
the Reinheitsgebot German beer purity laws of 1516, including an unusual 
Rauch (Smoked) Bier at 5.4% abv.  Taking the form of a dark lager, it oozes 
black coffee and caramel flavours with just a whiff of smoke in the background.
Mak Bier, located behind the Shell petrol station, can trace its roots back even 
further to 1959 and produces a 4% Rubia, an impressive Stout at 6% and in 
between, a straw coloured, perfumey Weizen.  Nearby, I am able to try a 5.4%, 
hazy amber, American Pale Ale from Waffe Bier that strikes me as a little unbalanced 
and surprisingly thin for its strength.  But no such criticisms can be laid at the 
door of Yapai Cerveza Artesanal, from nearby Santa Rosa in the Calamuchita 
Valley.  In particular, their tawny hued Dorada Especial at 4.5% is a glorious 
meld of juicy malt and pungent, citrusy hops, with just a whisper of smokiness 
to add a little intrigue.  It is a fine drop to savour at the end of my odyssey 
and over which to relax and reflect upon some of the wonderful experiences, 
and great beer drinking opportunities, Argentina has offered along the way.

An unusual business combination

Viejo Munich Bar and Brewery

Mak Brewery
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News Brewing
Steve Westby keeps us up to date with the microbrewing scene
And There’s More!

In the last edition I reported how the local brewing scene 
was absolutely booming with several brewery expansions 
and openings reported. Well it might seem impossible, but 

the situation has now got even more hectic with news breaking 
almost faster than I could type it up.
First of all I told you last time that the brew plant from the 
closed Cathedrals Ale brewery in Lincoln had been sold to former 
Milestone and Cathedral head brewer Dean Penney. Well I can 

now reveal that this 3½-barrel equipment has now been installed 
in converted outbuildings at the Nags Head pub in Sutton on 
Trent near Newark under the name Copthorne Brewery. 
Initially Dean plans to have four core beers and by the time you 
are reading this they should be in production, so look out for 
them on the bar of a pub near you. 

Another new venture planned for North Nottinghamshire is the 
Welbeck Abbey Brewery, but this will be a little different. It 
is part of the School of Artisan Food on the Welbeck Estate who, 
amongst others, run a series of short brewing and beer related 
courses. The School describes itself as more than a cookery 
school, whilst they do teach you how to produce delicious and 
nutritious food such as bread, cheese, beer and much more, 
the difference they claim is that they also teach students to 
think about food – how it is made, why we do things the way we 
do, and what are the alternatives. Whilst they run many short 
courses they also offer a full time degree course.
The Welbeck Abbey Brewery plant came from Kelham Island 
Brewery and they are helping to install it and will have an 
involvement in the brewing process. Although the students 
will be involved in the brewing process it will operate as a 
commercial brewery and is likely to be in production in the 
autumn. More information can be found at 
www.schoolofartisanfood.org.
Talking of ducal estates, the Prior’s Well Brewery on the 
nearby Clumber Estate is edging closer to completion and brewer 
Rob Neal now hopes to be starting his first test brew by the end 

of July. The first two brews are planned to be Father Hawkins 
a 4.5% deep copper coloured best bitter and Priors Gold, which 
will be a golden ale.
Still in Nottinghamshire, but a little further into the future, we 
hear of a new brewery planned for Moorgreen. Tony and Anne 
Whyte the owners of Beauvale Abbey Farm are restoring remains 
of the old monastic building on their land for historians, schools 
and community groups to visit. Restoration work has been 
completed on the priory walls and ponds and a bird hide created. 
It is now planned to turn farm buildings into a classroom, ice 
cream parlour and micro-brewery. Hopefully we should have 
more details in the next edition.
Work to triple the capacity at Castle Rock Brewery is now 
virtually complete as is the new Blue Monkey plant in Giltbrook, 
which will also triple the brewery’s capacity whilst the 2½-
barrel plant at Caythorpe Brewery has been replaced by a 
new 6-barrel kit. But Nutbrook Brewery are about to go one 
better, as they are about to increase their capacity seven-fold! 
Dean and Chris are installing a brand new 6-barrel brewery on 
Oakfield Farm in Stanley Common. And this brewery is aiming 
to be fairly self-sufficient, brewing liquor (that’s water to us!) is 
to be drawn from a borehole on the farm, subject to satisfactory 
analysis, and there are plans for an anaerobic digester to create 
energy from brewery and farm waste. In addition a field of grain 
has been planted in the hope that this can be used to produce 
the brewery’s own malt. Nutbrook beers will also be sold in the 
farm shop. The existing one-barrel plant at West Hallam is to be 
retained and used for special brews and designer beers.
I am grateful to “Inn the Sticks” the excellent newsletter of 
the RURAD group for the next tip-off about a new brewery in 
Heanor. Chris Turner, a former print worker, plans to try his 
hand at brewing with the assistance of Richard Creighton of 
Leadmill & Bottle Brook breweries. Chris, a Heanor lad, plans to 
base his 5 barrel Coppice Side Brewery on the Heanor Gate 
industrial site. He plans to brew 3 core beers and is targeting 
the Amber Valley and Nottingham beer festivals to launch his 
beers.  Richard told me that they hope to be in production 
by late September and that the brewing vessels have been 
sourced through AB UK, who have had to obtain some from the 
Netherlands because of the shortage of spare brewing plant in 
the UK – looking at the developments listed here it is not difficult 
to see why.
Meanwhile still in Derbyshire, the Marlpool and Rowditch 
Inn breweries, mentioned as forthcoming ventures in previous 
editions, are both now in production with more information on 
Marpool covered on the Erewash Valley page. The Rowditch 
Inn is located on Uttoxeter Road in Derby and its 2½ barrel 
brew plant was previously used at the Danelaw Brewery in 
Chellaston which closed in 2006, although it had earlier been 
used at Leadmill brewery. Former Danelaw brewer Steve Twells 
is now the head brewer at the Rowditch. The “Inn The Sticks” 
newsletter reported that the first brew finally hit the bar at the 
Rowditch Inn on Wednesday 19th May, and That Was It at 5.4% 
was dangerously drinkable even though Steve Twells wasn’t 
quite sure how it came out to be so strong. Their second beer 
appeared on the bar at the beginning of July and was called, 
Could It Be 4.7%.
Also in Derby, Mr. Grundys Tavern at the Georgian House Hotel 
on Ashbourne Road in Derby is understood to have ordered a 
brew plant and brewing should begin some time in the summer.
The educational theme of the Welbeck Abbey Brewery above is 
echoed in another proposed venture in the wilds of Derbyshire. A 
nine-gallon “nano-brewery” to be established as part of the Taste 
Tideswell project whose motto is “Grow It, Make It, Cook It, Sell 
It”. The project includes plans to set up a community kitchen to 
teach people about cooking and to launch the Taste Tideswell 
brand for all locally produced food. It is also proposed to develop 
a kitchen garden where food can be grown as well as the small 
brewery where Tideswell Tipple beer will be produced. Local 
residents with a desire to learn brewing skills will be able to 
attend training sessions, and have access to rent the brewing 
equipment to brew small volumes of beer for their own use. An 
aspiration, after the first year of operation, is for Taste Tideswell 
to expand this facility and establish a commercial micro-brewery. 
For more information visit www.tastetideswell.co.uk
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All Our Yesterdays
Beer mat collecting (tegestology) is a popular hobby and rare specimens can change hands for many 

hundreds of pounds. In this short series of All our Yesterdays articles, Nottingham Drinker 
is showcasing examples of interesting mats issued by East Midlands brewers that have long since 
disappeared.

(Beer mats courtesy of the John Westlake collection)

In this issue and the next, we feature two well-known brands 
from family breweries whose fates have been very different.

Richard Westbrook Taylor started brewing at Langham, just north of 
Oakham in Rutland, in 1858 but after changing hands several times, the 
brewery was acquired by Henry H Parry in 1886.  In 1911 the brewery 
manager purchased the business and so was born George Ruddle and 
Company Limited, which went on to become an iconic real ale producer of 
the 1970s.

Regrettably, in 1978 the brewery decided to sell almost its entire pub 
estate in order to concentrate on the free trade but in the early 1980s, 
fell victim to a take-over by Grand Metropolitan (Watneys), under whose 
stewardship the beers suffered multiple indignities.   Eventually the 
brands were acquired by Greene King, who now produce Ruddle’s Best 
and Ruddle’s County at their Westgate Brewery in Bury St Edmunds, 
although pumpclips and promotional material give no clue to this fact.  
The beers have certainly been much improved since the dark Watney 
days, but for many who fondly remember when brewing actually took 
place in Rutland, they bear scant resemblance to the originals (note the 
strength that Ruddle’s County used to be).
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Fare Deals
John Westlake samples some of the places in our area 
where good food and good ale go hand in hand

Located on the junction of Thackerays Lane with 
Mansfield Road, the Vale Hotel is an imposing roadhouse 
offering ample car parking to the rear and fronted by a 

pleasant beer garden that doubles up as a smokers’ retreat, 
complete with an unusual three-sided, illuminated pub sign atop 
a stone column.  However, it is the inside of this Grade II listed 
building with its art deco features that is even more impressive, 
and it is not for nothing that it finds itself in CAMRA’s national 
inventory of outstanding pub interiors.

Two huge bay windows shed light into a comfortably furnished 
lounge with some nice potted plants at one end of the building 
and a function room that once served as the public bar at the 
other.  In between is a cosy snug, its wood panelling adorned 
with three charming ‘HB’ roundels that hark back to the pub’s 
days as a Home Brewery tied house.  Today the choice of beer is 
much improved, with handpumps usually dispensing Castle Rock 
Harvest Pale, Black Sheep Bitter, St. Austell Tribute and Adnam’s 
Broadside alongside two guest beers, often from micros.  Finally, 
another room to the rear serves both as a lounge extension 
and as a restaurant, where the buffet luncheon I have come to 
sample is laid out in heated containers.  
But first things first and I have to decide upon a starter from the 
short selection on the very keenly priced menu.  I am not in the 
mood for soup of the day served with a crusty roll (£1.95), but 
garlic and ginger prawns with a sweet chilli dip (£2.95) sounds 
good and I place my order at the bar, where I am also presented 
with a ticket for the buffet in return for a princely £4.50 (£6.95 
on a Sunday).  There are a few alternatives to the carvery 
such as vegetable lasagne with garlic bread, dressed salad and 
fries (£5.95) or an 8oz sirloin steak that comes with a grilled 
tomato, onion rings, mushroom’s (sic – the curse of the errant 

apostrophe strikes again), garden peas and fries (£7.95).  But I 
am keen to see what sort of carvery you get for such a modest 
price, once I have demolished the prawns now set before me of 
course.

I certainly cannot grumble at the portion.  A tidy pile of crunchy 
coated and really succulent prawns sits beside a small salad of 
mixed leaves, tomato, red onion and cucumber, drizzled with a 
little creamy, vinaigrette dressing, while a small pot of syrupy, 
chilli sauce completes the ensemble.  The good sized prawns 
are juicy and flavoursome, albeit I have difficulty detecting the 
ginger, while the chilli dip, although a little too sweet for my 
liking, certainly has a nice bit of chilli heat to it.  It is a promising 
introduction and I now head for the food counter, where a ring 
of the bell quickly summonses assistance from the kitchen.  
The choice is gammon, beef or pork and opting for a little of 
the latter two, two hearty slices of each are carved for me and 
placed upon a red-hot plate, together with a small roasted ball 
of sage and onion stuffing, although I decline the nicely risen, 
individual Yorkshire puddings.  Fortunately, it is presented to me 
not only with a helpful warning but also placed upon a heatproof 
platter to make it easy to proceed along to the selection of 
vegetables.  And it’s not a bad choice either: roast and new 
potatoes; broccoli florets; carrots; shredded spring cabbage; 
mashed swede and garden peas.  Last but by no means least 
comes a cauldron of piping hot gravy alongside an array of bowls 
containing English mustard, together with horseradish, apple and 
mint sauces.
I return to my table bearing a plateful I am hoping does not 
make me look too greedy.  The meat is beautifully moist and 
tender, no jaw workout needed here, although I would have 
preferred the beef to be a little rarer.  However, I realise that 
not everyone likes to see a hint of blood on the plate to remind 
them of their meal’s true, four-legged origins.  Equally tasty and 
well cooked are the veg, the carrots and broccoli still exhibiting 
a little welcome firmness to the bite, whilst the swede has finely 
chopped onion mixed in for added texture and flavour.  Even the 
tasty cabbage is almost melt-in-the-mouth and slightly earthy, 
whilst the roast spuds have nice crunchy bits on the outside but 
are soft and fluffy within - just the job for soaking up some of 
chef’s excellent, rich gravy.
Simple desserts such as treacle sponge (£2.95) or sticky 
chocolate and pear pudding (£3.25) are served with a choice of 
custard, cream or vanilla ice cream, but my assault on the veg 
counter has left no room for such treats.  Nevertheless, it has 
been a thoroughly enjoyable meal and remarkably good value 
for money.  Haute cuisine it is not, but it is accomplished, good 
honest British cooking that does credit to the kitchen and reflects 
the same high standard evident in the Vale’s cask beer offering.

Horse and Jockey
1, Mill Street, Basford, NG6 0JW  0115 978 7883

Castle Rock Hemlock, Preservation, Black Gold and two guests
Cocktails and Karaoke monthly on a Friday - call for dates 

Large function room available
Weekday food lunch and evening

Sunday Carvery 12 - 3pm (booking advised)
Breakfast Mon - Fri 7 - 10am

The Tram Friendly
Horse and Jockey

by Basford Crossing
(David Lane tram stop)
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The Vale Hotel

Thackerays Lane, Woodthorpe, Nottingham, NG5 3GG
Tel: 0115 9268864
Food served Monday to Friday 7.30 – 12 (breakfast), Monday to 
Saturday 12.30 – 8.
Sunday 12.30 – 5.

The Prince Rupert

46 Stodman Street, Newark, Nottinghamshire, NG24 1AW
Tel: 01636 918121
www.theprincerupert.co.uk
Food served Monday to Saturday 12 – 2.30 and 6 – 9.

Fare Deals

The stunning transformation of the Woolpack, an 
erstwhile scruffy, John Smith’s boozer on Stodman Street, 
not far from Newark’s attractive market place, into the 

medieval gem that is the Prince Rupert, has already had much 
deserved praise heaped upon it in the pages of this magazine.  
And for good reason: from the plaster and timbered frontage to 
the warren of beautifully restored rooms within, it is quite simply 
a joy to behold.
But I am not here just to admire the architecture.  Apart from 
an excellent choice of liquid refreshments, the Prince Rupert also 
has an imaginative menu, with a strong leaning towards pizzas, 
and as it is lunchtime, I intend to put them both to the test.
Rupert’s War Dog is a top-notch, 4.2 percent, tawny ale with 
a good English hop bite, specially brewed for the pub by 
Cambridgeshire based Ufford Ales and dispensed from one of 
six handpumps adorning the bar, whilst the others proffer four 
ever-changing guest beers, usually from micros, together with a 
proper cider.

On the food front, the hand-stretched pizza choice (large £7.75) 
comes with a wide selection of additionally costed toppings 
ranging from 50p (garlic; pesto) to £1.25 (chorizo sausage; 
Stilton), or there is the Prince Rupert Signature Pizza (£9.50 
or £11 according to size) comprising flaked duck breast, spring 
onions and cucumber on a Hoisin sauce base, topped with 
Mozzarella.  However, if pizzas are not for you, there are some 
interesting alternatives, such as baked Ufford Ale meatballs in 
a chorizo and Arrabiatta sauce with penne pasta and Mozzarella 
(£10.95) or how about the ‘Legendary Rupert Stilton and Black 
Pudding Burger’, comprising minced beef, black pudding and 
Stilton in a toasted ciabatta with caramelised onions, sautéed 
potatoes and English mustard mayonnaise (£11.95)?
Rather surprisingly, starters are limited to a selection of smaller 
pizza breads and I plump for anchovies, olives and capers 
(£3.50), although I later suspect that the similarly priced chorizo 

and chilli might have been a better choice.  Pretty soon a large, 
rectangular white plate arrives bearing a pizza looking more like 
a doughy version of a pitta bread, with a handful of undressed 
chard leaves on the side.  But I have to say that the topping, a 
few tasty but scattered items almost lost in a vast expanse of 
otherwise utterly bare bread is a huge disappointment.  Indeed, 
I am able to cut away over two thirds of the pizza without 
sacrificing, or even having to relocate, any of the items of 
topping whatsoever!  My fingers are crossed for better things 
from the main course I have ordered: roasted prosciutto cod 
and Italian sausage, served with sautéed potatoes, peas and 
cherry vine tomatoes, all finished with chilli and coriander butter 
(£11.95).
Fortunately, the kitchen is about to redeem itself.  Artfully 
presented on a generous, circular mound composed of diced 
potato, peas, baby tomatoes, thinly sliced Italian garlic sausage 
and a few more chard leaves for good measure, is a chunky 
fillet of cod tightly wrapped in prosciutto and topped with a 
roundel of spiced butter.  Finally, the whole ensemble has been 
garnished with several encircling loops of a bittersweet, dark 
brown and gooey, balsamic vinegar reduction.  Almost literally, 
this is altogether another kettle of fish.  The veg and sausage 
mixture bursts with complementary flavours, whilst the fish 
has been baked to succulent perfection, its taste and texture 
beautifully sealed within its equally tasty Italian, dry-cured ham 
jacket.  I happily demolish the lot and sit back to relax and 
enjoy the rest of my Ufford beer, which has proved to be an ideal 
accompaniment to the meal.  It just goes to show that fish need 
not always demand a suitable white wine as the only acceptable 
pairing.  In fact, there are few instances where a well chosen 
beer cannot do just as good a job as any wine in matching food, 
but that’s another story.

The limited pudding selection ranges from a Prince Rupert 
affogato (£2.95), a scoop of vanilla ice cream bathed in warm 
espresso coffee, to a cheese board trio of cheeses (£7) for those 
who prefer something savoury.  However, I am comfortably 
replete and content to simply soak up the atmosphere of a 
splendidly preserved English alehouse.

The Nags Head
Mansfield Road, Nottingham NG1 3HW     Tel. 0115 950 6754

First Beer Festival: August 6th - 8th (Fri - Sun)
20 Different real ales, plus ciders and perries

Free entry, live music Friday and Saturday, daily BBQ

Open 12 noon - 1am Mon - Sat
12 - 12  Sunday

(subject to trade in midweek)

Food served 12 - 9 daily

Great new menu!

Any two main courses for £9!
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Cooking with Ale and Cider

Ingredients

400 - 500g Green Beans 
(Runner or French)
500ml / 1 pint dry real 
cider (not all of this will be 
required)

2 Leeks: washed, trimmed 
and finely sliced 
100g Mushrooms: wiped and 
finely sliced
150ml pot Soured Cream

A little oil for frying
Freshly ground Black Pepper

Salt to taste

Method

After washing, trimming and slicing the green beans tip them into a hot oily wok or heavy-
based frying pan, and stir / toss around to coat them in the hot oil. 

After a couple of minutes stir frying, add a good splash of dry cider to the hot wok followed by 
the finely sliced leeks and then a splash more cider. As the cider evaporates, more is added to 
prevent any of the vegetables browning, the vegetables cooking through the steam of the cider 
rather than actually frying in oil. After a couple of minutes add a few finely sliced mushrooms 
and, after a little more cider and stirring, reduce the heat slightly. 

When the vegetables are cooked through but still have a little ‘bite’, add the contents of a 
small pot of soured cream, stirring in along with freshly ground black pepper and salt to taste. 
If required more cider can be added. This piquant creamy dish can be served as a vegetarian 
meal,  with other vegetables such as roasted peppers; carnivores may also wish to cook this 
dish as an accompaniment to white meats or grilled sausages. 

Local pubs for people

www.castlerockbrewery.co.uk
2009/10 Castle Rock Times available NOW in Castle Rock pubs

NOTTINGHAM
Bread & Bitter - Mapperley

Canalhouse - Canal Street

Forest Tavern/The Maze - Mansfield Road

Horse & Jockey - Basford (near David’s Lane tram)

Kean’s Head - Lace Market

Lincolnshire Poacher - Mansfield Road

Newshouse - Canal Street

Stratford Haven - West Bridgford

Vat & Fiddle - The Brewery Tap (near Rail Station)

Victoria Hotel - Beeston

For a full list of Castle Rock pubs and their locations, please visit
our website or see the back page of Castle Rock Times

Buy better with
our unique Loyalty
Card scheme

CAMRA
members

50p off!
when you use your

Wetherspoon

vouchers in Castle

Rock pubs

NottmDrinkerA5AD-Nov09:Layout 1  9/11/09  15:17  Page 1

Green beans, leeks and mushrooms in a creamy cider sauce

Several readers have 
complained that we have 
yet to feature a vegetarian 

dish in this column, so I thought 
it was time to put this right! Once 
again, Ray Blockley of Torkard 
Cider in Hucknall has supplied 
the recipe. English runner beans 
are currently in season so do try 
to buy some for this dish - they 
do taste so much better than the 
imported ones - and if you prefer 
French beans I did see some 
English grown ones on sale in July. 
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Pub Call

The Griffins Head, Moor Road, Papplewick NG15 8EN
0115 9633672
Open: 11.00 –11.00 Mon-Thu; 11.00-12.00 Fri & Sat and 12.00-
10.30 Sun.
Food served: 12.00–9.00pm daily
Bus: Trent - Barton 141

The Griffins Head, Papplewick: the pub that locals fought - and won - a battle for

In the late 1990s it was not uncommon to see pubs 
subjected to radical ‘make-overs’ or in PR speak, ‘converted 
to themed establishments’. Scottish and Newcastle, previous 

owners of the Griffins Head at Papplewick decided to convert the 
pub into a ‘themed Country Pub’. What the entrepreneurs, based 
in Edinburgh, did not appreciate was that the Griffins Head was 
already the real thing.

Locals mounted a 
campaign, Bill Tidy 
the cartoonist lent his 
support, and after a 
meeting in the Parish 
Hall with just under 200 
protesters in attendance 
progress was made in 
that although the pub 
was given a face-lift, 
its character was left 
unspoiled. 
Fast forward to 2010 
and now under the 

guidance of mine hosts Monty and Maggie 
the Griffins Head is the very epicentre of the 
village offering good beers and fine foods. 
Monty has made it very clear that whilst 
food trade is very important it must never 
overshadow the fact that The Griffins Head 
is first and foremost a pub – and a damned 
good one to boot.
Located on the crossroads in the centre of 
the village, the pub, thought to be over 300 
years old, comprises of a number of rooms 
and has extensive patios and garden areas.

Each part of the pub 
has its own distinct 
character from the 
small discreet ‘dining 
room’ at the front to 
the more traditional 
separate bar which 
comes with a large 
flat screen TV which 
proved popular during 
the recent World Cup. 
The main part of the 
pub comprises of a 
‘restaurant’ style area 
(complete with its own 

well) and adjacent to this a further room for both drinkers and 
diners. The pub has an open and airy feel to it, whilst at the 
same time managing to retain secluded areas. Outside there are 
patio areas at the front, side and rear backing onto a large field 
adjacent to the ample car park.

The pub is run by The Barking Badger Company, leased from 
Punch Taverns, and offers the real ale drinker Wells Bombardier; 
Black Sheep Bitter and Castle Rock Harvest Pale – ensuring that 
the pub participates in the LocAle scheme.
Maggie told me that since arriving at The Griffins Head in 
November 2009 they had made the conscious decision to 
develop their drink trade, as they did not want to be thought 
of as a ‘gastro-pub’ and 
having achieved their 
aim the added bonus 
is that food sales have 
grown considerably. She 
described the pub as 
welcoming to all and I 
have always found on 
my visits that staff either 
behind the bar or serving 
meals have adopted that 
approach.
With regard to food the 
Griffins Head offers a 

range of grills, traditional house favourites, pastas 
and salads, burger bar and a ‘kids corner’ menu – 
something for everyone. There is also a two for £10 
selection Monday – Saturday 12.00 noon to 6.00pm.
The pub has no fewer than four real fires, so winter 
visits are both warm and welcoming. Summer visitors 
are encouraged to dine ‘al fresco’, taking advantage 
of the many outdoor areas and the large field offers 
plenty of 
space for 
the younger 

visitor. It is also used 
by campers, and hosts 
classic car rallies on the 
first and third of the 
month (May-September).
The Griffins Head is 1.2 
miles from the NET tram 
terminus at Hucknall, 
and the Trent Barton 141 
Nottingham – Sutton 
service passes through 
Papplewick. The pub has 
its own web site:
www.thegriffinshead.co.uk
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Snippets
Magpie runs 
out of Beer …  
almost: 
Bob Douglas writes

We celebrated four years 
as a brewery in June and 

celebrated properly with the 
annual “bash” at the brewery 
on Friday, July 9th.  This has 
been our busiest year yet, 
although we are currently 
resisting the temptation to 
engage in expansion plans, 
despite continually running 
short of beer.  The event 
proved even more popular 
than last year and our guests 
managed to get through not 
only the beer that we had 
reserved for them but also two 
more firkins that weren’t!  We 
could see the writing on the 
wall at about 6.00, with every 
barrel tipped and a couple 
already gone, so decided that 
we wouldn’t live it down if we 
ran out so early.  
The first extra was reserved 
for a customer, (fortunately, 
they were happy with the 
alternative that we supplied), 
and the second was racked and 
tapped at 6.00 pm, was served 
at about 7.30 and more or less 
finished by 9.30.  Thanks to 
the generosity of our guests, 
we raised the grand total of 
£375, which will be presented 
shortly to the Woodland Trust.
We read a lot in the trade press 
about beer and food matches 
with this beer being best with 
beef, that beer with lamb, the 
other beer with fish, etc, etc.  
Visitors to the brewery will, 
however, have discovered the 
ultimate beer and food match – 
Magpie ales (it doesn’t matter 
which) and proper samosas, 
bought from a proper shop 
in Forest Fields.  Our guests 
managed to get through 200 of 
them and would probably have 
managed the same again, if 
they’d been available. 
The bash previewed our new 
beer, Blackwood Blond, which 
we have brewed to help 
the Blackwood Scout Group 
celebrate its centenary, and 
which will make its official 
debut at their beer festival.  
We also used up the last of 
our World Cup beer, renamed 
Winging It Home, (previously 
to SA) for the occasion.  
Over the summer, we have got 
through quite a lot of our two 
summer golds, Magpie Gold 
and First Gold, and at time of 
writing, we’re trying to decide 
whether to make any more of 
them or whether to start our 
thoughts turning to something 
more autumnal…..

Real Ale Capital 
of England?

There has been much 
discussion recently, 

especially in this part of the 
country, as to which city is the 
‘Real Ale Capital of England’. 
As you might expect, we at 
Nottingham Drinker believe 
that accolade should go to our 
own city! But how do we prove 
it? Simple - we use statistics; 
you can prove anything with 
statistics! However, to produce 
statistics, we need data. 
So, to get this data, we will 
be undertaking our annual 
‘Beer Census’ on Saturday 

Subject to local licensing restrictions and availability at participating free houses.
*See main menu for details.

THE JOSEPH ELSE
11–12 SOUTH PARADE, MARKET SQUARE

NOTTINGHAM
TEL: 0115 947 5034

LLOYDS NO.1 BAR
1 CARLTON STREET, HOCKLEY

NOTTINGHAM
TEL: 0115 988 1660

THE ROEBUCK INN
9–11 ST JAMES STREET

NOTTINGHAM
TEL: 0115 979 3400

THE COMPANY INN
CASTLE WHARF, CANAL STREET 

NOTTINGHAM
TEL: 0115 934 9020

OVER 600 OF THE 
FINEST ALES SOLD
NATIONALLY AT

J D WETHERSPOON

WE HAVE 2 NEW PUBS BOTH OPENING 23 JULY

THE SAMUEL HALL & THE FREE MAN

Our fantastic range
of steaks and grills,
at great price which 

includes a drink*.

£5.99
*Choose any drink from the main menu’s meal-deal drink selection.

VISIT US DURING THE
NOTTINGHAM FOOD AND DRINK FESTIVAL

THURSDAY 23– SUNDAY 26 SEPTEMBER

WWW.JDWETHERSPOON.CO.UK

15899M Nottingham Advert A5.indd   1 15/7/10   17:14:16

doubt prove that Nottingham 
is, indeed, the Real Ale Capital 
of England!
For more information, or to 
volunteer for a pub crawl, 
e-mail nigeljohnson@
nottinghamcamra.org

Pseuds corner
Speaking about their new 
Belgian brewed lager, Artois 
Black (which is actually golden 
coloured) Stuart MacFarlane 
of AB Inbev said that “Artois 
Black would offer a premium 
plus experience complete with 
bespoke font, glassware and a 
reverential pouring ritual.”
More tea, vicar?

18th September, where we 
need YOUR help. The format 
of our Beer Census is very 
straightforward. We have 
arranged 12 separate pub 
crawls, each visiting about 10 
pubs in and around the City 
Centre. At each pub, the real 
ales (and real ciders) on sale at 
the time of the visit are noted 
down, together with their 
prices. You may even want 
to drink some while you are 
there!  At the end of the crawl, 
we’ll meet up at the Roebuck 
at about 10.30pm, where the 
results of all the crawls will be 
collected. The collated results 
will be analysed, which will no 
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Tales from the North
Andrew Ludlow reports

The Crown Inn, Awsworth is undergoing a major 
refurbishment having acquired a new tenant. John from the 
New Inn, Newthorpe Common is now running both pubs 

and experienced managers Shep and Kath have been brought in 
to look after the Crown. Currently the pub is open 1.00 - 12.30 
Mon -Thur; 12-12.30 Fri & Sat and 12-12 Sunday. Three new 
handpulls have been fitted and ND understands that initially the 
beers will be Caledonian Deuchars IPA plus two ‘guest’ ales, one 
of which will be a mild. A more detailed report will appear in the 
next edition of ND.
As a result of acquiring the second pub John has been able to 
negotiate improved beer supply arrangements and is now selling 
his beers at the New Inn at a reduced price. Theakston Mild and 
Bitter are now 8p a pint cheaper, selling at £2.38 and £2.40 
respectively with the guest ale being reduced by 10p a pint (Tim 
Taylors Landlord was on offer at £2.65). One can only hope that 
John can acquire even more pubs! 
The Larks Nest, Nuthall is about to become a real ale outlet. 
Landlady Trudy Anderson has bought the freehold of the pub 

from Greene King and so is able to buy beer 
at the much lower free trade prices. There 
are four handpumps in the lounge and one 
in the bar, and the beers go on sale from 
Thursday August 12th when there will be 
a party from 4pm to celebrate - complete 
with beers at £2 a pint and a free buffet - 
all readers are invited! Trudy plans to have 
beers from Blue Monkey, Castle Rock and 
Nottingham Brewery.

The Landlord from the Lion Revived has taken over the Flying 
Bedstead, Hucknall and put on cask ales. Currently the pub 
is selling three different beers, normally a seasonal beer from 
the Greene King range, along with two ‘guest ales’. Mark and 
Christine are keen to promote cask beers, although following 
Greene King instructions the beers are served using an aspirator 
(cask breather). With this system the beers are connected to 
a CO2 cylinder via a demand valve to lengthen their life, and 
although the CO2 is theoretically at atmospheric pressure so 
not making the beer gassy, it does impact on the beers ability 
to mature in the cask. CAMRA does not accept the use of 
extraneous CO2 so this system is considered unacceptable - but 
it is probably slightly better than not having cask beer at all. The 
pub is now open 12-11 Sunday - Thursday and 12-12 Friday and 
Saturday.
Meanwhile at the Lion Revived new landlord and landlady Des 
and Vera are selling three cask beers from the Greene King 
stable. On my visit St. Edmunds, Old Speckled Hen and IPA were 
available. The pub is now open 11-11 seven days a week but 
again the beers are served using an aspirator.
Finally, The Dovecote Bar and Grill (formerly the Ram), 
Newthorpe, has had a major refurbishment. The emphasis is 
very much on food (hence the Bar & Grill in the name), although 
two casks beers are available. The beer range may vary although 
it will be supplied by Greene King, currently Greene King Abbot 
and Greene King Olde Trip. The new owners have stated that 
their intention is to serve home cooked meals and there is a 
fixed price lunch menu available. The pub is open 12-12 with 
lunch available 12-2 and dinner 6-10. The cellar has been 
updated with equipment provided by Greene King and yet again 
this has resulted in the beers being served using an aspirator.
The use of aspirators has become a major concern, with many of 
the former Hardy’s & Hanson’s pubs now using this device with 
no indication being given to the pub goer. 
If you have any information relating to pubs in ‘the north’ please 
contact me at andrewludlow@nottinghamcamra.org.

The Larks Nest
51 Larkfield Road Nuthall, Nottingham NG16 1ET

0115 938 2204

Amberline and 331 buses stop outside; 3 mins walk from R1 stop

Real Ale bar opening party 
Thursday 12th August from 5pm

All welcome!

Beers from Blue Monkey, Castle Rock and 
Nottingham Brewery all at £2 a pint!

Subject to local licensing restrictions and availability at participating free houses.
*See main menu for details.
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In the third of the series, Colin Elmhirst visits Essex

Holiday Britain

when the receptacle in the smoking area 
lived up to its name and belched forth a 
cloud of smoke which no-one except me 
seemed interested in.
Moving round the coast the next port of 
call was Brightlingsea and the Railway 
Tavern, the complete opposite of 
Wetherspoons , being a small corner 
local with three draught beers and cider 

straight from the cask. I had the Crouch 
Vale Best Bitter and also the Crab and 
Winkle mild, to my mind the best mild I’ve 
sampled for a long time. Bladderwrack 
stout and C&W mild are brewed on the 
premises, a fact I missed when I was 
there.
The following day, Bank Holiday Monday, 
we went to Southend-on-Sea for the 
second day of the air show. Whilst waiting 
for the show to start I called in at the 
Borough Hotel close to the pier, a large 
open plan room with seating outside it 
was refurbished two years ago when the 
name was changed back from the Liberty 
Belle to the original name. Courage Best, 

Shepherd Neame Spitfire, and Skinner’s 
Cornish Knocker were on offer. I chose 
the Skinner’s then found out it was served 
in the dreaded plastic glass, because of 
the air show I was told. Several hours 
later after watching wing walkers on old 
planes, the Eurofighter, and the Battle of 
Britain memorial flight amongst others I 
went eastwards down the prom to find the 
Cornucopia, one of the smallest pubs in 
Essex were I had Wibbler’s (from Mayland 
Essex) Amber Spring (4.3%) served in a 

Essex is perhaps a surprisingly 
rural county with the majority 
of the population gravitated to 

the western side close to London, with 
Colchester, Chelmsford, Southend-on-Sea, 
Harwich and the greater Clacton-on-sea 
areas of population to the east. It also 
has a coastline of some 350 miles (note 
to our resident map artist, perhaps a word 
with Slartibartfast is in order). It was 
also much cleaner than I had anticipated 
since I’d heard that you can tell when 
Essex girls are enjoying intimate relations 
because they drop their chips.
Our introduction to Essex began well at 
the Bell, Castle Hedingham, parts of the 
building dating back to the 14th century 
when it was a Hall House (a sort of Manor 
House). It now has a reputation for 
serving fine beers straight from the cask 
and excellent home made meals, North 
West Essex CAMRA’s Pub of the Year 2010 
and has also recently been featured in the 
Daily Telegraph’s  Pint to Pint column. To 
go with my lunch I chose the Mighty Oak 
IPA (£2.70), which was most agreeable 
and later Farmer’s Pucks Folly (£2.90) 

a light coloured beer with a pineapple 
aftertaste which I enjoyed even more. It 
was difficult to tear myself away but we 
needed to press on to our caravan/camp 
site for the week at Point Clear near St 
Osyth.
The following morning we decided to 
explore the local area starting in Clacton-
on-Sea, a place I hadn’t visited since 
my early teens. Certainly the Moon 
and Starfish, a typical Wetherspoons 
establishment near to the pier, wasn’t a 
twinkle in Tim Martin’s eye then. A Sunday 
lunch with a pint of Nethergate Umbel Ale 
was (£5.99), sitting outside overlooking 
the pier I couldn’t find fault with anything. 
An unexpected entertainment occurred 

proper glass and much more enjoyable. 
I also tried Ah! Purrfect Specks (4.0%) 
a darker beer labelled with Cornucopia’s 
name on the hand pump.
After a days rest (from beer) splashing 
about in crowded warm indoor pool and 
cold salty outdoor pool, at least one could 
get a good swim - you had to! We went 
via Colchester and over a causeway to 
Mersea Island. To the east of the island 
we found the Dog and Pheasant a 
good sized pub with a new build feel 

which served London Pride and GK IPA, 
there was also one hand pump with the 
badge turned round which frustratingly 
was Mersea Island Brewery’s Yo Boy 
Bitter, sold out over the Bank Holiday, 
so I settled for the Pride and asked how 
far the brewery was from the pub. It 
turned out we had passed the sign for 
the Mersea Island Vineyard about half a 
mile back, which is where the brewery is 
also situated. I managed to get a drink 
of the Yo Boy Bitter with my lunch at 
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Holiday Britain
the tea rooms there, but only the bottle 
conditioned version was available. The 
brewer Mark Barber was busy brewing 
that day in the building behind the tea 
room but he managed time to tell me 
that the brewery has been operating 
since 2005, and he now brews three 
times a week using a five barrel plant. 
Interestingly he has the fermenting 
vessels on pallets so that he can move 
them around to control the temperature! 
Returning to Colchester we passed the 
Odd One Out on Mersea Road, the local 
CAMRA branch’s Pub of the Year 2009 
which has also reached the finals for 
National cider pub of the year. A sign 
outside said that Harwich Town beers 
were available but the pub doesn’t open 
until 4.30pm in mid week Grrr!

The rest of the family wanted to do some 
‘gift’ shopping so we headed for Walton-
on-the Naze where I wandered off and 
found the Victory, a corner seaside 
local which inside seemed to expand like 
the Tardis into six small wood panelled 
rooms. Greene King IPA, Abbot and guest 
Brains Rev James were on handpump. I 
just settled for a half of IPA which was 
acceptable enough but the pub was more 
interesting than the beer. Returning to 
base we stopped off at the White Hart, 
Weeley, which was supposed to have 
Harwich Town beers, not on my visit Grrr! 

I had a pint of Skinner’s Cornish Bitter 
which was very good - Greene King IPA 
the other choice.
The following day we went into deepest 
Essex to the Cross Inn Great Bromley 
which has an on site brewery, Sticklegs 
open 12-2 (not Mon), not Thurs either 
GRRR! I asked if the Haywain was 
open at Little Bromley, after a vague 
reply I decided to try anyway, getting 
increasingly more thirsty and hungry. 
We drove through a couple of miles of 
country lanes to a T junction and turned 
left to Little Bromley - no sign of the pub. 
Returning to the T junction we headed 

straight on to find the Haywain a couple 
of hundred yards down the road. ‘’May we 
order food?” I enquired. “No it’s 2.05pm 
and we stop serving food at 2pm’’. “If 
you’d had a sign at the T-junction we 
would have been here before 2pm’’, I 
replied. The pub did have Harwich Town 
BCB 3, but it was cloudy and had an 
end of barrel taste GRRR! I had a half of 
Nethergate 3.9 which was much better 
but Tendring CAMRA’s Pub of the Year 
2009 was having an off day. I did find out 
that we were not far from Flatford, which 
did have food available, near to the Mill 
where John Constable lived and painted.
The final day I walked to St Osyth, along 
the sea wall defences, from the camp site, 
roughly two miles and explored the local 
pubs. The White Hart (Punch Taverns), 
situated near the estuary had Adnams 
Bitter and Broadside and also Everard’s 
Tiger. 

The Red Lion, near the centre of the 
village had Red Lion Bitter (brewed by 

Tetley, £1.99) and the Kings Arms close 
by had Courage Director’s and Greene 
King IPA, so no LocAles here. On the way 

back I plumped for lunch at the White 
Hart and a pint of Everard’s Tiger both 
excellent.
So all in all a bit of a curate’s egg but I 
would definitely 
return with the 
hope of finding 
more outlets for 
local beers. As 
the girl said on 
checking out, ‘’If 
you enjoyed it, do 
come again’’, with 
such passion that 
she mishandled 
her fried potato 
wedges.
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It took three interviews to gain a tenancy.  I would 
interview up to eight couples for a vacancy in my area.  (My 
colleague the same, if the vacancy were in his area).  It 

was up to the supervisor to reduce the eight couples to four 
and finally to two.  The two final couples then came in for third 
interview which was carried out jointly by the supervisor and the 
tenancy manager.  The two of us would afterwards discuss their 
assets and deficiencies and make a final decision.  We usually 
agreed on our choice, but not always.  The tenancy manager 
usually used his seniority if we did disagree, but sometimes, 
against his better judgment, let me have my way.
The successful couple then came in yet again for a final session 
with me.  This gave me the opportunity to explain each clause 
of their Tenancy Agreement in detail, reiterate certain points and 
ask them to sign their Tenancy Agreement.
One frustrating aspect could be that when they were taking 
a country pub with no central heating and outside toilets, for 
example, it was always explained in detail and as to why there 
were no plans in the foreseeable future to improve the premises.  
It was amazing how often couples accepted this and would be 
quite happy with those conditions at the time of signing up, yet 
within a very few months the greeting you sometimes received 
when visiting was “How do you expect people to live in a dump 
like this?” and then continue to criticize the premises.  Reminding 
them that these short comings had been pointed out prior to their 
accepting the pub and no one had forced them to take it, indeed 
according to the tenants at their final interview, it was not a 
problem, was all a waste of breath.  No accounting for folk!
Subsequent to the signing up, I would then deal with the court 
work, arranging the Protection Order and Final Transfer, dealing 
with the outgoing tenant, dealing with dilapidations, informing 
valuers, making sure everyone arrived at court on time, then 
dealing with everything on change-over day.
In those far off days, the ingoing tenant had to pay cash and 
outgoing tenant had to clear his account.  This was carried out in 
a corner of an open pub.  After the change-over of one very busy 
pub, I drove back to the brewery carrying over twenty thousand 
pounds in cash!  This was in the 1970’s when this amount of 
money was obviously worth a lot more than it is today and it is 
still a very large sum.  A more average amount would be around 
the five thousand mark.  This practice could not possibly be 
carried out today and was done with some trepidation, even then.
Once new tenants were installed, I would spend a lot of time 
with them, guiding them through various procedures until they 
felt sufficiently confident to run their pubs unaided, but always 
remain available if required.
Sorting out tenant’s grievances (if possible) and inspecting their 
private quarters were other aspects of the job.  The condition in 
which the pub was kept was often a good guide to the tenant’s 
personal standard of cleanliness.  Such an inspection once 
revealed the top floor of one city centre pub was their dog toilet, 
which had never been cleared over a long period of time.  This 
resulted in the tenant’s dismissal.  Contractors were brought in 
to clear the mess and the premises fumigated before prospective 
tenants could view the accommodation.  The Area Inspector 
concerned was also severely disciplined for not carrying out his 
duties.
Two jerries under the beds, both full to the brim at another pub 
was one of the unsavoury problems I encountered at one of my 
pubs.  It really was quite an eye opener at times to see how some 
people lived.
Because of the type of trade it was (and still is) and because 
of those “endowments”, we were never surprised to receive a 
phone call saying “She’s gone off with one of the customers”, or 
“He’s left me and gone off with the barmaid”.  The licensed trade 
suffers the second highest divorce rate.  The “winners” apparently 
are long distance lorry drivers and coach drivers.
Some tenants were affected by the fact that alcohol was literally 
“on tap” but not as many as may be thought.
Such problems brought you full circle to interviewing prospective 
tenants.  Considering there were 360 tenancies such problems 
were in fact quite rare.

The point I am trying to make is that all tenants received very 
regular visits and found everyone at the brewery easily accessible.
As I have previously said, this led generally to a very convivial 
atmosphere between brewery and tenants, all of whom knew 
each other very well. It may be the lack of the above is one 
reason why so many pubs are closing and that the national pub-
co’s should be less greedy with their rents and invest more time 
with their licensees.
I know of one couple who took a lease with a pub-co on a pub 
that had been closed for some time.  They had done quite well, 
but because they showed some success, their rent was increased.  
They were so demoralized they have since served their notice and 
left.
It would be interesting to know how many pubs there were in 
the City of Nottingham at the end of the 1970’s and how many 
pubs there are today.  The reason I ask this is because another 
difference between the 1970’s and today is that during the 
demolition and re-development of  St.Anns  and The Meadows, 
the licensing magistrates considered there were too many public 
houses in these areas.  They therefore decreed that breweries 
must surrender two existing licences for each new one applied 
for.  The number of public houses in these areas was immediately 
halved.  In addition, two national breweries each had one pub 
in these areas and as they therefore did not have two licences 
to surrender, were not allowed to apply for a new one.  These 
breweries were Watneys and Trumans.  Watneys lost The Bowden 
Hotel on Queens Drive and Trumans lost The Curzon  Inn on 
Curzon Street.
Also, as a point of interest, the convenience store on the corner 
of Robin Hood Street and Campbell Street was The Sir Colin 
Campbell which was the only Offilers house in Nottingham.  
Offilers did also own The Cadland Arms at Chilwell, but this is not 
strictly in the city.

Looking back at the Seventies
Part  � of a series in which former Home Brewery Area Manager  
Derek Henshaw looks back and notes how times have changed

Canalhouse
bar & restaurant

48 - 52 Canal Street, Nottingham NG1 7EH 0115 955 5060

Castle Rock Harvest Pale and Preservation always available, with 
Guest Beers at weekends

Function room available for  up to 200 people

GOOD FOOD SERVED 12-9 Mon - Thu, 12-7 Fri - Sat, 12 - 5 Sun

canalhouse@castlerockbrewery.co.uk

In Good Beer Guide 2010

Wacky Wednesday from 6pm
Every Wednesday

Harvest Pale £2 a pint! £2 a pint! 

Carling, Stowford Press and various bottles £2

20p per pint CAMRA members discount
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Nottingham Robin Hood Beer Festival

Why is it so good?
• Biggest range of cask ales in the world. We had a whopping  
  698 different casks of real ale on sale last year and are looking     
  to beat the figure this year by some distance. The beer order  
  has been increased by 30% to make sure we don’t run out.
• Massive selection of ciders and perries. The order this year has  
  been increased by about 50%, with more in reserve in the hope  
  of not running out.
• Fantastic setting for a beer festival. The lovely grounds and  
  superb views offered by Nottingham Castle make this difficult  
  to beat.
• Atmospheric venue for the entertainment. The wonderful old  
  Victorian bandstand creates a great setting to host a series of  
  bands, with the backdrop of the city adding to the atmosphere.  
  Not forgetting the adjacent beer tent packed with real ales to  
  slake the thirsts of the lively throng. And this beer tent will be  
  open all day this year!
• The option of a quieter, more relaxed atmosphere for those  
  who prefer conversation to listening to music. The giant main  
  marquee will remain free of amplified music at all times.
• Mouth watering food. The range of food available is being  
  expanded again to offer an even wider variety of culinary  
  options. There will be a far wider variety of food ranging from  
  specialist pork pies, olives, a wide selection of cobs, baguettes  
  and sandwiches to fish & chips, Thai food, vegetarian food          
  Indian dishes, BBQ meats and sausages, cold meats and  
  cheeses on the deli, and the ever popular burgers.
• Guaranteed admission for advance ticket holders. Tickets  
  are not essential and it will be possible to pay on the gate but  
  advance tickets will ensure that you do gain admission at the  
  busier periods. 

Can You Help?
The beer festival is organised and staffed entirely by unpaid 
volunteers and as it increases in size we need more and more 
help. Working at the festival can be great fun, the work isn’t 
too onerous and previous experience is not necessary. We offer 
volunteers a range of benefits and we are grateful even if you 
can only spare just a few hours. You can even specify where you 
would like to work, on the bars, selling cider or perhaps in one 
of the backroom roles. As well as during opening times we also 
need help to set up on the Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday 
before the festival and for take down on the following Monday 
– appropriate refreshments are always provided for these 
sessions. To offer your services or if you want more information 
contact our chairman Spyke Golding on 0115 714 9588 or 
email staffing@nottinghamcamra.org.  Alternatively download a 
staffing form at www.beerfestival.nottinghamcamra.org.
Important: To help with security and planning, if you do intend 
to work at the festival please let us know in advance, even if it is 
too early to give us times. 

Britain’s Best Beer Festival just gets better and better!
Nottingham Robin Hood Beer and Cider Festival - Oct 1�th to 1�th 2010

Prices and Tickets
Admission prices held from last year! 

It is  £5 at all times on Thursday, Friday and Saturday, but to 
speed admission you will need to pay an inclusive £10 and you 
will get a commemorative glass (refundable, £2.50) and two free 
½ pint beer tokens (worth £2.70). 

CAMRA members, on production of a valid membership card, still 
pay the inclusive £10 but receive two extra beer tokens (worth 
another £2.70).  

Customers who bring their own half pint Government stamped 
glass and do not require a commemorative one will also receive 
an extra two beer tokens (worth £2.70). Don’t forget that, in the 
unlikely event that you don’t spend them all, the beer tokens 
are refundable on the way out. 

Free on Sunday!

On Sunday  17th October, 12 noon to 3pm (if we have sufficient 
beer remaining to open) admission will be free subject to the 
purchase of three (refundable) beer tokens on entry.

Advance tickets 
This year, these tickets will guarantee admission even if we close 
the gates to customers paying on the night, and will enable 
you to fast track the queue. These can be purchased (over the 
counter only) from the Tourism Office in the Old Market Square, 
or online at  www.beerfestival.nottinghamcamra.org. They 
can also be purchased by calling 0871 230 1103 (all calls are 
charged at 10p per minute from a standard BT line, mobiles and 
other networks may vary). 

Please note that to simplify the process, tickets purchased online 
and by phone will be mailed out to customers this year, you will 
not need to print your own. 

Entertainment
We have even more entertainment this year, and to help celebrate the 
lower bars will now be open all day. The line-up has not been finalised 
yet, there is more to add,  but the programme currently looks like this:

Thursday
6-8 - Northern Monkey 
9-11 - Treebeard 
Friday
4-6 - Backline Band 
7-11 - Nottingham Blues Collective - an evening of blues 
performed by a mixture of Nottinghams’ best performers
Saturday
Afternoon- Foresters Morris Men & Greenwood Lady Cloggers 
1-2.30 - No Fixed Abode 
3.30-5 - Chicago Blues (Blues Brothers tribute) 
6-8 - Verbal Warning 
9-11 - Paul Robinson band 

THE QUEEN ADELAIDE
Windmill Lane, Sneinton, Nottingham

Tel. 0115 9580 607

YOU’LL FIND US IN THE GOOD BEER GUIDE 2010

AUGUST BANK HOLIDAY LIVE BAND, DJs AND BBQ

Visit www.queenadelaidenottingham.com

6 Real Ales at any one time. Come and enjoy one 
of the three exclusively brewed real ales named 
after the pub  dog ‘Monty’. One available at all 
times, 20p off for CAMRA members

• FULL MASH BREWERY - Monty’s Whistle 3.8%

• NUTBROOK BREWERY - Monty’s Revenge 4.2%

• MAGPIE BREWERY - Monty’s Firkin 4.6%

• Freshly-made hot or chilled crusty and soft
  cobs with a huge selection of fillings, also savoury
  snacks, pies and pasties from our chiller or hot
  cabinet available 7 days a week

• NEW BAR MENU available Friday, Saturday and   
Sundays

• Saturday Breakfast Club served 9am - 12noon
                    (beer available) 

• SUNDAY LUNCH STARTING SEPTEMBER (first   
Sunday in every month)

• Large family room with games, Wi and Sky   
 Sports

• Big screen TV with Sky Sports

• Beer gardens with a heated smoke shelter

• Function Rooms available for hire
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Shipstone’s Star Brewery revisited

Many older readers will remember the wonderful beers that 
were produced by James Shipstone’s Star Brewery prior to its 
1978 takeover by Greenall Whitley. After that the products 

rapidly went downhill as the hopping rates were drastically reduced 
following a “survey of drinkers”. This showed that those people who 
did not like it thought it was too bitter. So, in their wisdom the new 
owners halved the amount of hops in the bitter, the result being 
that all the people who did used to like it no longer did, and few of 
those who said it was too bitter liked the new beer either! So this 
bunch of incompetent idiots managed to destroy a great beer, and 
eventually closed the brewery in 1991 as demand fell even further. It 
was brewed at Warrington then Burton for a short time before finally 
disappearing altogether as a draught ale. Shipstones once had a tied 
estate of 550 pubs - many are gone now but some carry on under 
various new ownerships.

Fortunately the splendid Star Brewery is a listed building and could 
not be demolished, so some use had to be found for the seven acre 
site. Several businesses use different parts of the site now - but the 
main one is John Pye and Sons, one of the UK’s largest independent 
auction houses.  

It was quite a surprise when Nottingham Drinker was invited to 
attend a Shipstones reunion on June 2nd - organised by Adam Pye 

of the aforementioned company. Everyone who had formerly worked 
at the Brewery had been invited - it seems that the company wanted 
people to know how they have lovingly maintained the magnificent 
and historic offices in the old building. Around 80 people attended 
the event, and were taken on a guided tour of the building, followed 
by an excellent buffet (but no beer - but never fear - the Horse 
and Groom next door put on another buffet for afterwards, and, of 
course, plenty of good real ale!)

It was sad to find that much of the brewing equipment had gone to 
make space for the many sales rooms - the old maltings are now 
“Auction Room 1”, and the copper room is another - the chimneys 
in the ceiling being the only reminder of its former days. The old 
beer cellars remain intact, though, but most impressive was the 
old brewery offices. Now John Pye’s head offices, they have been 
retained in immaculate condition and are a delight to visit.

Oh, and by the way, the next time you need a new TV or anything 
else electronic, get yourself down here - the catalogue clearance 
sales mean you will get one for a fraction of the shop price - most of 
the bidders are dealers who sell them on at a decent profit in shops 
and markets.

Archive picture from the 1970s

Former employees gather in the historic old brewery offices

The building as it is today

The original safe Original mosaic in old copper roomRevolving door entrance
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Snippets
Blue Monkey’s New 
Brewery Swings Into Life

After six months of building work, 
Blue Monkey’s new brewery in 

Giltbrook has finally started brewing.

Blue Monkey’s John Hickling said “We’re 
slowly phasing brewing from the old 
brewery across to the new one.  We’re 
taking things steadily as it’s really 
important that the beer stays consistent, 
and that we don’t let out customers 
down with supplies over the transition.  
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This move isn’t just about making more 
beer, but also taking an uncompromising 
attitude towards quality and consistency, 
so it’s really important that we get this 
right”.
The new brewery is located on Giltbrook 
Industrial Park, just down the road 
from the old Kimberley brewery.  
The brewhouse was built by Malrex 
Fabrications in Burton-on-Trent and can 
brew 25,000 pints a week, with room for 
further expansion in the future.  
John wouldn’t be drawn on how much the 
work has cost, but claims it’s less than the 
scale of the expansion suggests.  “We’ve 
managed to achieve a huge amount on a 
tight budget by being really careful how 
we spent the money, and by doing a lot 
of the work ourselves.  Everyone in the 
brewery has worked incredibly hard to 
pull this off, and I’m massively grateful to 
my family and friends who have also put a 
lot of work into this.  I think I owe quite a 

few people, quite a few pints!”.
To celebrate opening the new brewery, the 
brewers put together a stronger version of 
top-seller Evolution called Revolution.  “It 
was only supposed to be a one off, but it’s 
been going down really well, so I strongly 
suspect we’ll be brewing it again!”.  
Blue Monkey will once again be at the 
Great British Beer Festival in August. 
As national champion stout, Blue Monkey’s 
‘Guerrilla’ will be taking pride of place on 
the SIBA champions bar.  BG Sips will also 
be featuring on the East Midlands bar, 
making it two years in a row that Blue 
Monkey have had two beers featuring at 
the festival.  The brewery team will yet 
again be going down en-masse to spread 
the gospel!

Cask Marque news

New Cask Marque accreditations in 
and near our area are:

Fellows, Morton and Clayton Ltd, Nottm

The Navigation, Nottingham

The Lord Nelson, Sneinton
The Larwood and Voce 

The Boat, Lenton

The Wollaton, Wollaton

The Miller’s Barn

The Flying Bedstead, Hucknall 

The Hayloft, Giltbrook

Yates’s, Mansfield

Chesters, Balderton, Newark

The Royal Oak, Swayfield, Grantham
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National Brewery Centre

When international 
brewing giant 
Molson Coors 

acquired Bass and with it, the 
excellent brewing museum it 
had established some years 
earlier in the heart of Burton 
upon Trent, it was hoped that 
its future was secure.  Having 
renamed it the Coors Visitor 
Centre, it therefore came as 
a considerable shock to many 
when Coors announced it was 
too expensive to maintain and 
closed the facility in mid 2008.  
To their credit, Coors did agree 
to mothball the museum while strenuous efforts were made 
to find someone willing to take on the project, and after many 
months of hard work, it is heartening to report that, under the 
capable stewardship of leisure operator Planning Solutions, the 
National Brewery Centre opened for business in May of this year.

Visitors follow a route through several buildings housing literally 
hundreds of carefully explained artefacts and exhibits, including 
brewing equipment through the ages, a vast scale model of 
Burton as it was in 1921, complete with working railways and 
outside, a fine array of vintage brewery vehicles, including 
the sole survivor of the many steam locomotives that once 
operated on the Bass site.  Two shire horses, Trooper and Major, 
will also be in attendance at weekends and there is plenty to 

A museum piece

keep the kids entertained as well.  Every tour concludes with 
the opportunity to sample four of the cask-conditioned beers 
fashioned in the on-site White Shield microbrewery, which it is 
hoped will soon be relocated so that visitors will be able to watch 

beer actually being made.  And for those who wish to enjoy a 
few more beers or, perhaps, a bite to eat, the adjoining Brewery 
Tap, Burton’s latest bar and restaurant, is just the place to relax 
afterwards.  For anyone even remotely interested in beer, this 
place really is worth a visit!
The National Brewery Centre
Horninglow Road, Burton upon Trent, Staffordshire DE14 1NG
Tel: 01283 532880  www.nationalbrewerycentre.co.uk



ROUND HOUSE GOLD
a 4% Pale Ale 

The Round House The Hand & Heart

£2 per pint £2 per pint

Royal Standard Place
Near Castle, Nottm. NG1 6FS

Tel. 0115 924 0120

65 - 67 Derby Road
Nottm. NG1 5BA
Tel. 0115 958 2456

Our in-house beers are brewed locally 
by Full Mash Brewery, Stapleford. 

CAMRA discount applies.

Hand & Heart
a 4.1 %  Medium Brown Ale 
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In Praise of Public Transport

Located on the River Wye, Bakewell is a small market town in the 
Derbyshire Dales district of Derbyshire, England, deriving its name from 
‘Beadeca’s Well’. It is the only town  included in the Peak District National 

Park, and is well known for the local confection Bakewell Pudding - often, 
arguably incorrectly, called Bakewell Tart. 
The Bakewell Pudding is a jam pastry with an egg and ground almond enriched 
filling. Bakewell Tart, however, is apparently a completely different confection, 
made with shortcrust pastry, an almond topping and a sponge and jam filling. The 
origins of the Pudding are not clear, however the generally accepted story is that 
it was first made by accident in 1820 when the landlady of the White Horse Inn, 
(now the Rutland Arms, see below) left instructions for her cook to make a jam 
tart with an egg and almond paste pastry base. The cook, instead of stirring the 
eggs and almond paste mixture into the pastry, spread it on top of the jam. When 
cooked the jam rose through the paste. The result was successful enough for it to 
become a popular dish at the inn, and commercial variations, usually with icing 
sugar on top, have spread the name.
Getting to Bakewell from Nottingham and Derby is very simple with the Trent 
Barton Transpeak service leaving the former at ten past the hour and the latter at 
ten to and going straight there. The last journey back is at 18:10 to Nottingham; 
20:40 to Derby (from where a Red Arrow connects to Nottingham). Note that the 
£4.60 Zig-zag ticket is not valid on Transpeak - an £8 Zig-Zag plus is required if 
you wish to break your journey. 
However, your intrepid Drinker team decided to stay later than this - and found 
another way home. This involves getting a TM Travel bus to Sheffield at 22:00, 
where you can enjoy 45 minutes in the excellent Sheffield Tap on Platform 1, or 
an hour and a half in our case due to the late running of the 23:37 East Midlands 
Train service to Nottingham. But who cares when they have all those delicious 
Thornbridge beers?
We found seven pubs in Bakewell - all in the centre, very close together, and 
all with real ale. Added to the most attractive nature of the town, this makes 
Bakewell one of the best pub crawls we have published. And you’ll get to see 
plenty of puddings en route - and plenty of tarts too!
The Manners Hotel (1) is a Robinson’s tied house, 
selling their excellent Unicorn along with another from the 
brewery’s range. The name “Manners” is the family name 
of the Duke of Rutland - nearby Haddon Hall, said to be 
the finest example of a medieval manor house currently in 
existence in England, is one of the seats of the Dukes. The 
pub has a small snug to the right as you enter, and a much 
larger room to the left which includes the bar, complete 
with bar stools. It is nicely carpeted, and has attractive 
and most unusual wallpaper resembling a fifteenth century 
marine map, complete with islands and galleons. Parisienne 
style prints adorn the walls and the stools and settles are 
upholstered. There is a dart board, and a big screen TV 
that was not on when we called - presumably reserved for 
major sports events. There is a covered outdoor drinking 
and smoking area just behind the bar, and a garden area at 
the far end of the car park. Meals are served at lunchtime 
and early evening, and accommodation is available, 
including what is described as an “upstairs holiday cottage”. 
The Rutland Arms Hotel (2) is an imposing building with 
a bar in keeping with its age. It is pleasantly decorated, 
with an olive green patterned carpet, upper walls painted 
cream and the lower ones in a striking gold/amber colour. 
There are upholstered dining chairs, bar stools and easy 
chairs too. Edwardian stands are flowing with ferns and 
foliage plants, and there is an unusual (and valuable) 
collection of long case clocks. Bar food can be eaten in 
here, or you can retire to the more formal restaurant to 
dine. The beers are Thornbridge Lord Marples and Jaipur 
- excellent but expensive.
The Red Lion (3) has a really pubby atmosphere - to 
me the best of the bunch - but form your own opinions 
please! There are three totally separate rooms, each with 
black painted beams and cream ceilings and upper walls 
and wood panelling below. The public bar to the right has a 
dartboard, the comfortable lounge is to the left and beyond 
that is a dining area at a higher level. Lots of prints, plates 
and hanging jugs add to the ambience of the pub, and 

No. �� of a series in which Spyke Golding looks at the use of buses, trams and planes to visit pubs

We take a Transpeak to Bakewell - and return by bus and train to visit the Sheffield Tap

Manners Hotel

Rutland Arms Hotel

Red Lion

No tarts in here!
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In Praise of Public Transport

We take a Transpeak to Bakewell - and return by bus and train to visit the Sheffield Tap
there are some leaded, stained glass windows and proper curtains. The very 
well kept beers are Peak Swift Nick and Chatsworth Gold along with Black Sheep 
Bitter. Meals are available both at lunchtime and early evening, and the menu 
includes a selection of Chinese dishes.
The Wheatsheaf (4) is a former Mansfield pub and still looks like one from the 
outside. The beers now are Marston’s Pedigree along with  Jennings Cumberland 
and Cocker Hoop - all beers from the same group. They were very good - but the 
landlady told us that she longed to be able to have a local beer on the bar - as 
she said - Jennings are good beers - but we ain’t in the Lake District! The pub 
itself seems to have previously had a real JCB job done on it - sadly, probably, 
when it was a Mansfield house as it does have all the ambience of a miners’ 
welfare - but don’t let that put you off going as the beer quality is spot on here 
and the licensees are trying very hard with their real ales. The main room is huge 
- but has too much empty space and not enough tables - but there is a dartboard. 
There is a big screen TV as you might have come to expect - not in use when we 
called - and a pool table which, surprisingly, was also not in use - maybe they 
were expecting big crowds later on a Friday. On a more positive note, there are 
some excellent prints adorning the walls.
If you thought the previous pub had been subjected to a hatchet job wait until 
you see the interior of the Castle Inn (5). A former Hardy’s and Hanson’s house 
this is, of course, now a Greene King pub but I do not think that on this occasion 
they are to blame for what has been done to the interior. As you will see from 
our photograph the outside is idyllic - but although at first glance the inside 
looks reasonable a closer study reveals what has been done to it. Even the rustic 
flagstoned floor does not seem to be original - more like a 60s job, and clearly 
many small rooms have been knocked into one and the rather contrived olde 
worlde decor is really not in keeping with the outside. There is, however, a very 
pleasant beer garden, and excellent flower gardens at the front. The pub seems 
to be rather food orientated, and offers a comprehensive menu of fairly standard 
pub fare which does not require a lot of independent thought from the kitchen, 
although the blackboard menu does offer some more interesting fare. The beers 

were Greene King IPA, Abbot, Old Speckled Hen and Tolly 
Cobbold Phoenix on our visit. The Tolly beer was a surprise 
as we had not realised that Greene King had revived yet 
another defunct brewery to produce at Bury St. Edmunds 
- having tried the Phoenix we felt that whilst it may have 
risen from the ashes it really shouldn’t have bothered!
The Queens Arms Hotel (6) is another Marstons tied 
house, serving Marston’s Pedigree, Jennings Bitter and 
Ringwood 49er and Boondoggle and all in great form! Note 
that again these are beers from the brewery group and 
not local - but the quality was excellent. Sadly, again, this 
is another pub that looks better from the outside - inside 
several rooms seem to have been knocked into one long 
narrow one with a separate pool room. The floor is partially 
floorboards and in other places carpeted and an obviously 
recently added pseudo stone fireplace adds to the lack 
of ambience. However I did like the big screen showing, 
amazingly, the works of impressionist paintings - a most 
original touch. Clearly the current incumbents are doing 
their absolute best with what they have- so do give them a 
visit!
The Peacock Hotel (7) is another pub with a delightful 
exterior - and this time we thought that the inside was 
much more in keeping with it than some of the others. 
Three rooms have been partially joined but retain separate 
drinking areas, with dark beams adorned with copper 
colanders and other antiques. There are old china plates on 
the high wall shelves, lots of interesting prints and proper 
blinds on the windows. There is also an original tiny narrow 
snug room with long tables and only just enough room 
to get in! Accommodation and food are available, indeed 
we managed to get decent steak baguettes just before 
the 9pm deadline. The beers, again well kept, are Peak 
Ales Bakewell Best, Swift Nick and Chatsworth Gold; and 
Adnams Bitter. 
All in all - a varied tour with plenty of good ales from a 
variety of brewers. Note that your bus back to Nottingham 
- or Sheffield for the intrepid - leaves from opposite the 
Red Lion. 

Wheatsheaf

Castle Inn

Queens Arms Hotel

Peacock
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Best Pint Votes

Crown, Beeston 9

Hand & Heart 9

Johnson Arms 8

Newshouse 8

Queen Adelaide 7

Victoria 6

Bread & Bitter 5

Horse & Jockey 5

Lamp 5

Keans Head 5

Best Display Votes

Newshouse 38

Canalhouse 15

Globe 14

Lion 8

Horse & Groom 6

Victoria 5

Keans Head 4

Lincolnshire Poacher 3

Roundhouse 3

Stratford Haven 3

Mild Trail winners

This year’s Nottingham Mild Trail has been the most 
popular so far, a total of 173 entries were received – 29 
Black Gold, 40 Gold, 61 Silver and 43 Bronze awards.

Over four and a half thousand stickers were submitted, no 
wonder that pubs were running short towards the end of the 
Trail!
The Newshouse once again claimed the Best Display award with 
regulars Sam the Magician and Graham Binns creating the Mild 
Clock and caption photographs cleverly linking Mild with the 
World Cup. Second was the Canalhouse featuring some splendid 
chalk-work by Joely Hawkesworth. A very close third was The 
Globe with a display remembering Graham Jackson, window 
display and an A-board ode by Robert “Shaggy” Jeppson. A 
special mention must also go to the Roebuck who put on a one 
day Beer Festival featuring local milds direct from the cask, and 
the Johnson Arms who had a Mild Evening as part of their Beer 
Festival where free samples were dispensed from jugs enabling 
many people to try it for the first time.

All the winners on the most popular Mild Trail ever

All the Mild Trail top ten statistics
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Most visited pubs Visits

Salutation 123

Canalhouse 121

Newshouse 121

Bell Inn 114

Royal Children 113

Vat & Fiddle 112

Olde Trip to Jerusalem 111

Roundhouse 109

King William IV 107

Roebuck 107

Best Pint Votes

Crown, Beeston 9

Hand & Heart 9

Johnson Arms 8

Newshouse 8

Queen Adelaide 7

Victoria 6

Bread & Bitter 5

Horse & Jockey 5

Lamp 5

Keans Head 5

Mild Trail winners

The Best Pint vote saw the Crown at Beeston and the Hand 
and Heart tying for first place and just one point behind in joint 
third were The Johnson Arms and The Newshouse. Full stats are 
displayed below.
Presentations evenings have been arranged for The Newshouse 
on Tuesday 17th August, to The Crown on Monday 16th August 
and at The Hand and Heart on Wednesday 11th August. 
Huge thanks are due to The Pub People Company who sponsored 
the “I can see four milds” t-shirts, the draw has been made for 
these and at the time of going to press these are being sent out 
to the winners. Also thanks go to The Gatehouse, The Salutation, 
The Canalhouse, The Crown at Beeston and The Newshouse for 
donating prizes of free meals, T-shirts and beer. Whether our 
entrants won prizes or not, all are invited to enjoy a free pint at 
this year’s Robin Hood Beer Festival.
Finally a big thanks to the licensees and bar staff for putting up 
with us and helping to make the Mild Trail again, a huge success.

All the winners on the most popular Mild Trail ever

All the Mild Trail top ten statistics

Far left column (all): Newshouse
Bottom left: Globe
Bottom right: Newshouse
Right column, top: Globe
Right column, centre: Canalhouse
Right column bottom: Keans Head
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Over the last few years, when the opportunity 
has presented itself, a friend and I have traipsed 
the highways and bye-ways around the East 

Midlands, bumping into a few hostelries en route.
It is recommended that a good map is taken on these 
walks as footpaths are sometimes not very clear.
The first walk this year started from a car park next to 
the River Soar close to the Anchor at Kegworth. It 
being still early in Spring an umbrella was as essential 
as a walking stick, and good shoes, boots or in my case 
trainers. (Yes I did get soggy feet)
The walk began on the eastern side of the river Soar, 

where steps led down to the footpath which soon passed the deep lock 
at Kegworth with the steeple of the village church ahead. Aircraft from 
the nearby East Midlands airport were regularly droning into the air over 
the church and disappearing into the low cloud. After covering about a 
mile and a quarter, and on the receiving end of several showers we were 
opposite the Otter south of Kegworth. Sadly no bridge is available here 
for us to cross the river so we pressed on for a further two miles until we 
reached  Zouch. A detour of around 200 yards to cross a bridge and back 
the other side of the river brought us to the Rose and Crown. Here we 
had lunch and sampled one of the three hand pulled beers on offer, Bass, 
Abbot and London Pride at the time of writing.
Returning to the bridge and crossing over saw a footpath sign directing us 
to the next target which was Sutton Bonington. A hike across the fields 
of three quarters of a mile and another lengthy pause to let a shower 
pass by, brought us to the straggly village of Sutton Bonington where a 
further two thirds of a mile walk along Main Street was needed to reach 
the Kings Head, a small two-roomed locals’ pub selling Marston’s beers. 
A little further on and up Bollard’s Lane is the Anchor Inn, a place which 
was much frequented by Nottingham CAMRA in the mid 70s. Here three 
beers are always on, Marston’s Pedigree and Burton Bitter with a guest 
ale, often one of the Jenning’s range from Cumbria. A second guest is 
available at weekends.
The final stage of the walk took us down Soar Lane, which goes straight 
on, as the main road curves right out of Sutton Bonington and over the 
main line to London. We then crossed more fields to return to the Anchor 
Kegworth (1.3 miles) where before entering I had to scrape off mud that 
made my trainers look like snow shoes, before a welcome pint of Bass.

Beer Stiles
Colin Elmhirst, our rambling rambler, reports from the countryside

The Otter, Kegworth - tempting, but there’s a river in 
the way!

The Kings Head, Sutton Bonington

The Anchor, Sutton Bonington

The Rose and Crown, Zouch The Anchor, Kegworth

Total length of the walk: 6 miles

Total beer consumption: optional

OS Map 129 Nottingham and Loughborough Landranger series.

Public Transport to Kegworth: Trent Barton Indigo 
Loughborough, or (quicker) Leicester Skylink from East 
Midlands Airport (connecting with Nottingham Skylink)

-hic
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Evenin’ all

Over the last couple of 
months we have had to 
attend a number of incidents 

where glasses have been used as 
a weapon to injure other people 
within licensed premises. The 
consequences and injuries caused 
to the victims have been, in some 
cases, horrendous. 
Tantra was closed temporarily 
following a serious assault that 
hospitalised a man, who is still off 
work due to serious facial injuries. 
They have since reopened after 
agreeing to only use polycarbonate-
drinking vessels. Revolution in 

Hockley has been ordered by a court to close for a month while 
they stop using glass, after a number of incidents.
We don’t want to see pubs and clubs closing unnecessarily, but 
we do need to ensure customers feel safe and to reduce the 
risk of injury to people out drinking in licensed 
premises. 
There have been massive improvements in the 
quality of polycarbonate over the past few years. 
It is no longer flimsy and disposable but a lot 
sturdier and is increasingly similar to the feel of 
glass. 
Many places are already on board with using 
polycarbonate as an alternative to glass. They 
recognise that their customers benefit from this 
as they are better protected from injury either by 
accident or through the violent actions of others.
Incidents of violence within our licensed premises 
are rare, but we take each extremely seriously 

and look at what steps we 
can take with licensees to 
make their venues more 
safe. In the first instance 
we would encourage them 
to switch to polycarbonate 
voluntarily but if further 
injuries were caused, we 
would be liaising with the 
licensing panel to make 
it part of their operating 
conditions. 
Successful policing of the 
city requires everyone 
working together – including the cooperation of licensees, 
consistent high standards of security staff and bar staff 
challenging anyone believed to be drunk or under age. My 
officers are continuing to patrol the night time economy and are 
working with PubWatch, We Are Nottingham (BID), Nottingham 
Businesses against crime (NBAC), the city’s street pastors and 

taxi marshals to make a night out in Nottingham 
a safe and enjoyable one.
On an extremely positive note, Nottingham 
has been named as one of the best places in 
the country for a night out. The Association of 
Town Centre Management awarded the city the 
Purple Flag Status at a recent awards ceremony 
in London. The award recognises areas of high-
quality entertainment and hospitality. Experts 
assessed the city centre for a number of 
criteria including its attractiveness and appeal, 
cleanliness, and personal safety. This shows the 
real achievements we can achieve with partner 
agencies and licensees working together.

Three times Publican
Pub Company of 
the Year*

So why run your own pub with anyone else?

Call us on 0800 056 4111

Why Everards?

*2007, 2008, 2010 Tenanted/Leased (20-199 outlets)

WWW.EVERARDS.CO.UK

Publican recruit ad land:Publican recruit ad  23/04/2010  11:45  Page 1

City Centre Inspector Andy Townsend reports
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Snippets
The Victoria Hotel

Next to Beeston Railway Station
85 Dovecote Lane,  Beeston, Nottingham, NG9 1JG Tel: 0115 9254049

 or visit our website at www.victoriabeeston.co.uk.

AT LEAST 12 BEERS ON INCLUDING A MILD AND A STOUT OR 
PORTER.

LOOK OUT FOR OUR OCTOBER BEER FESTIVAL (22nd - 24th)
(FULL DETAILS IN THE NEXT EDITION OF THE DRINKER)

1/3RD PINT TASTING PLATTERS NOW AVAILABLE

The Victoria is now offering 20p per pint 
discount to card carrying CAMRA members 

Sun - Thu on all real ales and real ciders

A Flipping good start

Mid June saw the launch of the first two beers from 
Nottingham’s latest microbrewery, Flipside, based in a unit 

on the Colwick East Link Trade Estate and run by husband and 
wife team Andrew and Margaret Dunkin.
Andrew was born and bred in 
Carlton but his career in IT 
eventually found him commuting 
every week to Cheshire, while 
Margaret’s work kept her much 
closer to home.  Over time, 
understandably, this became 
something of a drag and as a keen 
home brewer, Andrew started to 
give serious thought to turning 
his hobby into a business.  With 
Margaret’s support, he eventually 
decided to take the plunge and 
after attending one of Dave Porter’s 
highly regarded brewing courses, 
he purchased a six barrel brew-
kit and set about testing recipes, 
whilst trying to think of  suitable 
names for the brewery and its beers.  His first thought was to 
use local landmarks but finding the Colwick / Netherfield area 
disappointingly bereft in this respect, he turned to his other 
hobby of coin collecting and the Flipside title suddenly sprang to 
mind, with all its other flipping opportunities.
Steve Willans, manager of the excellent Cross Keys at Weekday 
Cross, was delighted to play host to the event, which saw smart 
pumpclips proclaiming Sterling Pale (3.9%) and Flipping Best 
(4.6%), with a special introductory offer of two for the price of 
one while stocks lasted.
As the name would suggest, Sterling Pale is a golden ale brewed 
exclusively using Maris Otter pale malt and seasoned with 

Challenger hops for bittering and a later addition of Styrian 
Goldings for aroma.  The result is a refreshingly crisp, easy-
drinking and well balanced beer. Flipping Best, on the other 
hand, is a much more robust affair, rich tawny in hue and with 
a blend of no less than four differently kilned malts in the grist.  
Amarillo and Perle hops add character and balance without 
dominating the slightly earthy palate, with hints of caramel and 
bonfire toffee, and a surprisingly tart, hoppy edge.
“I am planning to add a light summer ale and a true IPA to 
the range over the coming months”, Andrew tells Nottingham 
Drinker, “with a porter  already on the drawing board for later 
in the year.”  All in all, things are looking flipping good for this 
most welcome addition to the City’s brewing stock and ND 
wishes Andrew and Margaret every success for the future.  
Indeed, going out for a flip may soon come to have a whole new 
meaning!

Win a Cement mixer!!

Believe it or not, an actual cement mixer will be in the 
Canalhouse car park over the weekend of August 7th and one 

of you will win it!!! This is part of a Vedett promotion, and there 
will be plenty of other prizes to be won too. 
Also at the Canalhouse, you may prefer the Influx Music Festival 
on 31st July, midday - 3am (tickets £4 from Music Glue, £5 
on the door). This event is being held as a benefit concert for 
P.A.S.I.C – the Parents Association for Seriously Ill Children. 

In September, there are comedy nights on the 3rd and 7th, £5

A great time to join CAMRA
Join CAMRA now, using the form on the back page, and you’ll
receive £20 worth of Wetherspoon vouchers - so you’ve got 
your money back! 
Not only are they redeemable in all Wetherspoon and Lloyds 
No. 1 outlets, but also on Castle Rock beers in their tied 
houses and Pub People houses!

Andrew pulls a flipping pint
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LocAle

One of the great successes of our LocAle scheme, which 
encourages pubs to stock at least one beer brewed within 
20 miles of the brewery, is that drinkers are becoming 

more interested in where their beer comes from and indeed are 
much more knowledgeable and discerning about the beer they 
drink. This has the added benefit that they start to recognise 
the differing qualities between brews from different breweries 
enabling them to look out for and choose the ones they like.
But as with many things in life drinkers can be confused by what 
might be argued as disappointing practices by some breweries. 
Nottingham CAMRA recently held a meeting in an excellent 
pub that advertised a beer on sale from a brewery called “Dr 
Mortons”. Now we knew, but others could not be expected to, 
that there is no such brewery as “Dr. Mortons” and so we took 
a closer look at the pump clip. This appeared to reveal on very 
close inspection that the brewery was “Beer Works”, but if 
you check your Good Beer Guide you will see there is no such 
brewery!

This beer was actually 
brewed by Abbeydale, a 
very well regarded brewery 
in Sheffield. So why sell 
some of their beer under 
a different brewery name 
– are they ashamed of it? 
Probably not as it was a 
good beer, a more likely 
explanation (although we 
will happily print a correction 
if we are wrong) is that it is 
so pub landlords, who are 
keen to order a wide range 
for their pub, unwittingly 
order more of their beer 
thinking it is from a different 
brewery. Certainly the 
landlord of the pub we saw 
the beer in said he had no 
idea it was an Abbeydale 
beer.

But Abbeydale are far from 
being the only brewery 
that does this. We recently 
saw a beer on sale from 
the Thomas Guest Brewing 
Company, which said in 
small letters on the clip 
“Brewed under licence 
at The Gornal Brewery”. 
The snag here is that the 
beers are brewed by Black 
Country Ales and if you look 
at their regular pump clips 
there is no mention of a 
Gornal Brewery, although it 
is located in Lower Gornal. 
But how can pub landlords 
or customers be expected to 
know this. 
There are numerous other 
examples of this - Ryedale 
beers are brewed by 
Cropton, Marston Moor 
by Rudgate, Phipps by 
Grainstore, Beer Rocks by 
Celt Experience, Dales ales 
by Dark Horse, Red Brick by 
Marstons, Steamin’ Billy by 
Tower to name but a few. It 
even happens in the United 
States where, for example, 
beers started to appear 
from the Blue Moon Brewing 
Company, which turned out 

Time For More Openness?

t. 01949 839313 e. bingham@bartschinns.com 
Long Acre, Bingham, NG13 8AF 

Bus: TrentBarton Xpress from Friar Lane

The Grill Room - Upstairs at The Horse & Plough 
Six Continually Changing Cask Ales from Around the Country 
Charles Wells Bombardier & Deuchar’s I.P.A. Always Available 

Extensive Wine & Spirits List 
Regularly Changing Seasonal Menus 

THREE COURSES FOR £12.95 MARCH TO MAY  
Open 7pm – 9.15pm Tue to Thurs 7pm to 9.45pm Fri & Sat 

Traditional Sunday Lunch 12.30 – 3.00pm £14.95 for 3 Courses 
www.grillroombingham.com

All the above seem to be from new 
breweries - but they are not. Do you 

think this is a acceptable? Tell us!

to be from brewing giant Molson Coors, in fact you can even buy 
bottles of their wheat ale in Britain now.
Thankfully none of our local breweries go in for this practice and 
we try not to order beers for our beer festivals from breweries 
that do it. But is it not time for more clarity about exactly 
where our beers are brewed, perhaps enforced by some form 
of labelling legislation? Then drinkers will know exactly who 
produces which beer and in which location and can make an 
informed decision as to which to buy?
Editor’s footnote: It is hardly surprising that this happens when 
we have Greene King still producing ales under the names of 
long gone breweries such as Morlands, Tolly, Hardy’s & Hanson’s 
and Ruddles. It is time for legislation on this!
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Brewery Visit

DM 3%

Dark mild made 
with pale, crystal 
and wheat 
malts, along 
with Challenger, 
Styrian and 
Golding hops.

XB 3.�%
Standard bitter 
made with 
pale and wheat 
malts,along 
with Challenger, 
Styrian and 
Golding hops.

GHA �.2%

Best Bitter with 
pale and crystal 
malt, mainly 
Styrian and some 
Golding hops 
- 40% added late 
for aroma

Regular Brews

Batemans was founded in 1874 by George Bateman, a 
local farmer who sold his farm in nearby Friskney in order 
to rent a brewery in Wainfleet, situated by the railway. He 

bought the brewery equipment for £505.10s (roughly equivalent 
to £30,000 today); a year later he bought the lease for £800. 
Before he retired, Edwin Crowe, from whom George had bought 
his equipment, passed on his knowledge of the craft to him and 
his wife Suzanna. Crowe’s expert brewer stayed on with George 
for some years, despite his blindness.

In 1880 George had earned enough from the business to buy 
Salem House, a Georgian building some 200 yards from the 
original brewery, and a new brewery was built in its coach 
houses. In addition to the brewing, he bottled spirits, and his 
wife baked bread for sale.
The brewery went from strength to strength, building up a 
substantial tied estate, until the advent of keg beer as the 
sixties became the seventies and the proletariat, brainwashed 
by the mass advertising of the new breed of national brewers, 
demanded more and more of the tasteless, fizzy brew. Batemans 
could not afford the necessary equipment to produce it, and fell 
into decline.
Then along came CAMRA, described by Batemans as “a knight 
in shining armour”. Quite suddenly and dramatically the old 
handpumps became an essential item in pubs again, and 
Batemans Good Honest Ales started to flow again. 
Today, the brewery has won many awards (this year the Publican 
chose it as Brewer of the Year, and last year Pub Company of the 
Year), and a new brewhouse has been built. But the ales are still 
highly traditional!
We were met first by Jaclyn Bateman, and were soon introduced, 
over a beer in the hospitality suite in the old windmill, to 
present day brewer Martin Cullimore. A trip around the brewery 
reassured us that everything is still done in the traditional 

Salem Porter �.�%

A traditional English 
porter brewed 
with pale, crystal, 
chocolate and wheat 
malts, roast barley, 
and Golding and 
Challenger hops

XXXB �.�%

Strong ale using pale, 
crystal, chocolate 
and wheat malts 
along with along with 
Challenger, Styrian 

and Golding hops.

Spring Goddess

Seasonal golden 4.2% 
beer brewed with pale 
and a little crystal 
malt, and single 
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Regular Brews

Brewery Visit

Summer Swallow

Refreshing seasonal 
3.9% pale beer 
made with 100% 
pale malt, mainly 
Styrian hops along 
with some Goldings

Autumn Fall �.2%

New seasonal for 
this year, it will 
be brewed with 
malted oats, rye, 
wheat and barley 
and hopped with 
Challenger and 
Goldings.

Hooker �.�%

Brewed annually 
for the Six Nations 
from pale and 
crystal malts, 
mainly Styrian and 
some Golding hops.

manner here, with traditional mash tuns, copper boilers, and 
open fermenters. Visiting the cask filling lines we were surprised 
to see a large number of pins (4½ gallon casks) available. 
“These are popular with small pubs with a very low turnover” 
Martin told us, “and for weddings and parties. But the problem 
with them is their popularity with home brewers - many of ours 
have ‘walked’ in recent years”.
Since the well water became contaminated, tap water has 
been used to brew the beer, with the addition, of course, of 
Burtonising salts. Martin’s dry sense of humour came to the fore 
when we asked about the sources of his malt. “We get most of it 
from England” he said, “and the rest from Yorkshire”. Although 
some Maris Otter is used, Tipple is Martin’s malt of choice at 
present. He went on to tell us that almost all the beers also have 
around 5% wheat malt in the mash. “It makes no difference 
whatsoever to the flavour whether we put it in or not” he told us, 
“but it’s a tradition here so we still put it in!”. Malts are sourced 
from Fawcetts of Castleton, Bairds of  Grantham and Simpsons 
of Norfolk. 

The hops are sourced from Charles Faram of Newlands, near 
Malvern, and Lupofresh of Kent. Martin favours Goldings, Styrian 
and Challenger in differing proportions for most of his brews, but 
does use some other varieties in his seasonal ales.

The yeast is Bateman’s own culture, and is kept in the yeast 
bank at Brewlab in Sunderland. Yeast is repitched into the next 
brew, but a fresh culture is used every twelfth generation.
Batemans beers are increasing their availability in our area 
these days in the free trade, and Bateman’s are actively 
expanding their tied estate - so do look out for, and enjoy 
a pint of Batemans next time you come across it. Although 
microbreweries are becoming more popular with many drinkers 
these days, please do not forget that Batemans is a traditional 
family brewer that has always brewed real ale! 

Rosey Nosey

The familiar 4.9% 
Christmas brew with 
the flashing pump clip is 
made from pale, crystal 
and chocolate malts 
along with Golding and 
Challenger hops.

World Cup Ale

Although not a 
regular beer we had 
to mention it due to 
the novelty of having 
three pump clips 
- according to how 
England fared! (the 
third clip pictured 
is an exclusive 
- obviously it was 
never used in any 
pub). A 4% ale made 
with pale, crystal, 
chocolate and wheat 
malts, and Kent 
Bramling Cross hops. 
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Pub reopenings

The Chequers at Elston had been closed for some months as 
previous owners Punch Taverns seemed unable to find a tenant. 
At the same time, Dave Tizzard and his partner Abi Cutts had 
been looking for new premises for their Funfair Brewery, which 
was outgrowing its Ilkeston premises. So a deal was done, and 
they are now the proud new owners of this beautiful country inn.
It was not so beautiful when they took over - the first thing they 
needed to do, with the help of their families, was to remove 
the many ugly signs from the exterior and give it the necessary 
restoration and the fresh coat of paint you can see in the picture 
above. Then, the new Funfair Brewery branded signs were 
added.

Next came the interior with the same family team working on it 
to create the superb, traditional drinking environment you can 
see in the photographs. This is a genuine country inn, where 
darts is still played and conversation rules. The handpumps on 
the beautifully renovated bar dispense four Funfair beers and 
two microbrewery guests, and wine drinkers are well catered 
for too. Funfair Teacups, a cloudy ginger beer, is dispensed 
from a brightly painted kettle fitted with a miniature handpump 
- the beer does actually come from the cellar. Add to this two 
traditional scrumpy ciders and you have the perfect selection for 
the traditionalist. 
Food is limited to simple snacks such as baguettes, and 
traditional cheese boards are available at weekends. You can 
also order a take-away to be delivered from the local Indian 
restaurant at East Stoke, or anyone else who will deliver there, 
and they will provide plates and cutlery!
Before you rush out there, it is important to know that the pub 
is only open four days a week - the other three are reserved 
for brewing. Opening hours are Thursday and Friday 5 - 12, 
Saturday 12 - 12 and Sunday 12 - 10.30. Elston is off the A46 
near East Stoke, and can be reached using the Marshalls service 
90 from Nottingham and Newark, walking the last mile down 
the lane. There is also a Premier bus service 54 from Bingham 
and Newark in the daytime which stops outside the pub (not 
Sundays), which you can transfer to at East Stoke if you go 
there on the 90. 
The new brewhouse is to be installed on the top floor of the 
building to the rear of the pub (see photo top left). Dave and 
Abi hope that it will be complete early in 2011, and, for the time 
being, will continue to brew in Ilkeston. 

So once again, Derbyshire’s loss is Nottinghamshire’s gain - Blue 
Monkey also went from Ilkeston to Notts!

The Chequers, Elston to be Funfair’s new Brewhouse

The Woodlark Inn, Lambley
Church Street, Lambley, Nottingham NG4 4QB. Tel 0115 931 2535

Fine traditional ales

Good freshly-cooked 
food daily and 

additional Steak Bar 
Fri - Sat

Special offer Tuesday - Thursday evenings: 3 courses £11.95

Copper Dragon Bitter now always available!



Split Crow
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Pub of the Year presentations 2010

mid-brown bitter ale brewed locally by Karl Waring at Full Mash 
Brewery, Stapleford.
Following the event, in a surprise 
announcement from the joint 
owners of the Hand and Heart 
and the nearby Roundhouse, 
we  learned that from the end 
of July, this brew is to be sold at 
just £2 a pint - a real recession 
beater! What’s more, CAMRA 
members will receive a 10p 
discount on even that low price 
- so at £1.90 they will actually 
be undercutting most of our local 
Wetherspoon pubs! The same 
price will apply in their sister 
pub, the Roundhouse on their 
house beer, Roundhouse Gold, 
also brewed by Full Mash. 
So with beer at that price, most attractive surroundings, brilliant 
food and friendly staff it really is a no brainer not to visit these 
two pubs - they are close enough to make it easy to visit both in 
one evening.

The Hand and Heart, on Derby Road just south of Canning 
Circus came a very close second in this years Nottingham 
CAMRA Pub of the Year competition. Licensees Dawn and 

Taras were presented with their certificate on Monday June 28th 
during what proved to be a splendid evening of good beer, good 
food and lively entertainment. On what would normally be a 
relatively quiet night for the pub, a large number of customers, 
old and new, turned up for the event, helping to create a great 
atmosphere. The evening started with plates of food from the 
pub’s gourmet kitchens being handed around to the appreciative 
guests, and then on came the band, Kick ‘n’ Rush. They played 
the kind of old sing-along numbers that no one could fail to 
remember and to enjoy. In between each number they had the 
audience in fits of laughter with some very old and rather close 
to the knuckle jokes - but the kind that you still laugh at even 
though you have heard them many times before.

When the band had finished their first set, the presentation took 
place behind the bar. Spyke Golding explained the hard work 
and hard drinking that had gone into the selection procedure for 
the Pub of the Year. He went on to say that it was not just the 
licensees and the great beer that makes a good pub, but also the 
friendly and efficient staff, the splendid surroundings, and the 
regular customers. Taras gave an acceptance speech in which 
he thanked the staff, the customers and CAMRA for making it all 
happen.
After a second set from Kick ‘n’ Rush, there was an unexpected 
surprise when a troupe of female sword dancers turned up and 
put on an impromptu performance in the bar, to the obvious 
delight of the audience. After that came more music from the 
band as copious pints of the first rate beers and real ciders were 
consumed, including the excellent house brew Hand and Heart, a 

The Hand and Heart - a worthy runner-up

Kick’n’ Rush provided  music and some very old jokes

Sword dancing girls added to the entertainment

(Left to right) Ben, Naomi, Austen, Dawn, Aaron, Taras with the 
award certificate, and Nottingham CAMRA Chair Spyke Golding
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Two days after the Hand and Heart presentation the 
Nottingham CAMRA crowd were out again - to present the 
Pub of the Year Award to landlord James Brown and his 

father Dave at the Crown, near the bus station in Beeston. But 
this time it was a double presentation, as the Crown had gone 
forward into the all-Nottinghamshire heat along with the Pubs 
of the Year from Erewash, Belvoir, Newark, Mansfield and North 
Notts branch areas - and had won! This means that the results 
of the East Midlands heat are now eagerly awaited, and all in 
Nottingham CAMRA wish the Crown team good luck!

The evening of 30th June was the hottest of the year so far, 
and with No Fixed Abode playing on the outside stage, it was 
no surprise that most of the huge crowd that turned up for the 
event sat or stood in the patio drinking area. And it was here, 
on the stage, that the presentation of the two certificates was 
made. Nottingham CAMRA Chair Spyke Golding congratulated 
James and his father on their achievement, which was 
particularly impressive in view of the short time since they took 
over last September and transformed the pub’s fortunes. He 
added that Everards Brewery of Leicester also deserved some of 
the credit for purchasing the pub from Greene King in order to 
operate it under their Project William scheme in which tenants 
are allowed to buy microbrewery beers in the free trade. They 
had also spent a considerable sum of money restoring this 

Pub of the Year 
The Crown - a lovingly restored classic

historic pub without in any way losing any of its terrific character.  
But, at the end of the day it was landlord James Brown, his son 
Simon, their excellent staff and enthusiastic customers who had 
made it good enough to win the Nottingham Pub of the Year 
award. After a short acceptance speech from Dave, everyone 
recharged their glasses and enjoyed drinking the excellent beers 
and listening to the music for the rest of the evening. 

For readers who are not familiar with the 
Crown, there is a warren of tiny rooms 
including a front snug and confessional 
with quarry tiled floors. One snug room 
to the rear has a still used dart board. 
The lounge was added by Hardy’s and 
Hanson’s as an extension, and this has 
been beautifully refurbished in keeping 
with the age of the rest of the building, 
complete with a new, polished wood bar 
to complement beams and panelling. A 
fine array of prints and assorted bric-a-
brac, including a nice display of chamber 
pots, are all very much in keeping with 
the theme and even the (working) 
telephone does not look out of place!

 Like the Hand and Heart, there is a house 
brew at £2 a pint here - or rather, three 
of them. Bounder. a 4.2% traditional 
bitter, Cad, a 3.8% citrussy golden ale, 
and Scoundrel, a 4.1% dark brown 
bitter are brewed by Leatherbritches of 
Ashbourne, and it is well worth the trip 
out to Beeston to give them a try!
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In the Beginning.....
In the fourth of a new series, Howard Clark 
looks at the origins of beer - and of CAMRA
In the last part I mentioned Henry VIII, so this is a good 

place to start.  Henry was 56 when he died, a good age 
for that period where the average was just 40 years old, 

probably in part because when young he was a fit sportsman 
and in part because he had so many physicians looking after 
him trying to keep him alive. Apparently the thing that started 
his eventual demise was the fact he had a horse fall on top of 
him during a jousting tournament. Any way all this is for the 
historians, back to beery matters.
This Tudor period was quite interesting in terms of ale and beer, 
as it was believed that ale was good for the body and wellbeing of 
the mind, and still played a large part in medicine.  So much so 
that an average person would drink eight or more pints per day. 
Even young children would drink around two pints per day. This 
was usually what they called weak ale. Breakfast would always 
start with a couple of pints. I wonder if they had anti-drink 
lobbyists around in those days?
In 1150 Abbess Hildegrade of Bingen, in Germany wrote of 
medical matters “Whether one is healthy or infirm, if one is 
thirsty after sleeping, one should drink wine or beer, but not 
water. For water might damage rather than help one’s blood and 
humours, beer fattens the flesh and  lends a beautiful colour to 
the face. Water however, weakens a person. Beliefs that would 
have endured well into the Tudor period.
This is probably more understandable if you consider that the 
only sewerage was open  troughs  running down the side of 
streets, and the fact that the only source of drinking water 
were communal wells or street pumps. This water was probably 
pumped from rivers which happed to be the same place that the 
sewers where feeding. Hence drinking water in those days was 
very much an unhealthy option to keeping hydrated than that 
of drinking beer, and would be the source of much disease. A 
situation that extended well into the nineteenth century when 
Joseph Bazalgette designed and built the first London sewers in 
1859 after the Great Stink of 1858!
The process of producing ale would in fact clean the water, as 
it would be filtered via the grain, then boiled killing much of 
the bacteria and then the yeast would munch its way through 
any nasty stuff still living. Alcohol is then to some extent a 
preservative. So in these days it was seen as a win, win situation. 
They even thought it was beneficial to the liver. But we are 
considering a time when the average life span was just 40 years.
With so much wine and ale being drunk we should perhaps give 
some thought to the development of the brewery and to drinking 
establishments. We have previously mentioned that the brewing 
was carried out mainly in religious establishments and in private 
dwellings.  Accounts for St.Pauls Cathedral in London around 
1286 showed that 67,814 gallons were brewed in a twelve month 
period, brewing about twice per week.
Aristocratic houses also would have their own brewery along with 
their own brewer servant. He would be responsible for supplying 
ale for the households breakfast where it would be drunk with 
bread and cheese, lunch and supper, the allowance being about 
two pints per serving. Ale would be distributed from the door of 
the buttery, which would have a barrier or bar across it, which 
out of interest is where the term bar or public bar came from. 
Guests to the house would be served ale in their rooms after 
their journey, but their servants would have been given ale at the 
buttery bar “or bar”.
As the population rose, for example London went from 14,000 in 
the late eleventh century to 40,000 by the end of the thirteenth, 
demand for ale rose, leading to an increase in commercial 
brewing. It also led to an increase in establishments where drink 
would be consumed. So you now have the rise of purpose built 
commercial breweries and also the public house. A little story 
here may give rise to another term we use today as commercial 
brewers would also have to supply paying customers on their 
premises (brewery tap?) rather than family, friends and servants.
An attempted kidnapping of  a young woman living at the 
brewery of  Gilbert de Mordone in Crooked Lane, near London 
Bridge, in 1325 says “the would-be kidnappers came into the 

public hall of the brewery, ordered four gallons of ale for eighteen 
men, but refused to go when asked to do so because the house 
was open to the public and was therefore a “public house”. So we 
perhaps have the emergence of both the public house and public 
bar.
During this period not only was the size of breweries getting 
bigger but the ingredients where beginning to change. Records 
of Chester’s Dee mills showed that until 1440 they were grinding 
large amounts of oat malt, barley malt and wheat malt, with half 
of produce being oat malt, this reflecting demand of the brewers. 
By 1480 wheat malt had gone to nothing and barley malt had 
gone to 75%. Until the arrival of hops in the early fifteenth 
century, putting herbs in ale was frowned upon by many brewers 
and ale drinkers. In Norwich  March 1471 the mayor and council 
ordered ale brewers not to brew “nowther with hopes upon peyne 
of grievous punysshment”. But pressure was now on from what 
was known as the new “beer” brewers who were using hops.
Much experimentation was carried out with herbs, including bog 
myrtle which was quoted as “being troublesome to the brain” 
when put into “beere or aile” and would “make a man quickly 
drunk”.
Ground Ivy was also tried or “alehoof” as the leaves resembled 
hoofprints, which gave a strong bitter, tannic flavour. They also 
found that it helped fine the beer. Roots of wood aven or herb 
bennet were also used, a yellow five petalled flower found in 
hedgerows had antiseptic qualities which helped keep or preserve 
the ale longer.
So we are now approaching what we could call modern time as 
far as ale is concerned and the sixteenth century when hopped 
“beer” started taking over from the older un hopped “ale”. We will 
continue to look at the development of beer and breweries in the 
next part.

Newshouse
123, Canal Street, Nottingham

0115 950 2419
(Very close to Nottingham Ice Arena)

A warm welcome from Carole, Bob and Staff
A Real Traditional Pub with Traditional Pub Games

Darts, Bar Billiards, Dominoes, Cribbage, Table Skittles
Big Screen Sky Sports

Hot & cold food served Mon to Sat all day

Opening times
12.00 - 11.00 Sunday - Thursday

12.00 - 12.00 Friday - Saturday

Quiz Night Thurs 9pm

Superb real ales from 
Castle Rock, and Guests

Room hire and buffets 
available for parties of over 

30 people

CAMRA Pub of the Year 2009
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More Bottled Beer

Ray Kirby told me that it would 
be worth calling in at a new shop 
in Beeston called ‘Local not Global 

Deli’ at 51, Chilwell High Road, (just up 
from the Hop Pole and round the corner 
from the Crown) which he told me was 
selling local bottled beers. The shop, 
which opened just before Christmas has 
its own web site www.localnotglobal-deli.
co.uk which tells you that they are:
 “passionate about interesting food with 
integrity, and will be actively promoting 
seasonal and locally sourced produce 
wherever possible”.

A visit was swiftly arranged and I was 
impressed with their selection of beers 
from a number of breweries including 
Amber, Thornbridge and Nutbrook. 
As I was cycling I was limited to a couple 
of bottles and on this visit chose beers 

Real Ale in a bottle 82: Andrew Ludlow tries drinking Responsibly

from Nutbrook Brewery which at 8.73 
miles away is truly local not global. 
Having shaken the beers in getting them 
home I was obliged to leave them for a 
few days – just as well my beer cellar is 
well stocked!
Nutbrook Responsibly is a fine yellow 
brown ale and unlike some RAIB’s came 
with a good amount of sediment; careful 
pouring ensured that this remained in the 
bottle.
As always I left the beer to stand for a 
minute or two, as this helps reduce the 
carbonation and I was rewarded with a 
clear beer with a rich head.
The beer has a light and clean aroma with 
elements of hops and citrus fruit in the 
background.
Responsibly is dry and very pleasant 
with a gentle bitterness that is refreshing 

OUR LOCAL HERO

WWW.EVERARDS.CO.UK

To stock Everards Tiger call us on 0116 201 4140 
or contact your usual beer supplier.

Proud to be the Official Beer of the Leicester Tigers

EV4583_TigerBeer_goalposts_A4_AW1   1 12/5/10   10:10:50

and moreish. The aftertaste does not 
disappoint either as the dryness gives way 
to a delicate hoppy bitterness with traces 
of malt in the finish.
Responsibly is a 4.4% ABV brew sold in 
500ml bottles and is also available as 
a cask beer at the Riverside Farm pub 
restaurant next to the Riverside retail 
park. For information on where to buy 
the beer you can ring the brewery on 
their ‘Beerline: 0800 458 2460 or check 
their web site www.nutbrookbrewery.com 
Alternatively visit the Local not Global Deli 
in Beeston where the beers are for sale 
at £1.99 a bottle. To make life easier the 
shop also sells coffee and cakes – so you 
can have a sit down and a snack whilst 
deciding which beers to buy to take home.
Not all the beers on sale are RAIB’s but 
there is a good 
selection of 
beers that should 
satisfy even the 
most difficult of 
customers. On 
my next visit 
I will buy the 
Tubby Tripisst 
beer (another 
Nutbrook ale) 
which sells at 
£2.80 a bottle, 
but with a 7.8% 
ABV it is hardly 
surprising.
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Some icons and a load of old Bull!

The wonderful thing about CAMRA’s National Breweriana 
Auction is the opportunity to own something special as well as 

a slice of history. This year’s Auction is returning again to Burton 
on Trent’s Town Hall to celebrate its 25th birthday and where 
better than one of the great brewing towns? 
There are lots of iconic items available this year, including a 
beautiful Toby Jug from Hoare’s Brewery of Lower East Smithfield 
in East London. This brewery was taken over by Charringtons 
in 1933 who then inherited the Toby logo. Then, we have the 
recognisable squirrel from Ansells and a sign from the defunct St 
Neots’ brewery of Paines,   displaying the famous figure of John 
Bull. Among the other lots from closed breweries is an attractive 
Falcon sign from Lacon’s Falcon Brewery in Great Yarmouth. They 
were taken over by Whitbread in 1965 and closed in 1968.  
But one of the more unusual icons that will bring back memories 
of the 1960s and 70s is a Watney Party Seven can, which is 
unopened. The clothing of the trendy people on the can says it all!
If you have never been to the National Breweriana Auction before, 
the auction is great fun to take part in and is an opportunity 
to get some great bargains plus many of the items on sale can 
appreciate in value. And, of course, like any CAMRA event, there 
is some good beer on sale all day, in this case provided by the 
local Old Cottage Brewery.

The event takes place on Saturday 16th October 
at Burton Town Hall, King Edward Place, Burton 
on Trent, DE14 2EB so there are plenty of 
good pubs to sample too. The event starts at 
11am with the opportunity to view the lots 
and browse the breweriana stands that will 
also be there. Bidding starts at 1pm. Entrance 
is by catalogue (£2.50), available on the day, 
or £3.50 in advance, by post from Bill Austin: 
01923 211654 or baustin@supanet.com. If you 
can’t get there, postal bids are accepted, just 
contact Bill. 

Snippets
Woodlark for Woodlark

When landlord Mick Newton heard that Castle Rock’s 
Wildlife beer for August was called Woodlark, he simply 

couldn’t resist ordering a cask! So why not pop out to Lambley 
one day this summer - it is also the only regular outlet for Copper 
Dragon bitter in our area.
Meanwhile,  Castle Rock’s new brewery should be up and 
running by the time you read this - and the Harvest Pale shortage 
should be over. Watch out for a fully illustrated feature in the next 
edition of the Drinker. Incidentally, the editor was most impressed 
to hear that the directors of Castle Rock swore not to drink 
Harvest Pale during the shortage so that there would be more for 
the customers. That should have freed up several barrels!
The shortage did not affect the Splendour Festival and the 
Classical Music Festival at Wollaton Park in late July. Harvest 
Pale, along with Preservation Fine Ale helped quench the thirsts 
of visitors. Colin Wilde of Castle Rock said “It is fantastic to bring 
local beers to a local festival where previously Festival goers have 
been force fed national brands.”

Meanwhile, lovers of real ale in a bottle are in for a treat in Castle 
Rock pubs as bottle conditioned Elsie Mo  is on offer - buy four 
cases get one free.  With fantastic loyalty card redemption rates. 
This is part of a stock clearance to release the space for the new 
Vat and Fiddle development, bottles are dated October and the 
offer is on a whilst stocks last basis.
Finally, Nottingham Drinker has learned of a most unusual 
regular event at Mapperley Top’s Bread and Bitter pub, which, 
incidentally, was drunk dry at its recent first beer festival. Since 
September 2009, a rising number of new mothers, fathers and 
mums-to-be have joined manager and father of two, James 
Halfpenny, for an informal get-together over coffee and pastries 
at the pub’s “Bumps to Babies Club”. Organiser, Paula Ketteridge, 
a midwife and herself a mother of three, says the idea is simple, 
“For a couple of hours we let young mothers, many with their first 
child, chat about their own experiences, learn from the experts we 
bring along, and, most of all, relax a bit.”

The Waggon and Horses
A traditional village pub with six real ales

(featuring the award winning Blue Monkey Brewery)

Gypsy Lane, Bleasby, NG14 7GG 
Tel. 01636 830283

Find us on Facebook!
Open: Mon, Tue 5-11

Wed, Thu 12-2 & 5-11
Fri 12-2 & 4-12

Sat 12-12, Sun 12-11

Food available at lunchtime Wed - Sun
Traditional Sunday roast lunches

Walkers with muddy boots and dogs 
with muddy paws are welcome here!

Salutation Inn
Rock ‘n’ Ale Pub

75-7, Maid Marion Way, Nottingham NG1 6AJ

Tel. 0115 988 1948

At least 6 Real Ales and 4 Real Ciders
Old English home-cooked food served 
(12 - 9 Mon - Fri, 12 - 8 Sat, 12 - 6 Sun.)

CAMRA discount 20p on pints

Heavy Metal Karaoke Fri. nights

Live Rock Music and Disco Sat. nights

Nottingham Bar and Clubs Awards 2009 
Best Traditional Pub
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Snippets
Real Ale in court

The Nottingham Squash Rackets Club held 
their first beer festival in early June. Though 

mainly put on for the members and to coincide 
with the first England World cup match, quite 
a few CAMRA members came and enjoyed a 
selection of twelve different beers, eight on 
gravity and four on handpull at the bar. The 
list of  new and speciality beers, all cooled and 
served at cellar temperature, included Flipside 
Brewery Sterling Pale and Flipping Best, Holland 
High Spania, Milestone Lions Pride (perhaps 
not a good choice in hindsight of England’s 

performance!), Magpie Gold, Nottingham Robin 
Hood Ale, Grafton Summer Bliss, and Allgates 
Brigantia. All beers were £2.20 a pint or £5 for 
a five halves ticket. The event ran from Friday 
to Sunday.  Please keep an eye out for the next 
one, which may be a winter beer festival, and 
will be advertised in plenty of time here in ND 
and on the Nottingham CAMRA website.

Pub People Co. news
During the whole of August, the Lion 

will be holding a cider festival. They will 
be showcasing over 20 different real ciders 
from producers including Biddenden, Westons, 
Mr. Whitehead, Torkard and many others . The 
highlight will be a Charity Music and Cider day 
on Monday 30th August in the beer garden.

The Plough is holding a Summer Gala day on 
Sunday 29th August. The Nottingham Brewery 
will be open for customers to see how their 
favourite beers are made, local groups will have 
stalls on the beer garden and car park, there 
will be a BBQ and traditional pub games.

The Lion has begun a new weekly promotion 
called, “Qwerky beer of the week”……lots of 
customers have been asking about unusual ales 
and as the Lion sells over 200 different beers 
every year they have decided to try to source 
a really unusual one every week - so far beers 
from Quercus Brewery (Devon), Derventio 
Brewery (Derby) and Black Country Ales.

Pub People have agreed with S&N to complete 
a refurbishment of Ye Old Macdonalds in 
Alfreton with a big cask ale emphasis. Currently, 

there are no real ales available at this busy town 
centre pub. This will change dramatically with 
8 free of tie hand pulls being installed as part 
of a £100k refit. There will be a focus on local 
and regional cask ales together with activities 
available in other successful Pub People cask 
pubs; CAMRA discount, monthly brewer, live 
entertainment, home cooked food. The project 
will be completed by the end of September.

The Poacher in Ilkeston will be selling a wider 
range of local products as the pub is now 
completely free of tie. Expect to see a great 
range of local beers like Funfair, Blue Monkey 
and Nottingham Brewery alongside some 
unusual choices.

Admiral Rodney – under 
new commanders
Towards the end of last summer we reported 
that the Queen Adelaide, Swingate, had been 
given a new lease of life following the arrival 
of a new and young landlord and landlady. Ash 
and Steph, had big plans for the pub but sadly 
Greene King had other ideas and closed the pub.
Thankfully they stayed in the trade and have now 
been given a dream opportunity having taken on 
the Admiral Rodney for Punch taverns.
This large imposing pub at the very heart of 
Wollaton village never seems to have fully 
realised its potential although it has always been 
a popular pub.

Already improvements have been made with 
a new kitchen team installed with the aim of 
providing not just good quality food but also 
a high quality service. The menu offers a fine 
selection of traditional foods supplemented with 
a more imaginative range. Meals are available 
from 12.00 noon to 9.00pm every day.
Drinkers will not be disappointed either with a 
decent range of beers including Fullers London 
Pride; Wells and Youngs Courage Directors, a 
guest ale and Castle Rock’s Harvest Pale – the 
LocAle beer normally on offer.
New initiatives at the pub include an open mike 
night of the first Thursday of every month and 
live entertainment on the last Saturday of every 
month.
The pub is open 11-11 Sun -Tue & Thur; 11-
11.30 Wed and 11-12 Fri & Sat.

Westgate Suite, Westgate, Long Eaton
Entrance on Westgate

Friday 22nd & Saturday 23rd October 12 noon - 11.00pm

Designed by: Uncut ID Ltd.
t: 0115 9468818 | e: enquiries@uncutid.com | w: www.uncutid.com

www.erewash-camra.org
We reserve the right to refuse admission

EREWASH VALLEY

1st LONG EATON
BEER FESTIVAL

40+REAL ALES, CIDERS,
PERRYS & FRUIT WINES

Admission - before 6.00pm - £2.00 - after 6.00pm - £3.50
CAMRA members - £1.00 at all times

Entertainment both evenings from 8.00pm

HOT & COLD FOOD, SOFT DRINKS AVAILABLE ALL DAY

• Long Eaton Green, c.1910

1st AMBER VALLEY CAMRA

Beer & Cider
Festival

         Thursday 30th September to Sunday 3rd October

At The Midland Railway - Butterley Station
 Ripley, Derbyshire DE5 3QZ

on Bus Routes, 90, 91, 92 & 93.

Over 50 Beers, Ciders & Fruit Wines housed in
Railway Carriages & Marquee

Admission
 

 

Entertainment
Friday Evening : Kick ‘N’ Rush & All The Kings Men

Saturday Lunch : Ripley Morris Men
Saturday Evening : No Fixed Abode & The Alma Boobies, plus Double Entendres

Tickets : Friday & Saturday Evenings Only
Advance tickets are available from: Butterley Station, Ripley,

The Queens Head, Marlpool,  The Dew Drop Inn, Ilkeston,  The Talbot, Ripley
Or you can purchase tickets online via Credit/Debit Cards at

www.midlandrailwaycentre.co.uk
A booking fee will be added to Internet Ticket purchases

 

Food and Snacks will be available until  9.00pm     R.O.A.R. (All details may change without notice)

THURSDAY: 6pm - 11pm : Quiet Evening - No Entertainment £1.00 : CAMRA Members : Free Entry

FRIDAY: 12pm - 6pm £2.00 : CAMRA Members : Free Entry

FRIDAY: 6.30pm - 11pm £5.00 TICKET* £6.00 on the door

SATURDAY: 12pm - 6pm £2.00 : CAMRA Members : Free Entry

SATURDAY: 6.30pm - 11pm £5.00 TICKET* £6.00 on the door

SUNDAY: 12pm - 3pm FREE ENTRY : All remaining Beers £1.00 per pint

* CAMRA Members get FREE £3.00 Beer token on admission
 

 

(The Ripley Rail Ale Festival)
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First Rays of the New Rising Sun
So, So You Think You Can Tell, Heaven From Hell

I only had one person ask about the line in the last 
edition and he wasn’t even close, either it was too 
obscure or was so easy most didn’t even bother. So for at 

least one person, it was ‘Born to be Wild’ by Steppenwolf from 
their first album. 

Well all the major bands seem to be avoiding Nottingham, so 
it’s off down the pub and listen to a band for free!! See below.

Sadly I have received news that the Travellers Rest, Draycott 
has had to cease its live music, partly due to a neighbour with 
nothing better to do.
And if anyone else wants his or her venue and gigs 
advertising, just let me know, it’s all free. I’m only interested 
in keeping live music, just that, LIVE!!

Air Hostess, Tollerton
August
Sun 1st Airborne – classic rock, Sat 7th 4AM Forever – rock 
duo (9pm) Sun 8th Faithealer – classic rock, Sun 15th Krusade 
- classic rock, Sat 22nd Not Now Kato – classic rock, Sun 29th 
Handle with Care – rock
September
Sun 5th Midnight – rock and pop, Sun 12th Misfits – classic rock, 
Sun 19th - 3 Above the Shark – classic rock, Sun 26th Junction 
– classic rock
Please note; all gigs start at 5.30pm and finish at 8pm (except 
where stated)

Lion, Basford
August
Fri. 6th - Colin Staples Blues band, Sat 7th - Spitfish, Fri. 13th 
- Kellys Heroes - Sat 14th - Dawson Smith and the Dissenters, 

Fri 20th - Pesky Alligators, Sat 21st Scotch Chocolate, Fri. 27th - 
Moonbuggy, Sat 28th - the Score

September
Fri 3rd - Little Giants, Sat 4th - Smokin Gun, Fri 10th - El Gecko
Sat 11th - 3 Legged Cat, Fri 17th - Blues Train, Sat 18th - Midnight 
Pumpkin Trucks Fri 24th - the Boatrockers, Sat 25th - Bogus Bob
Regular performances
Jazz Sun Lunchtime - 1.30pm – 4pm
Every Sun eve - The Last Pedestrians 7 till 9pm
Every Tue  eve - The Old Nick Trading Company 
Every Thu eve - open Mic with Steve n Steve (Free drink for all 
performers)

Royal Children
Every Wednesday from 9pm - Colin Staples Blues Jam night, an 
excellent evening with a variety of musicians. Come along and 
try your hand or just to enjoy the music.
(Don’t forget CAMRA discount and a collector’s card)

Also, don’t forget, when you visit these pubs for the 
entertainment, fill in your score sheets. Scores go 
towards deciding who goes in the beer guide.

So if you’re at a loose end, drop in and support these 
places and tell them where you heard about them.
My contact details are: raykirby@nottinghamcamra.org 
- keep the info coming.

Thanks, Ray Kirby (Keep on rocking)
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Ray’s Round

Well, here we are again, for another 
tour around the pubs of the Real Ale 
Capital of the Midlands. Where’s that I 

hear some ask, Nottingham, of course! 
As usual, I’ll kick off with the additions to the 
CAMRA discount list. First up, we are off out 
to the Wheatsheaf at Burton Joyce They are 
offering a 10%, discount for card carrying 

CAMRA members on any cask ale, upon presentation of their card. 
This offer is available from Tuesday to Sunday (on Monday night 
after 6pm they offer all cask ales at £2 a pint to everyone) It is a 
large roadhouse style pub that stands back from the road, built 
in 1938 to replace the original pub, which stood elsewhere in the 

village. They have a main bar area with two smaller sides at right 
angles and whilst open-plan is still split into different areas. On 
the bar is Adnams Bitter, 3.7%, £2.67; Wells and Young Courage 
Directors, 4.8%, £2.82; Greene King Abbot, 5%, £2.96 and 
Greene King Old Speckled Hen 4.5%, £2.92. A large food menu 
is available, with a lunch deal of a main meal at either £4.95 
or £5.95 from Monday to Saturday until 5pm. They also have 
a few ‘theme’ nights with Wednesday being a vegetarian night, 
Thursday a curry night and Friday is fish night. You can get there 
easily by the Pathfinder 100 service from Queen Street, get off 
in Burton Joyce by the post office, walk forward until you see the 
sign for the Wheatsheaf and go in through the car park entrance.
We have been notified of a new discount from the Amber Valley 
branch area, this is at the Hunters Arms, Kilburn. They are 
offering 20p off all real ales to CAMRA members. The offer 
extends to all five ales which includes Leatherbritches Dovedale, 
Blue Monkey 99 Red Baboons, Marstons Pedigree and Oakham 
Bishops Farewell which all sell at £2.60 (£2.40 to CAMRA card 
holders).
Please note that the Seven Oaks, Stanton by Dale, has 
changed its discount and it is now 20p off a pint at all times, also 
note that we have changed the discount list to show each CAMRA 
branch area separately. 
A recent addition to the cask ale scene in Nottingham is 
Fothergills. This is a restaurant and bar situated on Castle Road 
(under the walls of Nottingham Castle, the home of the Robin 
Hood Beer Festival, just in case there was any doubt) they have 
two handpumps - but only had Castle Rock Harvest Pale, 3.8%, 
£3, at the time of my visit. It is a small modern establishment 
with a number of tables and chairs, on two levels, some laid out 
for dining, there are also a number of tables outside where you 
can sit and observe the tourists flocking around the statue of 
Robin Hood.
As I mentioned last time the Plainsman has started a collector’s 
card, with buy six and get one free, available on all their cask 
ales. They have Greene King IPA, Greene King Old Speckled 
Hen, Greene King Olde Trip, Greene King Abbot and usually two 
guests (Nottingham Rock Bitter 3.8%, £2.60 and Nottingham EPA 
4.2%, £2.70 were on at my visit). On looking at their website an 
interesting fact came out, that the Plainsman was “developed in 

December 08” I’m not sure what that means, but I know the pub 
was certainly open before 2008 and I’m pretty sure it wasn’t open 
in 1908, so work that one out - Greene King speak? While in the 
area you could also visit the Woodthorpe Top (a Wetherspoon 
pub) and the excellent Bread and Bitter - a hundred yards 
between all three?
I heard that the Flying Horse in Arnold had started doing a 
collectors card and as I hadn’t been drinking around Arnold for 
some time, I decided to take my ‘round’ out there. I’ll start at the 
aforementioned Flying Horse. This is on High Street, just opposite 
the back of Asda (catch the NCT 58 bus from Upper Parliament 
Street, get off on Croft Road and walk back to the pub). It is a 
pleasant two-roomed pub in an ‘L’ shape, the public bar is at the 
front, with a narrow piece down the left hand side housing the 
dartboard. To the right is the lounge and at the back of that is 
a covered smoking/garden area. There are two handpumps in 
each bar serving Marstons EPA (English Pale Ale), 3.6%, £2.20, 
Heineken UK Caledonian Deuchars IPA 3.8%, £2.20; Marstons 
Brakspear Oxford Gold (brewed at Wychwood) 4%, £2.20; 
Greene King Abbot 5%, £2.80. Their card promotion is buy four 
and get the fifth free. If you are entering by the door marked 
Pegasus Snooker Club, turn left instead of right. On leaving 
the pub turn right and walk down High Street to ‘Home’ on 
the same side of the road. This is a large up-market, open plan 
modern establishment, with lots of tables, chairs and settees. 
The bar is on the ground floor and upstairs is the dining area, 
although you can eat downstairs. The beers are Wells and Youngs 
Bombardier, 4.3%; Greene King Abbot, 5% and a house brew 
“Home Supreme” brewed by Magpie (not that it tells you on the 
pumpclip!)
Turn right again and down to the junction of High Street and St 
Albans Road for the Ernehale, which is a Wetherspoon house. 
This is open plan in the typical ‘Spoons’ style. The bar being at 
the back of the pub. The regular beers are Greene King Ruddles 
Best, 3.7%, £1.55; Greene King Abbot 5%, £2.05 (this sells at 

Ray Kirby keeps you up to date with changes to the local real ale scene

Gladdies Comedy Club
Last Monday of every month - 7.30pm

Folk Club every Wednesday
Quiz Night every Thursday 9pm - Free entry!

Garden Party
Sun 29th August from 3pm

Mojitos, Music
and a Mega BBQ!

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
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Ray’s Round
£1.75, all day, on Mondays); Theakstons 
mild 3.5%, £1.69; the ever changing range 
of guest ales are all £1.99. On at my visit 
they were Cotswold Spring Old English 
Rose, 4%; Burton Bridge Battle Brew, 
5% and Kelham Island Pale Rider, 5.2%.  
Coming soon were beers from Woods and 
Butcombe. The usual large Wetherspoon 
menu is available. On the walls were 
various pictures of old Arnold and a potted 
history, with pictures, of the Co-op building 
that the pub now occupies.
On leaving here go straight across at the 
lights and up Hallam’s Lane and a few 
hundred yards on the right you will come 
to the Friar Tuck. This is a large ex-Home  
pub; on the bar here are Timothy Taylor 
Landlord 4.3%, £2.50 and Greene King 
IPA. There is a focus on the food trade 
with a large, good value, selection of main 
meals, steaks, burgers, sandwiches and 
baguettes. The pub is open-plan and has a 
number of large screens for sports.
On leaving, catch the NCT no 59 bus 
(going out of town) and up to the Eagle on 
Howbeck Road (the bus passes the door); 
this is another large estate pub standing 
back from the road. The two bars are at 
right angles to each other. The public bar 
to the left has a dartboard and pool table 
and there are various screens for sports 
around the pub. On the bar is Black Sheep 
Bitter 3.8%, £2.50.
Back on the NCT 59 again, back towards 
town this time and a few stops down get 
off for the Major Oak, on Rolleston Drive, 

(you will have passed it on the way out); 
another large estate pub standing back 
from the road, (there seem to be a lot in 
Arnold, this is probably, I believe, because 
they were mainly Home Brewery pubs, 
but I’m sure someone will correct me if 
I’m wrong); it has a lounge at the front, 
with what appears to be a function room 
beyond and a bar at the side with a pool 
table and large screen. They had Sharp’s 
Doombar, 4%, £2.70.
From here, if you go down to the junction 
with Gedling Road and turn left, walk up 
to the junction with Arno Vale Road for the 
Arrow, another Home pub, open-plan, 
plenty of seating with extra at mezzanine 
level on the left. This is another that has a 
focus on the food trade. The beer available 
was Castle Rock Harvest Pale, 3.8%, 
£2.42. There were three other pumps with 
“coming soon” on them, these included 
offerings from Bateman and Saltaire. This 
pub can also be reached by the NCT no. 
56, which passes the door.
The other two I visited are best reached 
by using the NCT no. 87 - this goes up 
Mansfield Road. You get off when it turns 
right at the lights into Redhill Road. First 
I popped into the Waggon and Horses. 
This is a large single bar establishment, 
but divided into four separate areas. 
The middle, main bar area, has a hard 
wood floor, the rest being carpeted. The 
actual bar is horseshoe shaped. A number 
of screens are dotted about the place. 
Available beers to sample are Heineken

CAMRA discounts
Please take advantage of these reductions, so that the various hostelries 
know that we do appreciate their generous offers. All the above offers can 
be obtained by simply showing your CAMRA membership card. Please note: 
- these offers can change or be removed at any time.

NOTTINGHAM BRANCH AREA

Approach, Friar Lane: 20p a pint at all times
Bell Inn, buy 7 get one free, all beers, at all times (card required)
Boat, Lenton 10p a pint, 5p a half
Bunkers Hill 15p a pint, 
Canalhouse, 20p a pint at all times; note: - excludes Castle Rock 
Harvest Pale after 8pm every day (see discounts available to everyone)
Cross Keys, 20p off pints only
Earl of Chesterfield Arms, Main Road, Shelford 
15p a pint Tues – Thurs & 10p a pint Fri - Sun
Fellows, Canal Street 20p a pint at all times
Fox & Crown, Basford, 25p a pint, at all times.
Gatehouse, Tollhouse Hill 15p a pint
Globe, London Road 20p a pint, 10p a half
Hand & Heart, Derby Road, 10p a pint, 5p a half
Hop Pole, Beeston, 15p a pint Sunday 12 noon –Thurs 7pm
Lion, Basford, 15p pint Sunday from 5pm to close, Thursday 
Monkey Tree, Bridgford Road 20p a pint at all times
Nags Head, Mansfield Road, 15p off a pint
Navigation, Wilford Street, 10p off a pint;
Newmarket, 10% off pint or half at all times
Plough, Radford 15p a pint, Mon to Thurs, 12 noon to 7pm
Plough, Wysall, 40p off a pint on LocAles only
Prince of Wales, Beeston, 20p off a pint at all times
Queen Adelaide, Windmill Lane, 20p off a pint
Red Heart, Ruddington, 20p a pint, 10p a half at all times
Roundhouse, Royal Standard Place, 10p a pint, 5p a half
Royal Children, Maid Marion Way, 20p a pint on beers over £2
Salutation, Maid Marion Way, 20p off all pints (includes Cider)
Southbank, Trent Bridge, 20p a pint, 10p a half
Sun Inn at Eastwood, 15p a pint
Three Crowns, Ruddington, 25p off a pint, Sun to Wed,
Trent Navigation, 10% off pint or half at all times
Victoria Tavern, Ruddington, 20p a pint at all times
Victoria, Beeston, 20p a pint 10p half Sun to Thurs, includes cider
Wheatsheaf, Burton Joyce, 10% off except Monday after 6pm
White Horse, Ruddington, 20p a pint

AMBER VALLEY BRANCH AREA

George Inn, Ripley, 20p per pint
George & Dragon in Belper 20p per pint
Hunters Arms, Kilburn 20p a pint
Talbot Tap House, Ripley, offers 20p pint 10p half (includes cider)

EREWASH BRANCH AREA

Dewdrop, Ilkeston, 10p a pint, 5p a half
Seven Oaks, Stanton by Dale, 20p off a pint at all times

NEWARK BRANCH AREA

Old Coach House, Easthorpe, Southwell, 15p a pint

Discounts available to everyone
Bell Inn, buy 7 get the 8th free, limited to Greene King products, 
between Sunday and Thursday.
Bunkers Hill, Castle Rock Harvest Pale (when available) 
£2 a pint everyday before 6pm
All Castle Rock pubs, “One over the eight”; buy eight get one free on 
selected products.
Canalhouse; Harvest Pale £2.20 a pint after 8pm every day
Flying Horse, Arnold, buy 4 pints, get the 5th free (promotion card)
Great Northern Aleways: buy a pint in each of the, Approach, Globe, 
Monkey Tree, and the Southbank and get the fifth free in any of the 
pubs, must be done in one week.
Hand & Heart, house beer ‘Hand & Heart’ £2 a pint at all times
Old Angel, Stoney Street, £2 a pint on Tuesday & Thursday, Promotion 
card required
Oscars Bar Wilford Lane, buy 8 get one free
Pit & Pendulum, Victoria Street, 10% off promotion, card required, 
available from the pub.
Plainsman, Woodthorpe Drive, buy 6 pints get one free
Pub People, “Magnificent Seven” promotion buy 10 get one free, on 
selected ale, available at the Gatehouse, Bunkers, Lion, Basford, Plough, 
Radford, Hop Pole & Malt Shovel, Beeston & the Lord Nelson, Sneinton
Rose of England, buy 8 get one free on selected ales,
Roundhouse, house beer ‘Roundhouse Gold’ £2 a pint at all times
Royal Children. Maid Marion Way, collectors’ card buy 7 get one free
Wheatsheaf, Burton Joyce, Monday after 6pm all pints £2

UK Caledonian Deuchars IPA, 3.8%, 
£2.75; Wells and Young Bombardier, 4.3%, 
£2.85; Sharp’s Doombar, 4%, £2.80 and 
Wadworth Horizon, 4%, £2.85 
Almost next-door is the Ram. This is 
a large pub that has been divided into 
various areas, the bar being in the center. 
They have a pool table to the right of the 
main door and a dartboard to the left. On 
the bar were Batemans We’ve Blown It, 
4%, £2.55; and Greene King Old Speckled 
Hen, 4.5%, (regular, but just gone - a near 
miss there!). A large food menu is also 
available. Looks like the rumours I heard 
of its demise seem somewhat premature!
The NCT 87 will take you on into the 
middle of Arnold, so you can start or 
finish your crawl here. So, all in all Arnold 
wasn’t quite as bad as I had been led to 
believe and will be well worth a night out. 
I’ll be doing a public transport crawl in 
September, if you would like to try it out.
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Happy Hour
Quiz

We are most grateful to reader Simeon Bajcar of Sneinton for supplying this quiz. 
Mick Draycott of the Crown’s quizzes will be back from the next edition. 

Other than us, what are the only primates found in the wild in Europe?
“Pot Pourri” means literally what in French?
In which English county would you find deposits of Kimmeridge Clay?
Which rock musician sang about “Rockin’ in the Free World”?
Whose autobiography is entitled “Jolly Green Giant”?
In athletics, what is the weight of the men’s shot in pounds?
Written in 1611, what was William Shakespeare’s last play?
What, in meteorological terms is a “brickfielder”
At 60 metres, what is the highest waterfall in England?
In the TV series “The Sopranos” what is the name of Tony Soprano’s wife?
If you ordered “coniglio” from an Italian menu, what would you get?
Whose face was said to have launched a thousand ships?
The pasta “farfalle” is in the shape of what? 
The opera “The Barber of Seville” is the work of which composer?
Amathophobia is the fear of what?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Win two bottles of real ale
by answering this question from 
Spyke’s foreign travels:

Spyke found this unusual looking 
pub on his foreign travels - there was 

actually an intermittent air blower to 
raise the model’s dress! What’s more, it 
was a homebrew pub (but does not brew 
anymore). Name the town, and, if you 
can, the pub.

As usual, if no correct answer is received, 
the nearest geographically wins the beer. 
In the event of there being more than 
one correct answer, the first out of 
the hat wins. Post your answer to the 
editorial address on p.2 or e-mail to 
drinkercompetition@ntlworld.com to 
arrive no later than September 8th.
The last competition produced some 
interesting answers. Suggestions included 
Calero Island, Costa Rica and Gros Islet, 
St. Lucia. Three readers got the correct 
answer - Roadtown, Tortola, British Virgin 
Islands. First out of the hat was  Mark 
Johnson of Stockport - well done - two 
bottles of beer are on their way to you.
The pub, by the way, is called Pussers 
Outpost. Spyke was amazed by this place 
as after a couple of pleasant nights in 
there he learned that the next evening 
was a Karaoke night. But unlike most in 
the UK it was superb - the participants 
could actually sing!

Drinking beer 
boosts intelligence!

This was explained to the editor 
in a pub one night, and seemed 

very plausible to him at the time!
A herd of buffalo can only move 
as fast as the slowest buffalo. And 
when the herd is hunted, it is the 
slowest and weakest ones at the 
back that are killed first. This natural 
selection is good for the herd as a 
whole, because the general speed 
and health of the whole group keeps 
improving by the regular killing of 
the weakest members.
In much the same way, the human 
brain can only operate as fast as 
the slowest brain cells. Now, as we 
know, excessive intake of alcohol 
kills brain cells. But naturally, it 
attacks the slowest and weakest 
brain cells first. In this way, regular 
consumption of beer eliminates the 
weaker brain cells, making the brain 
a faster and more efficient machine. 
And that is why you always feel 
smarter after a few pints!

1. Barbary Ape; 2. Rotten Pot; 3. Dorset; 4. Neil Young; 5. David Bellamy; 6. 16 lbs; 
7. The Tempest; 8. A wind (Australian); 9. Cauldron Snout (Cumbria); 10. Carmela;
11. Rabbit; 12. Helen of Troy; 13. Bow ties; 14. Rossini; 15. Dust

Quiz answers

Give us a sign
This sign was spotted by 

Drinker writer Colin Elmhirst 
in the Three Stags Heads at  
Wardlow Mires in Derbyshire.

Needless to say, he ordered pints 
of real ale from the excellent 
Abbeydale Brewery range on sale.

There are several ways to visit 
this pub by bus - just visit www.
travelineeastmidlands.co.uk to 
discover all the alternatives
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Nottingham
Robin Hood

Beer Festival 2010
October 14th to 17th
11am - 11pm Thu - Sat; 12 noon - 3pm Sun
in the beautiful grounds of Nottingham Castle

Advance tickets, not essential but guaranteeing admission, available 
from the Nottingham Tourism Centre, Smithy Row or online at

www.beerfestival.nottinghamcamra.org

Over 700 
real ales 

plus a large 
selection of 
traditional
ciders and 
perries

live
entertainment

every
afternoon and 

evening

Great
food,

Snippets

The Air Hostess
Stanstead Avenue, Tollerton, NG12 4EA   Tel. 0115 937 7388   Bus: Keyworth Connection

Four regular beers from Everards and a Guest beer
Two traditional ciders

Live Bands Sundays, 
5 - 8pm

St. George’s Day Beer Festival: 22nd - 25th April (Thu - Sun)
20+ Real Ales (8 at any one time), 6 Real Ciders. 

Food 12 - 2 & 6 - 8 Wed - Sat
12 - 2 Sun

Main courses from £1.99
Quiz Night Wednesday 9pm

 Good Beer Guide 2010

Changes at Oldershaw

There are changes taking place at Oldershaw Brewery 
in Grantham, as  Gary and Diane Oldershaw have sold the 

business to a young couple who are keen to start in the brewery 
trade. 
On July 16th  Kathy and Tim Britten took over the reins. They 
have moved into the brewery house and have overall control 
of the business. Gary and Diane are to continue to work at 
Oldershaw’s for four months in a consultancy capacity and all 
the staff will be taken on by the new owners. No changes are 
planned.
After 13 years building up Oldershaw Brewery, Gary has decided 
to go and develop a new project, which we understand has 
nothing to do with the brewing or pub trade. We at Nottingham 
CAMRA would like to express our thanks for all the help and 
support that Gary and Diane have given us over many years 
and wish them all the best for the future. We also look forward 
to working with Kathy and Tim, and keeping up our excellent 
relationship with Gary Gooch and the rest of the team.

Real ale Society drink Everards bar dry 
at Johnson Arms

At a recent “Meet The Brewer Night” with Everards 
Brewery at the Johnson Arms, Mark Tetlow (that’s him 

pouring a pint in the photo) from Everards gave a talk and 
samples of hops and malts were handed around. Everards 

supplied five pins of their ales (Beacon, Tiger, Sunchaser, 
Original and the seasonal Flourish). Around 60 people attended 
including members of the Nottingham University Real Ale Society 
and drank the temporary bar dry!
Meanwhile, during the Mild Trail, Johnson Arms landlord Cain 
Sherwin and staff members Phil, Jess and Jamie led 20 regulars 
on the first of two social nights out in honour of the Mild Trail. 
Visiting three pubs in Dunkirk and moving on to Beeston to visit 
five more ... so bronze certificates were already in the bag! The 
second ‘leg’  took place in eight city centre pubs. 

Thornbridge’s Stefano Cossi  wins  UK 
Brewer of the Year 2010

At the recent annual All 
Party Parliamentary Beer 

Dinner Stefano Cossi, Head 
Brewer of Thornbridge Brewery 
was named Brewer of the Year 
2010 as recommended by 
the Institute of Brewing and 
Distilling. Stefano Cossi, who 
hails from North East Italy, 
has been with Thornbridge 
Brewery since it began brewing 
in 2004 and heads up a diverse 
team of international brewers. 
He has gained a worldwide 
reputation for his use of novel 
ingredients and processes and 
exacting approach to brewing with regards to quality control and 
ingredients. Cossi says he “is incredibly proud of the award” but  
that  “it reflected  a combined  effort by the Thornbridge team”.

Drinker reaches Australia

It is amazing where you find Nottingham Drinker these days, 
one of our correspondents reports that he went to the Isle of 

Man, some months before the CAMRA AGM was held there. He 
walked into the Creek Inn, Peel, and found 
the landlord reading the latest edition!
So it came as little surprise to learn that 
we have reached the antipodes - pictured 
is Sara, a former regular of the Victoria, 
Beeston. She and her husband Paul 
emigrated to Brisbane four years ago - but 
couldn’t do without their Drinker so they 
have each edition posted to them as soon as 
it comes out. 
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Post Box
The Hayloft, Giltbrook
SIR - I used to live at the Old White Bull, 
and I have a photo of the pub when the 
builders started work on it. My mum and 
dad also had a framed photo that was 

taken from the air; it was passed onto 
Andy and Eileen who took over the pub 
after the second refurbishment of the 
Hayloft. It used to hang behind the hot 
deck where they served the food - it is 
possible Andy and Eileen took it with 
them when they left.
None of the pub was demolished, as 
it was a listed building – indeed D. H. 
Lawrence used to drink there. However, 
there were two cottages at the front 
- one of these was demolished and the 

other one incorporated into the 
pub, along with two cottages at 
the rear of the pub.
Christine Gray, Blidworth

The Editor replies:
Many thanks for that information 
- and the photo. Now I can 
understand why my distant 
memories were of the pub having 
been demolished and rebuilt!

Environmental issues
SIR - I’m a real-ale-ative 
(apologies for that!) newcomer 
to the ‘Nottingham Drinker’ 
magazine. I want to congratulate 
you on the your promotion of 
‘Local Ales’ and by choosing them 
their benefits in reducing our 
carbon footprint. I’m a fan of milds 
and have tried a few porters as a 
result of your past promotion of 
the drink in the Feb/March edition 
of the magazine.
It’s also great that the magazine 
supports visiting pubs on public 
transport as a way of reducing 
our environmental impact even 
further. To add to your list of 
environmental promotions how 

about printing the Nottingham 
Drinker on 100% post-consumer 
recycled paper. Another choice that 
will help ‘real ale’ readers reduce their 
impact on the environment even more. 
Peter Saunders, by e-mail
The Editor replies:
Whilst Nottingham Drinker is not 
printed on totally recycled material, the 
paper used is mainly produced from 
sustainable forests with some recycled, 
and is fully approved by the Forest 
Stewardship Council. You know from 
my transport articles that I personally 
am very keen on environmental issues. 

However, I do not 
regard recycling paper 
as an important issue 
as paper is a made from 
an entirely renewable 
resource. Using recycled 
paper would actually 
cost more, so clearly 
the amounts of energy 
used in its production 
are higher than for new 
paper - so not so good as you might 
think for our carbon footprint! So long 
as the wood does come from sustainable 
forests where trees are grown especially 
for paper making and replanted all the 
time then no forest is ever lost by this 
industry. It is much more important 
to recycle products made from non-
renewable resources such as petroleum 
and metals as one day they will run out 
- wood never will.
Incidentally, to help our carbon footprint 
we do have Nottingham Drinker printed 
locally, at Stirland Paterson of Ilkeston. 
They use inks made from recycled 
materials, and have just installed a new, 
entirely low energy lighting system.

Youngs Brewery
SIR - You printed a letter in the last 
edition from S. M. D. Joachim which 
claimed that Youngs Brewery in 
Wandsworth, London was still there 
and still brewing, despite an article 
in an earlier edition which said that it 
had closed. In his reply to him, Steve 
Westby was adamant that brewing had 
ceased at the Ram Brewery in 2006 
and that all Youngs beers are now 
produced at the Charles Wells Brewery 
in Bedford, renamed Wells and Youngs 
for the purpose. He added that the 
Ram Brewery had been approved for 
redevelopment into a new shopping and 
business centre. Westby offered to print 
an apology if he was wrong about this, 
well he certainly is - sort of!
According to an article on the Beer 
Justice blog site beerjustice.blogspot.
com headed “London’s Secret Brewery” 
blogger Steve Williams writes reports on 
a visit to the site, which is still awaiting 
redevelopment. He discovered that 
much of the brewing equipment has 
been scrapped during the decommission 
but there is plenty that remains in situ, 
much of it awaiting review by English 
Heritage to determine whether any of it 
should be preserved. However as part 
of the redevelopment, it is intended that 
there will be a brewing museum on-site 
and a micro brewery - which may be 
operated by Young’s.
But that is not the surprising bit, 
because Steve Williams reveals that 
brewing has actually  been continuous 
in the brewery since Young’s departed 
for Bedford. John Hatch, one of the 
Young’s brewing team was retained as 
site-manager by the owners, Minerva 
and was charged with making sure that 
brewing continues in the interim period 
until any microbrewery or brewpub can 
be developed. John has cobbled together 
a quarter barrel brewery by salvaging 
bits of the brewing kit that the scrap 

merchants refused; begging, borrowing 
and simply making do to build a tiny 
brewing plant and has been brewing 
72 pints a week. 
The beer is used by 
Minerva for company 
meetings and John 
sometimes hosts 
small gatherings for 
the friends of the 
brewery.
So a pint of humble 
pie and an apology 
to S.M.D.Joachim is 
due from Mr Westby 
I  suggest!
Dylan Pavier, by e-mail
Steve Westby replies: 
Well I  have certainly been caught out 
this time, as I  had no knowledge of 
this micro brewery and can find no 
other reference to it, so I  certainly do 
offer my apologies to Mr Joachim and 
will willingly buy him a pint at the Beer 
Festival if he makes himself known to 
me. He will easily recognise me as I  will 
be the guy in the cellarman’s jacket with 
egg on my face!

Newshouse sleight unfair
SIR - With reference to “A Black 
Country couple visits our city” (issue 
98) I feel that I cannot let the sleight 
on my customers go unanswered. We 
are proud to run a friendly and trouble 
- free pub and welcome all who can 
drink responsibly whilst retaining their 
sense of humour; this applies regardless 
of sex, colour or religion or anything 
else I’ve not thought of. Our tattooed 
ladies are never a bother and should 
be nothing new to our Black Country 
brethren as I’m sure they have tattoos 
there as well (don’t worry, electricity 
will be there soon). The “very drunk 
guy” was, in fact, sober but is deaf and 
as such has impaired speech. As for his 
dress sense, this is a harmless hobby 
and was the cause of Bridget instigating 
the conversation in the first place (hint - 
if you don’t want someone to talk to you, 
don’t start a conversation with them). 
So can I take this opportunity to offer a 
warm welcome to anyone who, like you, 
pay us a visit and take in the friendly 
atmosphere in the future. But please 
don’t judge our customers through 
ignorance, we simply run a policy of all 
being welcome until they give us reason 
to change our minds - even folk from the 
Black Country!
Carole Fairclough, the Newshouse
The Editor replies:
Thanks for that, Carole. Your letter 
reminds us that we should never 
take things at face value, and should 
establish the facts before criticising. 
Besides, I always understood that you 
could tell a classy woman by the fact 
that her tattoos were spelt right!
As you know, I am a regular customer of 
your pub, and I have always found the 
atmosphere extremely friendly - even 
since you read that article! Thank you 
for not barring me for printing it, I hope 
to continue to enjoy drinking with you.
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Pips from the Core

Real? Traditional.? Premium..? or Fake…?

Just what is cider? Or more importantly if you are a 
champion of traditional drinks steeped in the heritage of our 
nation, just what is real cider?

I’m sat on the Somerset Levels writing this, after spending a 
week in Worcestershire and Herefordshire - all three counties 
at the heart of ‘West Country’ cider-making here in England. 
So you’d think it would be easy to walk into any pub where a 
sign says “Traditional Ciders” and buy a glass or two of real, 
hopefully locally-produced, full-juice cider... How wrong you 
would be! Anyone who can read a guide or use a search-engine 
knows there are many artisan, craft, or small producers of cider 
(and perry of course) in every county of the ‘West Country’; but 
tracking down and finding pubs which sell locally produced real 
ciders - and so support local producers and the local economy, 
never mind any environmental concerns of ‘carbon-miles’ - is 
very frustrating. 
Virtually all we have come across in pubs during our travels is 
produced by either Thatcher’s or Weston’s - we may as well have 
stayed at home in Nottingham! For example, in Worcestershire 
we travelled some distance to find a cider-only pub, the 
famous (and easy to miss) “Monkey House”, in the hamlet of 
Woodmancote, near Defford. A splendid old building and glimpse 
into times-past, but what a disappointment to find all the ciders 
were from Weston’s - even the ciders served via a jug straight 
from the cask were made by Weston’s - and tasted as such... 
Another typical example seen outside another (very good real 
ale) pub - and often seen around Nottingham - was a chalkboard 
proudly claiming “5 Real Ciders”. Yep, you guessed it: all ciders 
and a perry from Weston’s stable. Here in Somerset we are 
finding the same thing but Thatcher’s is the name of the brand 
that dominates. 
I suppose an analogy that beer-drinkers will understand is like 
seeing a chalkboard outside a pub claiming: “5 Draught Ales” to 
find five slightly different versions of “John Smith’s Smooth”… 
Or imagine a sign saying: “5 Traditional Beers” to find three 
versions of “Carling Black Label” and two versions of “Fosters”! 
Of course the power lies with the consumer improving their 
knowledge and understanding of what real cider is. “Market 
Pull” by discerning drinkers asking for (demanding?) true real 
ciders may persuade some publicans to look further afield than 
the “usual suspects” that are available from the lists of many 
beer-wholesalers and distributors. We can no longer rely on 
the word “Traditional” to guide us, as just like “Premium” and 
“Farmhouse”, such words have fallen into the ad-man’s and 
blurb-writer’s arsenal of phrases to confuse and beguile, and 
so trap the unwary. Marketing practices are also something to 
be considered, such as re-branding one cider from a producer 
to make it seem it is something else and new. For example, the 
“Marcle Hill” cider produced by Weston’s for the Wetherspoon 
pub chain which is, by Weston’s own admission, a simple case of 
re-labelling one of their existing ciders: First Quality Cider.   
According to CAMRA’s guidelines to what makes a cider or perry 
“real”, they should not be pasteurised or filtered. Yet I have 
been recently advised by a publican that he has taken delivery 
of boxes of draught Weston’s ciders that have date stamps of 
late 2011 and into 2012 on the boxes. How can this be if the 
contents are real and by association traditional? Let me make 
it plain that I have no particular axe to grind against Weston’s 
or Thatcher’s - however I do have an axe to grind about any 
producer claiming their product is something that it clearly isn’t. 
Lets have all cider-makers - large or small - be really honest 
about what they are selling and the ingredients of their products, 
and not hide behind misleading terms and fake twee “olde-
worlde” chocolate-box images of times past. 
Likewise “new” cider-makers emerging onto the scene using 
names smacking of heritage and tradition - how about “The 
Original Cider Company” for example? Well they are probably 
better known as “Broadoak” and are the name behind many 
of the types of cheap, fizzy, often “white” ciders that you will 
find in supermarkets and grocers up and down the UK. Sadly, 
many pubs - and more worryingly CAMRA festivals - stock 
Broadoak products and sell them as “real traditional ciders”. 
“Moonshine” for example, which is a still, draught version of one 

of their “white” ciders; or how about “Broadoak Perry” which is 
apparently derived from the concentrated juice of Conference 
pears. One wonders where they get the concentrate from 
considering Spain is one of the largest producers of Conference 
pear concentrate in Europe; let’s just hope it is sourced 
from within the UK. “Broadoak KB” is apparently made from 
concentrated dessert apple juice - interesting that they choose 
to call it “KB” whose initials also correspond to that superb true 
cider apple the Kingston Black… Sharp marketing or gullible 
consumer? While I’m at it, I may as well also flag up two other 
Broadoak products to be aware of: “Old Bristolian” and “Bristol 
Port” - one of which is ludicrously orange in colour and stained 
our fingers quite badly while serving it a festival! By the way, if 
you ever visit Broadoak / The Original Cider Company, you will 
need to find a rather ramshackle industrial estate at Clutton on 
the outskirts of Bristol…
My last word on Broadoak’s products is if you have ever 
dismissed the cheap plastic bottles of “white” ciders found on 
the lower shelves of supermarkets as the stuff of tramps and 
alcoholics - why do you drink Broadoak Moonshine? And if you 
come across any Broadoak products on sale at a CAMRA festival, 
simply ask: why? If you get the answer: “They are popular and 
they sell well”, then you may retort that so do “John Smith’s 
Smooth” and “Carling Black Label” - but you would not find them 
on sale at a CAMRA festival! 
So let’s return to my first opening point: Just what is cider? 
Clearly it should be the fermented juice of apples, or for perry 
the fermented juice of pears. It should be fresh-pressed juice 
and either pure - or diluted with water before fermentation if the 
gravity of the juice is too high; an ABV of 8.5% or over means 
the cider will be classed as a “wine” for taxation reasons and so 
cannot be sold as “cider”. The juice should be fermented with its 
own natural yeasts or a cultivated yeast strain. It should not be 
adulterated with colourings and flavourings, artificial or natural. 
It should be allowed to settle and clear naturally without filtering 
or pasteurising; cider can be naturally crystal clear, hazy or 
cloudy depending on the type of apples used. 
A craft cider-maker will hope to get a pressing efficiency of about 
65% - 70%, which means for every tonne of apples pressed the 
maker will get about 650 - 700 litres of apple juice; which of 
course will yield about 650 - 700 litres of cider. Believe it or not 
there is no legal limit to how little apple juice cider may contain 
- there used to be an “agreement” of at least 16% but this was 
abandoned years ago. Some ‘industrial’ cider-manufacturers 
claim to have a lower limit of 35% - so what makes up the rest? 
What is the other 65%? (And remember many big producers 
may well use less than 35% apple juice!) Well: water, maize or 
corn syrups, sugar syrups, colourings and flavourings are most 
likely to be on the list. So for the 650 - 700 litres of real cider 
that a craft cider-maker will produce, one of the industrial cider-
manufacturers could make at least 1900 litres, probably more 
like 2600 litres - or even over 3500 litres! Clearly we should also 
be campaigning for clear labelling on all alcoholic drinks so that 
we can make a choice based upon information presented to us.
What would you sooner drink? Fermented freshly-pressed apple 
juice - or some flavoured and coloured concoction that may 
contain a small amount of apple juice, which may even have 
travelled many miles to make its way into the UK? If you spent 
money on a bottle of Shiraz wine, you’d expect the contents to 
be made from the fermented juice of Shiraz grapes. You would 
not expect a bottle of water, beetroot-derived colouring, sugar 
syrups, shiraz-flavourings and a small percentage of Shiraz 
grape juice. Why should cider be any different?

From our Cider Correspondent, Ray Blockley

Footnote: Having read the fine-print of the latest budget, 
it would seem that the promise by Alistair Darling in the 
previous budget to look again at the “Technical Definition of 
Cider” has also been abandoned. Whilst still in opposition, 
David Cameron made great noises about the taxation of cider 
hitting those producers of real ciders as well as those which 
have hardly ever seen an apple. It seems (quote): “Secondary 
legislation will be introduced shortly to increase tax on cheap, 
strong ciders.” 
Cheap and Strong? – or: Cheap or Strong? 
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The Irritable Cellarman
And while I am at it, the Office of National Statistics has started 
insulting me as well – they are trying to make out that I am a 
binge drinker. They reckon that heavy drinking is eight or more 
units of alcohol per day for men, and six or more for women. So 
for a man that is anything over 3½ pints of 4% beer and they say 
to be a binge drinker this only has to be on the heaviest drinking 
day of the week.
How ruddy stupid is this, what use is it possibly serving? We know 
that there are a lot of problems with alcohol abuse and that these 
problems do need tackling as Nick Tegerdine from APAS explains 
so well in regular column in the Drinker. But how is this helped by 
referring to people like me who like three or four pints of real ale 
a couple of nights a week, as binge drinkers? 
But these statistics get dafter, the Nottingham Post (that’s the 
Evening Post to us old folk) recently reported that the number of 
binge drinkers in the city rose from 23 per cent of the population 
between 2003 and 2005 to 25 per cent in 2007/8. Ridiculous, 
ignoring the daft classification of a binge drinker, how the hell do 
they know? Have you ever been asked how many pints you had 
last night - no me neither? Besides if they really do know how 
come the figures are so old, or have they gone down again so 
they are keeping quiet about it?
This stuff is so silly that people just ignore it and so it becomes 
counter productive. Let’s start tackling the real problems with 
alcohol abuse, and if they don’t know what they are I am sure 
Nick will tell them, and stop publishing bullshine like this!
Footnote by the editor:
In case you missed the edition, Nottingham Drinker has published 
hard medical evidence to prove that those drinking three units a 
day live considerably longer than teetotallers, because alcohol in 
moderation helps prevent heart disease. We also proved that you 
would have to drink more than ten units a day before you risk 
living a shorter life than a teetotaller. The so called “facts” about 
drinking published by the health authorities are pure speculation 
and not based on any facts. After all, these are the same health 
people who told us to eat margarine instead of butter - leading to 
more heart disease due to the trans fats that used to be in them!

Is it cos I is Elderly?

Notts County Council have been messing about with 
my beer drinking and I am not happy at all (eh? - has 
anyone ever seen him looking happy! – Ed.). Because 

I am knocking on a bit, they have put a curfew on me so that 
I can’t stay in the pub till closing time anymore and if that 
isn’t age discrimination I don’t know what is! No, before you 
ask, I don’t live in a council care home either, although if the 
management gets her way that may not be too far off.
Being an ancient old fart I have got a bus pass, NHS apart, the 
only thing the state has ever given me since I left school, and 
it means I can get out to the pub more, thus giving me much 
needed healthy exercise. After all they are always pleading 
with us old folk to keep active rather than sitting in front of the 
gogglebox and moaning about how the programmes aren’t as 
good as they were in our day (well they aren’t!). So for once it 
is a Government policy that actually worked.
This was great until the flipping County Council changed the 
rules for their aged citizens, note the County Council not the 
City Council, so I am also being discriminated against because 
of where I live. Now this change in rules is so barmy you really 
could not make it up – this is what it means and it really is the 
truth, and no it isn’t April the First:
• I can catch the 11pm bus as it leaves Friar Lane, but I can’t  
  catch the same bus when it reaches Broadmarsh at 11.05     
  unless it is a Saturday or Sunday!
• I can’t catch the 11.20 bus Monday to Friday but I can on       
  Saturdays and Sundays!
• I can’t catch a bus between 11.01pm and Midnight on a Friday  
  but I could do at a minute past midnight!
So now I have to sit in the pub studying my bus tables and then 
consulting any passing lawyer to interpret the bus pass rules 
for me. I then have to drink up and go home early leaving my 
mates in the pub (they must be devastated! Ed.). But why are 
the council persecuting me in this way? Well I have a theory that 
it is a cock up and they are now too embarrassed to admit it, 
you see they did this at the time they changed the rules about 
using the bus pass at peak times in the morning (which I don’t 
have a problem with, who wants to get a bus that early - the 
pubs are still shut?) as a cost saving exercise. What they did 
was cut their scheme back to the Government minimum, but 
I reckon without looking at the small print, something the City 
Council did have the sense to do.
Yes I have written to ask why they have done this dirty trick to 
me and they reckon it is to save money, the cutbacks and all 
that. But interestingly they won’t tell me how much this ageist 
curfew rule is costing them and I reckon it is because they don’t 
actually know and that the answer is probably next to nothing 
anyway. If they do know how many of us old folk were using the 
bus after eleven on weekdays before the change, which I doubt, 
they certainly won’t know how many of us, probably virtually all, 
are now simply catching an earlier bus costing them the same 
amount and ruining our night out in the process. And being old 
we don’t know how many nights out we have left!
But can anyone see any point in this illogical bureaucracy? Why 
are we old folk allowed out late at the weekends but not on 
weekdays – after all we are less likely to be getting up for work 
the next day? What benefit is being achieved by the restriction 
- the buses aren’t full at that time of night and if that was the 
thinking behind it then surely Saturday night would be the 
busiest of the lot? Why are county residents being penalised and 
not city residents? If the County Council dare reply with some 
logical reasoning backed up by hard facts we will willingly print it 
in the Drinker.

Unfortunately for our readers, the Irritable 
Cellarman has had his cage rattled again and he is 
on the warpath. The whingeing old git reckons he 
is now being persecuted by Notts County Council 
and the Office of National Statistics!
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Nottingham
Trips and Socials
August:
Fri 6th Aug - Best Display (Stout & Porter Trail) presentation, Canalhouse, 
7.30

Sat 7th - Chris Watkinson Commemorative Evening to mark the first 
anniversary of his tragic death. Horse and Groom , Radford Road, Basford 
from 4pm. All who knew Chris are invited. A buffet meal will be provided.

Mon 9th - Survey trip, Kegworth, Zouch area. Dept. Cast 7pm

Wed 11th - Best Mild (joint) presentation, Hand & Heart, 7.30

Mon 16th - Best Mild (joint) presentation, Crown, Beeston 7.30

Tue 17th - Best Mild Trail Display presentation, Newshouse 7.30

Wed 18th - Best Pint (Stout & Porter Trail) presentation, Queen Adelaide,  
 7.30

Mon 23rd - Public Transport Crawl, NCT bus 13, Market Sq. 7pm

Wed 25th - Award of Excellence presentation, Roundhouse, 7.30

September:
Wed 15th - Survey Trip, Giltbrook/Newthorpe area. Dept Cast 7pm

Tue 21st - Public Transport Crawl, NCT bus 30, Vic. Centre 7pm

Fri 24th - Charity Crawl of Castle Rock pubs, meet Bread & Bitter,   
  Mapperley Top, 6.30pm

October: 
Fri 1st - From 7pm, Nottingham Squash Rackets Club invite CAMRA 
members for a social night. LocAles on hand pump and Local Sausage, 
mash, peas & Gravy available £5.00, buy advanced meal ticket and 
get a free pint. Tour of club, you can sign up for one months free trial 
membership. Raffle with prizes donated by Springhead brewery. History 
of squash and the club presentation. Further details or to book advance 
tickets contact Howard Clark on 07775768400 or email howardclark@
nottinghamcamra.org or buy via website or at the next branch meeting.

Mon 25th - Survey Trip - Nuthall & Watnall area. Dept. Cast 7pm

Wed 27th - Public Transport crawl, NCT 87 Parliament St. 6.50pm

For more details on Trips and Socials see the article opposite. 
Book with Ray Kirby on 0115 929 7896 or e-mail 
raykirby@nottinghamCAMRA.org. 

CAMRA cards must be shown for  £2 discount offered on some trips.

Branch Meetings
All meetings begin at 8pm.  Everyone is welcome to attend

August:  Thu. 26th - Victoria, Beeston. NCT 13, Trent 18, train

September: Thu. 30th - Bunkers Hill, Hockley

October: Thu 28th - Salutation, Maid Marian Way

Committee Meetings
All meetings begin at 8pm. All CAMRA members are welcome.

August: Thu 12th - King William IV, Eyre St. Sneinton

September: Thu 9th - Horse Chestnut, Radcliffe on Trent

www.nottinghamCAMRA.org

Amber Valley
Trips and Socials
August: Sat 21st - 7.30pm free bus surveying pubs in Moorwood Moor and 
other destinations. Bus departs from Ripley Market Place. For Alfreton and 
Belper pick-ups, please ring Nathan.

Branch Meetings
August: Thurs 26th, 8.30pm - Devonshire Arms, King Street, Alfreton.

September: Thurs 23rd, 8.30pm - Beehive, Peasehill, Ripley.
Contact Nathan Dilley (01773 570675).

Belvoir
Branch Meetings
August: Tues 3rd Muston Gap, Muston 8.30pm

September: Tue 7th Crown & Plough, Long Clawson, 8.30pm

Erewash
Branch Meetings
August: Mon 2nd- Market Inn, Heanor 8.30pm

September: Mon 6th - The Needlemakers, Kensington Street, Ilkeston. 

Trips and Socials
August: Sat 28th Public Bus Trip Langley Mill to Heanor. Meet Great 
Northern Langley Mill 12.30pm  

Details Mick Golds 0115 9328042 or 07887 788785

Contact: Anyas, Secretary on 0115 8499967 for further details or visit 
www.erewash-camra.org. 

Mansfield and Ashfield
Branch Meetings 
August: Tue 10th - Duke of Wellington

September: Tue 14th - Nags Head

Beer Festival Meetings
August: Tue 17th - Rufford, Mansfield

September: Tue 21st - Railway, Mansfield

Trips and Socials
August: Tue 31st - Whaley Thorns, Langwith, Shirebrook, 
Scarcliffe

September:
Thu 2nd Social - Boundary, South Normanton

Tue 28th Survey Trip Bilsthorpe, Eakring, Rufford, Edwinstowe area.

Branch Beer Festival
October 21 - 24, Civic Centre, Mansfield.

Contact: socialsecretary@mansfieldCAMRA.org.uk to book trips (small 
charge). For pub survey trips pubsofficer@mansfieldCAMRA.org.uk 

Newark
Branch meetings start at 8.00pm

Contact Duncan Neil, 01636 651131 
Chairman@newarkCAMRA.org.uk

Branch Diary

Nottingham Trips and Socials

First up, please note there will be no committee meeting 
in October as the dates clash with the Nottingham Robin 

Hood Beer Festival. If you have any urgent business to discuss 
with the committee, then please approach one of us at the 
Beer Festival, we will probably be too busy to do anything 
about it, but I’m sure we will tell you that in the most 
diplomatic way we can.
The mini bus survey trips for the next period are as follows; 
in August we will take in Kegworth Normanton on Soar and 
Zouch, in September the area to be visited is Giltbrook and 
Newthorpe and October will have us visit Nuthall and Watnall.
The next public transport social/survey trips are a “Rays 
Round” crawl in August and I intend to catch the NCT no 
13 bus from Beastmarket Hill in the Market Square. In 
September I’ll be on the NCT no. 30 from Victoria Centre, 
starting in Wollaton and at the end of October another “Rays 
Round” crawl, based on the ramblings in this edition, catching 
NCT no 87 from Parliament Street.

We have a number of presentations in August, for the Best 
Pint (Queen Adelaide) and Display (Canalhouse) in the Stout 
and Porter Trail and the same for the Mild Trail, Best Pint 
(joint, Hand and Heart and the Crown, Beeston) Best Display 
(Newshouse). We also have an Award of Excellence to present 
to the Roundhouse. See the diary dates for all the details.
At the end of September we will be doing a crawl of the 
Castle Rock pubs in the Nottingham area, we will be collecting 
money for a Castle Rock nominated charity along the way 
and also handing out flyers advertising the forth-coming 
Nottingham Robin Hood Beer Festival. Starting in the Bread 
and Bitter, we shall also be visiting Forest Tavern, Lincolnshire 
Poacher, Stratford Haven, Vat & Fiddle, Canalhouse and the 
Newshouse.
As always, your CAMRA membership card is required to obtain 
your discount on paying for bus trips. 
Also, don’t forget, you can sign up for e-mail alerts for all the 
trips, just let me know.
See the diary dates column for times and dates of all the 
trips, socials etc. Don’t forget, that EVERYONE is welcome 
to any CAMRA meeting or outing, you do NOT have to be a 
member. And finally I can be contacted electronically at: 
raykirby@nottinghamcamra.org 
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Beer Festivals 

July 29 - Aug 1 (Thu - Sun) Queens Head, Watnall Beer 
Festival Twenty real ales plus cider; festival food and live music 
on Saturday night. Bus 331 to door.
July 2� - Aug 1 (Wed-Sun) Unicorn Inn �th Annual 
Summer Beer and Music Festival Repton Rd. Newton Solney. 
Trent/Barton Villager V3 bus from Derby or Burton. 45+ beers 
with a Staffordshire brewery theme. Hog roast Sat. Open from 6 
Wed-Thu, 5 Fri and noon Sat-Sun. Details www.unicorn-inn.co.uk
Aug 3-� Aug (Tue-Sat) Great British Beer Festival 2010, 
Earl’s Court, London. Huge range of Beers, Ciders, Perries, 
international beers. Traditional pub games, live music, hot/cold 
food inc traditional pub snacks + tutored beer tastings. Open  
Tue 5-10.30pm; Wed-Fri  12noon-10.30pm; Sat 11am-7pm. 
Advanced tickets and tutored tasting tickets available online:
gbbf.CAMRA.org.uk/tickets. Advance Day Tickets £8 (£6 CAMRA 
members) On the door £10 (£8 CAMRA members). 
Further details: www.gbbf.org.uk
Aug � (Wed) Newby Wyke Brewery night, the Globe, 
London Road (NCT Green Line 5-10 buses) Meet the brewer 
and try a selection of his beers.
Aug �-� (Fri-Sun) Victoria, Nottingham Road, Alfreton 
Beer Festival. 9 beers.
Aug 12 (Thu) Lark’s Nest, Nuthall. Opening party for new 
real ale bar from 5pm. Free buffet and 4 local beers at £2 a pint.
Aug 1� (Sat) Hose Music, Beer and Burgers Festival 
in the Vale of Belvoir (near Melton Mowbray, Leics) 3pm -
12pm. Live music from 4pm Entry £5.00. Charity fund raiser 
shared between ‘The Josh Walker Fund’ and ‘Forever Faye Art 
Foundation’. Further details on p.4.
Aug 20-22 (Fri-Sun) Beehive, Peasehill, Ripley Beer 
Festival. 12 different beers.
Aug 20-30 (Fri-Mon) Bacchus Hotel Beer Festival, Sutton 
on Sea. 30+ different beers including some from the in-house 
microbrewery. BBQ & bar meals, live entertainment afternoon & 
evenings, bouncy castle for kids. www.bacchushotel.co.uk

Festivals and beer events

Aug 21-22 (Sat-Sun) First annual Belper Rugby Club 
Festival, next to Babington hospital on A6, Belper. 35 beers 
including a Derbyshire bar.
Aug 2�-30 (Fri-Mon) Tavern, Derby Road, Belper Beer 
Festival. 10 beers.
Sept 9-12 (Thu-Sun) 12th Thorn Tree, Waingroves Beer 
Festival. 16 beers with rock band Saturday and big band and 
hog roast or BBQ on Sunday.
Sept 1�-1� (Fri-Sat) �th Annual Melton Mowbray Beer 
Festival, Cattle Market, Scalford Rd. 40+ real beers plus ciders 
and perries. Open 11-late. Admission free before 6.30pm, £4 
after (CAMRA members free at all times). Hot and cold local 
food available all day. Live music at night. Further details at 
www.meltonmowbrayrealale.co.uk
Sept 23-2� (Thurs to Mon) 2�th King William, Milford Beer 
Festival. 16 beers plus 3 traditional ciders.

Sept 30-Oct 3 (Thu-Sun) Third Amber Valley CAMRA Beer 
Festival at Butterley Station, Butterley Hill, Ripley. Up to 60 
beers, cider and perry. Full details on p.7
Oct �-10 (Fri-Sun) Needlemakers Arms Beer Festival, 12 
Kensington St, Ilkeston. 12 beers and 2 ciders in addition to 
the usual 4 on the bar. Open Fri 12-11.30, Sat 12-12, Sun 11- 
11.30. Hot beef and pork rolls plus a range of cold snacks in the 
marquee Fri night & all day Sat. Live entertainment Sat. night.
Oct 1�-1� (Thu-Sun) Nottingham Robin Hood Beer 
Festival, in the grounds of Nottingham Castle. Over 700 
real ales plus ciders, perries and country wines. Wide range 
of food on sale, live music, and tombola. Full details on p.23
Oct 22-23 (Fri-Sat) Erewash Valley CAMRA First Long 
Eaton Beer Festival, Westgate Suite, Westgate, Long 
Eaton. Open 12-11. 40+Real Ales, Ciders, Perries & Fruit 
Wines. Admission - before 6.00pm - £2.00 - after 6.00pm 
- £3.50 CAMRA members - £1.00 at all times. Entertainment 
both evenings from 8.00pm. Hot & cold food, soft drinks 
available all day.


